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to
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Events, therefore, which

seem

tremendous to men are of small account
to him. Our lives are so interlocked with
the temporal and material, we are always
inclined to view events so different from
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ALE

the

tailed march of coming events. They
‘| forget that time and succession are of
small concern to God, that his eye sweeps
over eternity and values all events from

Tk
Terms

aim was to unfold

if1aiin

God's views as to, wholly mistake their
significance, and misjudge their meaning.
This tendency has always led to mistakes

WaDNESDAY,

as to the sense of prophecy, parables, ordinances, and the most spiritual portions
of the Scriptures even. Is not this the
trouble in reading the book of Revelation?

OCT.’ 26, 1881.

© FROM SHORE TO SHORE,
From shore to shore the bonny boat
Goes, and returns each day
O'erlonded with its human freight,
The old, young, sad, and gay.

Our glorified Lord magnifies the spirit-

ual;

The journey is not long,

relation of events; is free from that bewitching curiosity to penetrate the future
that amounts to a passion with many of
us, and values everything according to its
relations to the eternal, its effect on the

And the boatman’s arm {s strong.

Would that adown the stream of life
All barks might safely glide;

But the other shore is far away,

spiritual, its connection with the unseen.

And the river between is wide.

It is life

Some days the skies are overcast,
Some dayg they are glad and blue,
Some boats are wrecked on the cruel shoals

‘

book,

as generally considered,

spiritual Would absorb attention. - The
first result might be animpression that

Weekly.

---9-

the book

STUDIES IN | REVELATION.

reveals farless

supposed,

D: D,

as

to the intent and sense of the Book of
Revelation. It has gradually developed
in my heart and mind until the obscurities
of the book have broken away, and a clear
sky and sweet atmosphere refresh me as
I read from its beginning to the end. I
claim no superior wisdom or scholarship
in my interpretation, though confessing
to solid comfort in the light that the visions of the beloved John shed upon: my
soul.
Revela-

reader of the

Bible has not asked that question without
finding a satisfactory reply? The feelJing is intuitive that this ought not
to
he. This is the last book our divine

well

would

be quite sure to fade from view, lose
prominence and distinctness, and the

Where there's naught of care or fear.

and might

rise to closer harmony

esteems them and at spiritual relations as
he views them, the historic aspects of this

Of night, and its shadows drear,
Till we step
at last on the other shore

Lord gave to man,

should

with Christ ; look at external affairs as he

Still bear us on through the darksome hour

What

heaven,

historic relations.

He will take us over the waters deep,

1.
;
I have a helpful, consoling thought

in

far more regardless of external order and
If we

And at life’s soft twilight gray

treasures

Bible, while it is really far more spiritual,
tar less restricted by time and succession,

And trusting him, we may surely hope
That sll in his own good way,

Often have I asked, what does

be

expected to be the best. Moreover a
special blessing is pronounced on such as
“read and hear the words of this prophecy
and keep those things which are written
in this book,” und this would seem to

but

this

than has -been

illusion

will

soon

be changed to the consoling assurance
that it reveals vastly more thanany, or
all,of the historical interpreters conceived.
The whole life and spirit of Christ favors
the thought that this final Revelation is
preeminently spiritual. His incarnation
was a reluctant concession to the local and
historic, because necessary to reach the
hearts of secularized man !

Bat this con-

descension was not to fasten him to the
earthly, but to lift us to the heavenly.
He was always, while in the flesh, pressing against the bars of his prison; like
the eagle that stirs up its young to fly
away among the

clouds,

he

eagerly

in-

cited his disciples to break from the local
and temporal and seize upon the universal and eternal.
So far as possible the incarnate life and
teachings
of our Lord were
higher,
broader and more enduring than “history
and belonged emphatically to the spiritual
and eternal realm. He was indeed born
the seed of David, a Hebrew, in Bethlehem, but he recognized no nationality,

established no local institutions, taught
‘no doctrines and imposed no’ duties of
terpretation. How can readers find a
local application, ahd did no work of
blessing in it unless they understand its
merely local value. He was Saviour for
lessons? Itis a
revelation of Jesus

imply clearness, adaptation—and easy in-

Christ which God gave him to show unto
his servants.” The Lord does not show
things to his disciples by concealing them.
‘The afflicted, discouraged churches needed light, not shadows, a clear conception

of the working of the kingdom, not
enigmas they could not solve, and it is
hardly supposible that the Saviour would

add to their doubts and fears, by making
a revelation that practically amounted to
no revelation at all.
Yet itis confgssed by the learned, that
Revelation even to this day, remains an

unsolved mystery. The interpretations
have bgen,so various and fanciful, the conclusion has become quite general that all

efforts to understand it are futile. Still, no
one is content with such a conclusion.

The book evidently has a purpose.

Its

a

race,

Saviour

of the

immortal

and

eternal, the Brother of all men, the teacher of universal truth, the conserver of interests infinite, unchangeable, spiritual,

eternal, working ever after ‘‘the power of
an endless life,” and aimed to lift men up
to the same high, grand aim and fellowship he fostered himself. His disciples
were always gravitating downward, and
degrading his aims and spirit by the limitations

of

mightily

time

drew

and

them

universal and spiritual.

sense,

up

while

towards

he

the

The gross errors

into which the church has so often fallen

have always sprung from the tendency to
interpret Christ, his kingdom, his gospel
and the aims of Christianity,from a carnal,
historic, external standing point. The
apostles were slow to apprehend the true

scope of the Saviour’s aims and the sub:
spirit is grave, earnest, devcut, and its lime
altitude of his life and teachings,
whole tone implies a definite aim.

What

- does it mean P Is it possible to answer
this questidn urged now for centuries? It

© seems

verily to cast reproach upon

shall

our

but so far and so fast as they did catch
the true inspiration,

they

cast off

the

* letter ” of religion and reveled in a

larger liberty, beseeching all men to look
Lord to assume thal its meaning is so not upon the seen. as real, but upon the
closely locked in mystery we can not disSpiritual as. the essential substance and
- cover what is intended,
| eternal good.
May it not be more simple, direct, and
Does it appear probable, therefore, that
practical than neually supposed, and its

real sense missed by interpreters because

in the last great message of the Saviour

respmetl the
among the mysteries, for its sense They | & ory he had with the Father before the
haye missed the key, or failed to detect world was, he would carefully and
they have looked too high, or too far away

century.

proceed.

pe men, given after he had

fanciful in “their theories and’ far more

would be strange

indeed if this closing

THE pe

hic”aes prea

I'l

i,

have

been

impossible.

Weeks must have : elapsed before the
slow-goin, g sail vessels could have carried
the sad tidings across the ocean. Now

SORROW.

As the little t§
from Londonderry, Ireland, came dowa into Loch Toyle the

the telegraph ggnds the message at light-

morningof Sept. 20, to meet the inward ‘ning speed and allowing for the differbound stéamer ¢¢ Circassia,” the first ques- ence in time London received the news
tion of ‘the American travelers was, only an hour later than the occurrence.
* What news from
the President P" Thus on this side of the water we are able
‘¢ Yesterday's

‘papers state

better,” was the answer,

that he is

to know the ‘exact time of the funeral

2

rites,and to participate in them by thought
and prayer, though sundered by thousands of miles.
The other impressive fact is manifest
in the homage paid by a world to a simple; unpretending Christian man. Said
an English paper, ‘It is not simply the
President we mourn so heartily; itis the

‘What a Telief it was for us all.

As we

ment of moving the

loved

President to

the sea-shore was tried. We’ learned
that he had endured the fatigue of that
wonderful journey, and then we had left
him and for ten days there had been no
word. Some of our company were newspaper men who had lingered about the
telegraph office the anxious days of this
summer, and all had shared the gene

progress, and complications, of the.

husband, the father, the son, the man.”

From the rulers on their thrones to the
humblest peasant in their hamlets, all
classes had learned to revere and love the
sterling Christian qualities which Gen.
Garfield has shown through these months
of pain.
Said a French paper, ‘- The President
of the United States wiil hereafter be
more highly honored, since Gen. Garfield

case.

We had discussed on shipboard the prob-

abilities and possibilities, and our hopes
and fears had alternately cheered and
depressed

With

has thus exalted the office.”
It has been

age of infidelity,

called an

but the Providence of God has given us a

us,

the reassuring ‘intelligence re-

grand example of true Christianity, and a
nation joined by a sympathizing world

ceived from Ireland we ran across to
Scotland, and some nine hours later an- has bowed before God in humiliation,
.other tug met us at Greenock.
Watching beside Gen. Garfield’s dying
It would be impossible to describe the bed, America has bonnd itself:by ties of
feeling as one of the most impatient of friendship with European nations more
our Americans secured a newspaper the firmly than political treaties or compacts
moment the tug was alongside and came could have done.
:
back to the group, gathered with trunks = Says a London journal, ¢¢ There now
and satchels around the saloon door, and remains for the American people with
in startled and solemn tone hurriedly said Gen. Arthur as their leader the grandest
—** The President is dead!”
opportunity ever offered any nation.”
The word quickly passed around the
That our loved land may avail itself of
ship—officers, attendants, passengers, no this opportunity, and sustain the position
matter what the nationality, were dumb
our lamented President has given it
with grief.
¢ Poor fellow, I am sorry,” among foreign nations, is the earnest desaid our gallant Scotch captain. The sire of every patriotic heart Shroud;
officers a moment before so gay with the’
8. M.
prospect of successfully completing anEE TA SbCl
Sh ,SYY€ ah rostosc
other ocean passage,and happy in the
AN INTERESTING LETTER.
hope of soon meeting friends and family,
HARPER'S FERRY, W. VA. Oct. 14.
were saddened, and forgot itall as they
repeated ¢* the President is dead!”—not
The question which came up after our
the American President but simply the little wing was taken away to make room
President. There was but one President for the new Hall, and with it the entrance
in-the-world's-theught—
A common grief ||school-room
to our present
—whether we
could arrange some temporary way of acwas unitirg the nations.
cess in case the new room should not be
Said a Scotch clergyman, ‘* It makes
my heart bleed.” A new York lady ex- ready for us to begin school in, was setclaimed, ‘ Poor Mrs. Garfield!” Another tled when the brick-layers’ staging reached
from Virginia whose family during war the hight of the stairs which had opened
into the little vestibule leading
to the
times had been faithful to State's rights,
chapel. That- staging was retained and
said, ‘‘ How can we bear this dreadful
temporary steps from it make a safe,
news so far away from home,”and a Boston

merchant on his way to Egypt said it
seemed as if he must turn around and go

though not very pleasant, passage to the
old chapel. How we shall manage when
the progress of the work makes it necessary-to remove

business. A little girl who had bravely
left her friends sat down on a satchel and
cried inconsolably.
But if we felt for a moment that our
grief was more than we could bear in a
strange land, the hearty sympathy of the
generous Scotch gave us all the consolation possible. Their words were honest and outspoken. Flags hung at half
mast from the ships in the harbor at
Greenock, and

as

leftthe

we

train

at

Glasgow we were confronted by bulletin boards similar to those we had seen
as we

left

Boston

and New

York,

and

the daily items were almost wholly confined to telegrams about the President. .
This same interest was manifested as

Kondon.

we traveled towards

eyes as we look-

sight that greeted our

ed from the windows

The first

of our hotel

was

the American exchange artistically draped in black.
Still more impressive were the manifestations of sympathy in Paris. The
leading hotels, restaurants and many of
the prominent places .of business displayed American flags half furled and
with. streamers of
their folds bound
crape. In a short walk along the Rue
de Rivoli and to the Boulevard Madeline we counted thirty- a
ty deflags thus in mourning.
vice was the stars and stripes with the
red cross of England shrouded in overhanging crape.
On Sunday we attended the American

that Iam

God.”

na

This marked sympathy shown in all
given to pruphésying than to interpreting. message should be hampered by historic
They have evinced peculiar Sugeruess to enigmas, local and ehronologies] visions, parts of thé world for our lamented Pres{ir

A few years ago and such sjym-

pathy would

r+

‘the combination,” from some cause, tediously map out a chronological history chapel founded by Dr. “Kirk A large
of coming centuries, incite the churches to congregation was in attendance and evand this may be just the trouble. Th
have assumed at the outset that, its grand peer into prospective convulsions, local ery seat was occupied. The pulpit was
imagery foroasts detailed history, chron- revolutions, rise and fall of specific king- beautifully draped. The choir opened
ological events, the rise and fall of em- doms and formal developments of carnal the services with appropriate chants folpires, vast religions convulsions,
the lifeP., Was it likely that he would drop lowed by a touching prayer from the pasevolution of specific heresies, the destiny below the tenor even of his incarnate life tor, Rev. Mr. Hitchcock, when the cono artoulss men. Hence the chief ef- and deal far more with formal develop- gregation sang ** Nearer,ny God,to thee.”
The impressiveness and solemnity of
been to fit the figures to the ments than with the essential elements of
bis
kingdom—¢
Righteousness
and
peace
otcasiocin
the
n hardly be expressed.
pi +10 address the supposed map to
After the opening exercises the pastor
the successive fucts, and forecast such as and joy in the Holy Spirit” ? His
are yet in the fature. Writerson Revela- heart was set on inducing men to Yook gave a most excellent and comforting distion, theiiéfore, have been extremely above and beyond the visible, afid it course from the text,‘* Be still, and know

“iy

scientific discoveries of the nineteenth

see as we

interest felt by the entire country to learn
lodged in the spiritial, and that we have the latest tidings from the wounded magmissed it because we have esteemed it istrate.. We had felt keenly the change
more historical than other books of the and the impossibility of following the

The arm of our Lord is strong.

tion really reveal?

and harmonious,as we

May it not be that the key to this book is

And others weather the sudden storms,
And steer, from the rocks away,
And out of the darkness of their fears
Sail into the perfect day.
But need we fear, when we think of it?.
For whether the way be long,
Or whether the waves be rough or smooth,

oH.) BALL,

eternal,

victory ofthe spiritual that interests him.

Ere the Journey is half way through.

REV.

limitations of

has little concern for the chronological

The skies o’erhead are soft and blue,

BY

the

spiritual comfort and find it. The interpretation on this ling is easy, healthful

time and sense that so effect our thoughts ; were leaving our native land the experi-

The boat is strong, the waters clear,

— Christian

he is free from

ident has been marvelous. We would
like to quote largely from the editorials
of London and Paris papers, The spirit
of some of them have already reached
America by cable.
Out of this melancholy event are developed two striking illustrations of the age.
The least impressive of them is due tothe

Such reflections as these have led me
to conclude that in this book the formal
is in all cases subordinate to the spiritual,
the temporal to the eternal, the chronological to the unchangeable, the historic to
the invisible. Hence I seek init for

a not
though

distant
it may

that staging

future,

isa question-of

we

want

to

hope,

be a troublesome one to ar-

range. If we are obliged to have the school
in our new room while the work is still
going onin it, it will not be an entirely
new experience.
When school opened, Oct.

4th, the par.

tition between the old chapel and new had
been removed four feet into the old to
make the recess which is to be a part of
the teachers’ stand. The work inside had
been all done and the room presented a
very neat appearance, but the doors had
not come and there was little to break the
view or sounds of the work going on within the roofless, bare walls adjoining us.
Then with
the doors came the great
change in the weather, and it was

too cold

to wait for the work to be done between
schools;
so about thirty feet from the
teachers, with

scholars

between,

was

the

they like to be informed, the reason why?
We have received only one dollar on the
special $3,000 in that time, except a few
dollars paid to the Treasurer at the Anni-

versaries. “But for the remittances from
the Treasurer of the F. B. W. M. S., of

sums which

had already been acknowl-

edged in the Star with her other receipts,
' we couldn't make a beginning of paying
the bills already contracted. We have
faith to believe there are those whosé coniributions are ready and ‘have been withheld. because they misinterpreted the silence of the last three weeks to mean that

no more was needed.

A little more than

$1,000 in addition to what has already
been pledged will secure the remainder of
Mr. Anthony's $5,000, and pat the building
in a condition to use this winter, free of

debt.
:
We have no time to wait when our number—already larger. than ever before at
this time of year—is receiving daily accessions, and word comes from every quarter

of others that are to be expected.

What

It would be like nursing a patient carefully to the most critical point of his disease,

and then leaving him, with

constitution

impaired, to

it

struggle

with

unaided.

Can it be the nurse is exhausted

at the

critical time when want of care incurs the
danger that this patient may have to hobble about with one leg or work with a fingerless right hand? The Lord forbid !
/
B.
_—i.

LE

Z=

MISSION WORK.
CONDUCTED

GENERAL

BY REV. G. C. WATERMAN,

HOME

MISSION

WORK.

There is a vast amouunt of it lying at the
doors of our denomination waiting to be
taken up and cared for; or, to use a different and perhaps better figure, broad and
fertile fields, in which work of this kind is

sure to yield abundant and valuable harvests, lie open before us, waiting for us to
enter in and cultivate them.
Could we do
this now we should be sure to reap a rich
return at no very distant day. These fields

are in the new and growing towns of the
West, and in the rich manufacturing cities
of New England. Into these two reservoirs of population the country is fast
pouring its streams of young men and
women.

If we wish

to grow,

we must go

where the growing elements are. If we
wish to gather into our churches the men
and women who are to constitute the
framework of society, we must plant our
churches where ‘these men and women
live.

Seeing

work

the need

pay

for

it and

materials necessary
I wonder if our
that the last three
have had no list of
Memorial Hall.
Do

for the labor and other

to make it available,
friends have noticed
numbers of the Star
receipts for Anthony
they know, or would

November last, in

consequence

of

U0

ht

which

have not. There are, indeed, a few Chi-

nese or Japanese here, of soft tread and
unreplying tongue; but the objector does
not refer to them. He refers to our Eng- lish-speaking population.
Now I affirmthat the worst men have ‘a great deal of"

knowledge of the truth.
ward

of

hour of

New

own State, it is, perhaps, not

done

to

be won-

dered at, that many should prefer to give
for the work in that State. This is praiseworthy,

but there is another

phase

of

the

subject that ought not to be ignored.
It
has been often presented and must be frequently referred to. If all, or the greater
part, of our contributions go into the
treasuries of local organizations, how can
the general society do anything for anybody?
That some things may be done better by
a local than by a general society may be
true, but a general

society

to

fairer,

or

more

satisfactory,

is

certain

important

There are many

interests.

special

ed to us, asking for help,

Are

we

objects

present-

Many

of them

are worthy, deserving.of assistance.

What

is our duty? Is it not, first of all, to our
church and the denomination of ‘which, it
forms a part? In the matter of benevolent
contributions,
we
believe
that
every
church member ought, first of all, to sign
the cards In use, and approved by our General Conference, and to pay at stated
Himes the sums subscribed. ‘Then, if any

Go to the lowest

city

the night, and

at the darkest

select

a dozen cut-

throats, and I am ready to say: that these
have more intellectual knowledge of God
than any dozen of heathen in any age or
‘race, even if you include Plato, Socrates,
and Confucius.
These live among Sab—
bath sanctuaries, Christians, and some of’
them have been in our Sunday-schools.
They are going to the bad because they

will; yet they know better.”

ty

Items.

Moravia. —The

sixty-third

missionary

report for the year 1880 shows totals of 99

stations,

324

missionaries,

1,485

native

helpers, and 24,439 communicants.
The
home expenses are less than $3,500, anck

the expenditures on the entire
work

missionary

of the Church is less than $25,000.

JAPAN.—It is said that there are now
over three thousand communicants
in
Christian churches in Japan.

"AFRICA. —The

First Baptist church

of

Monrovia, Liberia, was organized
with
twelve members, in 1821, in a private:

dwelling in Richmond, Va.——The Jesuits.
are making strenuous efforts to reach Stan
ley Pool, but have thus far been unsuccessful.——The Livingstone Inland Mission
hus now five stations in the first two han-

miles up the Congo, the highest

be- . °

ing at Manyanga, a’ hundred and thirty-five.
Stanley

Pool.

—Bapt. Miss. Magazine.
At Kiota in Japan, the reading of a sin-gle copy of St. John’s Gospel led sixty
families to renounce idolatry. In the same
country mass meetings for prayer have recently been held, at one of which nearly.
seven thousand persons were present.
With reference to the visit of King Kala
kua of the Sandwich Islands,to Great Brit-

ain
notes

and

America,

The.Landon

Christian

that he and his people, who have ris-

en from barbarism to civilization, are a
product of modern missions,
—8. 8. Times.

be efficient

must have a constituency, one devoted to
its interests and contributing regularly to
its support.
Without doubt there are difficulties in the way of adjusting the relations of all these bodies to one another,
and to the different parts of the work in
hand, but it ought to be done.
Probably
nothing

York

in their

ted

to

Just how much that sum should. be

we do not undertake to say. But some- .
thing is due to the denomination as such,
and every loyal son and daughter will honor the mother’s claim first, and then do for
others whatever may seem to be proper.
IN_ INDIA.
THE CHURCHES]
Of the church at Dantoon, the Annual:
Report says that the native pastor has.
done his work well. He has preached rég- an
ularly in D., and. at. ane or two stations.
outside the town,
There is abundant opportunity for a resident missionary to use
all his time to advantage here, could ' onebe afforded.
It was found necessary to
transfer Miss Phillips to Midnapore, in

miles below

their own eyes the

by the society.

not bound to sustain these brethren in
thelr efforts to carry -out the plans adopted?

is only about half enough ‘in the treasury

ing.

to see with

and we led too far from our chosen path—

used if we have the money to go on, there

the organized channels of denominational
work, for any other object however desery-

dred

hope our faith has not heen too sanguine

we were encouraged to buy lumber so as
not to be obliged to wait for it; and now
when it is on the ground just in time to be

work, there can be no objection. No part.
of what we have aright to expect from
our members ought to be diverted from

It is not strange that those who contribute to the fands of a society should wish

likely to be devised for a long time to
come, than the plan agreed upon and published in the Star same months since. It
is understood by the officers of the Home
had (and he would have been very nearly Mission Society and, probably, by those
right if he had made it all Virginians or *of the State societies. Let us not stop to
all Southerners) of spitting, spitting, spit- query and criticise, but work according to
ting tobacco juice everywhere. The music the plan we have, and do all that we can
of the trowel and the hammer and the saw to make it successful.
LOYALTY.
‘causes very little confusion when the puAre we a denomination?
If so, do we
‘pils are al} in earnest, as ours seem to be.
Ought we
Our greatest anxiety is lest that music not-owe a duty to ourselves?
not to care for our own? We have'under‘cease before the work has bee
one. We
are much more uneasy about when and taken certain lines of work, ss a denomiwhence the money is coming to pay for nation. To be sure, not every individual
the lumber which the hammer and saw are has had a hand, directly and personally, in
already operating upon, than about the planning that work, but it is ours neue the
way we are going to do when the work en less. It hag been done by our representacroaches upon our pleasant stairway. I tives; by those to whom we have commit-

when the money was coming in very well,

one wishes to aid any special object connected with, or outside of our regular

the zenana work has been entirely. sus
shall we do with the fifty that reliable re- pended since that time, Jt was here,
or
ports tell us are coming from Pittsburg? near here, that Dr. Phillips met the
young:
man who was led to become a Christian by
‘|'reading a copy of ¢ Peep of Day”, bought.
ent, along with our usual winter crowd, if of him ten years before.
¢¢ So comes the
we are confined to these quarters (still kingdom in this land of darknes
s,” says’
narrower than ever), which have for years
the Report. ¢ We are encouraged to sow
been literally packed at that season?
the seed, while we pray and look for the.
Surely the Master will not permit the
fruit.”
F* B. denomination,—to which he has
HEATHEN AT HOME.
entrusted this institution, upon which his
Dr. Fowler said, in a recent address re-approving smile has rested so constantly “ported-in.
The Homiletic Monthly: ¢ It is.
—to leave it to do the immense work before said,
‘We have heathen at, home. Weit in such a maimed and crippled manner.

carpenter surrounded by his tools and pile
of shavings.
We could get along very
well with all the rest if he hadn't the filthy
habit that Dickens thought all Americans

‘‘ no debt”; but the truth is that at a time

T

T

O-0-0-0-&

GOING TO OHURCH.
‘ I have got to go to church every Stns
day to keep my Christian life just possible,” said a very earnest believer.
*“ When
I omit public worship I feel
that my standard of living is lowered.’
We never go beyond our ideal. We
need to be kept constantly at our best to
maintain a high standard. It it said that
the secret of Jenny Lind’s success. was
that she tried to excel on every . occasion.

When asked once why she sang her most
finished pieces before an audience at the
South, mostly of colored people,

she

re-

plied :
i
4
:
‘I value my art too highly to degrade
it even occasionally by any willful disregard of what I considered due to it.’
Without action we grow
stagnant
‘or
retrograde in things pertaining to mor
als as in mental acquirements. It is easy
to say we can worship God by reading
a good sermon at home.

The cares of the household often crowd
out the book’ we meant to read. The:
spirit of worship promoted by the sanet.

uary, the rest
gives,

that the

the taking

house

of the mind

of

God’

from

ev-

ery-day duties and surroundings, the inspiration to better living, the influence
upon others in keeping the day sacred,

all make
those who

church-going
would

keep

a necessity to.
their Christian

hope and life’ in a condition that"shall be
a joy to themselves
others. —dnon.
gn a

and Jnspiration
i

to.
ri,
we ¥

|

on oo

No star is ever lost we once have seen;

‘We always may bé what we might have been. *
Adewide Proctor,

/

—

S. 3. Brpartment.

Communications,

THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.
1. The ministers of religion need
special spiritual preparation for their
WITNESSES FOR GOD.
work.
[Anniversary sermon, preached at Lawrence,
IL To make public confession of sin. Mass.,
Oct. 4, 1881, by Rev. O. D. Patch of Greenin behalf of the nation is a solemn part 6f ville, R. 1.]
ministerial duty.
s Ye are my twilnesses saith the Lord,
III. Purity of heart must ever be and my servant whom I have chosen.”
sought by those who would worship God Isa. 113:,10.
acceptably.
\
In the light of the Scripture before us,
TOPICS FOR THOUGHT AND STUDY.
it is easy for us to understand the mission
I. Christ's Magoment.
of the Jews, as a people. In the midst of
II. Significance© 6 the scape-goat.
the general and increasing apostasy of
TIL.
The benefit of fasting.
the world at that time, the true religion
was in danger of being forgotten, and the
> >
trae God of becoming unknown. And
GLEANINGS.
should the human: race, in its blindness

Sunday-School Lesson.--Nov. 6.
{For Questions sep Star Quarterly and Lesson Papers.)

THE DAY OF ATONEMENT.
DAILY READINGS.
The day of atonement. Lev.16:18—30.
Atonement needed. Rom. 3: 19—31.
Atonement accpeted.
Atonement foretold.

Rom.5:1—18.
Isa. 53: 1—I2.

Heb. 9: 11-28.

Atonement by Christ.
Christ our

High

. Atonement effectual.
GOLDEN

TEXT: —‘

We

also joy

received
Leviticus

5:

Rev.5:6—14.
in

tion of being. Physical death is the separa-

tion of soul and body.

:

Spiritual death is

man needs is restoration of his original
and normal relationship of union with

i

God.

themselves

and these may be summarized as follows:
God is not a tyrant thirsting for blood,
but a wise and beneficent Governor of the
universe.
If a governor,
law ; and if he must have

imper-

which

was then led away into the wilderness.
The ceremony of remission of sins having
been thus completed, the ‘high-priest
resumed the usual duties of the priest,
and finished the offering of the slain
wictims.
I" Atonement for the holy place. In
“order that the people might have a vivid

pronounced

priests themselves. On this account an
atonemerit must be made for it, that the
taint of sin might be removed from it.
For this ceremony the high-priest had to
prepare himself by special ceremonies
and an offering made on his own account
and at his own expense. He alone could
periorm the appointed ceremonies, and
this he did after the most careful and
Seruptious reparation, clad in his Spot:
typifying

the

purity

of

Christ, our great High-priest. Thus having
made atonement for himself and for the
‘holy place.and its furniture, he is prepar«d to undertake the case of the people.
11. Atonement for the people.
This
svas made with peculiar ceremonies fully
.deseribed in the chapter from which the
lesson is taken. Perhaps the most striking of these eeremonies is that of the
scape-goat. ‘Of the two selected for this
_part of the ceremonies of the day, one was
chosen by lot, and over its head the highpriest was to confess the sins of the people, after which it was led away

into

the

wilderness, and, as we infer from the
sscriptural account, turned loose in an un* inhabited region ; though some of the rabbins have given a different account of it.
Thus was the work of the Day of Atonement completed, and the way of forgivemess opened between God and man. The
necessity for this rested not upon God
but upon man. God's character was not
«changed by all these sacrifices and cereamonies.
He had always loved man with
.andnfinite love, and needed not to be ap-

.peased by such offerings. These things
in themselves possess no intrinsic value.
«Sacrifice and . offerings thou didst mot
desire.” Though not necessary, God was

to accept these services as an

effort on man’s part to give some expres«gion
to his own sense of his sinfulness

and of bis desire to come into right

rela-

fioms with God, against whom he had sin-

med. Not only was God pleased to secep! these offerings, but he gave direction

«concerning them, in order that they might
fitly typify and illustrate essentidl spiritwal truths,

,and closer

and

lead men

communion

into

a nearer

with him,

Con-

fessions and offerings were conspicuous
of the services, ‘‘ Man must not
ibe dumb
sanded. ¥

——————

i

American Sunday School Union, reported
that between Cheyenne on the east and
Evaneston on the west there are twentyfour Sunday-schoels, into which have
been gathered 1,400 children, out of the
2,100 reported to be of school age. In
these schools are 135 teachers, who

dur-

ing the year have distributed 128,500
papers. In the libraries of these schools
are 2,898 books. Five Sunday-schools

state of hopeless depravity.

have

it not.

And this

.we, as individuals, as a denomina-

him.

We

nto. me, for to such belongeth the kingof 0 f heaven.” And that is in accordance with the true meaning of the original.
The kingdom of heaven belongs

to, but

is not composed of, little children.
Rev. B. B. Loomis says in the Sunday-

; (privileges. and advantages of that atonebore

the gins.of |

ithe people into a land of forgetfulness,so

longer rested upon the _peo-

be accustomed

men

as

having

to look

reached

the

But no man

has crossed the dead line of irretrievable

of the race,

Murphy down to the humblest

the temperance reform,

trophy

gave

are empty, swept and garnished, ready
Usof for the truth, are exceedingly rare.

God the

of emancipation

a system of truth, on the

a

people, they

were

living

upon

the earth, and

souls?

It is

whose

truth.—And

we

are poor

i

Notice Jehovah says,

I am God.”

‘Ye are my

We are wit-

article

in

not believe it.

This is

the creed of

the. church, yet there are many

who do

The atheist, who does not

believe there is any God in all this vast
universe, does not believe it. The idolater who, on the contrary, fancies the uni-

verse is thronged
believe

it.

The

with

deities, does not

deist,

who

one Supreme Being, but

believes

in

who rejects the

Bible and discards all written revelation,
does not believe it. Likewise the Jew,
who believes in God the Father, and in
the Old Testament Scriptures, but rejects
Christ~and the New Testament, does not
believe it. The infidel, also, who, so far

its achievements,

before

to that same

a most important

as religion is concerned, does not believe
anything in particular, but whose whole
creed consists of a series of negations, or

that there was one true God, eternal, iminvisible,

yet, you and I are wit-

of God, to bear testimony

Christ the world’s only Saviour.

powerful agency in preparing the .way
for the exalted civilization introduced by
the Messiah himself. So, for many succeeding centuries, the Jewish church
stood before the world as the chosen witness 'of Almighty God, testifying
by ‘its

mortal,

And

nesses chosen

nesses, therefore, that the God revealed
in the Bible is the true God, and Jesus

nations, was, in the providence of God, a

shrine,

tudes in our own Christian land.
We
may carry it to the abandoned and fallen,
profane
to the Sabbath breaker and
swearer, to the debauchee who glories in

highway

his‘shame, to the murderer and

of our

fallen race. The gospel alone can save,
God there are no hard cases.
and with

2.

cellent statutes, constituted an important
factor in the civilization of the age. And
not only so, but their influence among the

it to the teeming

eternal Son could afford to endure the hu-

witnesses that

its ex-

We may carry

robber, to all the unsaved masses

speeific.

The mission of God's an-

laws, its literature and

which

ready to defend that truth, even at’ the
sacrifice of our lives, should occasion require it, as thousands of martyrs have
done before us. But we have spoken only in general terms. Let us now be more

the day-star

their theocracy, with

of

Christians, unworthy, I fear, to be called
to
-the witnesses of. God, if we stand not

of vast importance, inasmuch as they
were the religious torch-bearers of the
race, while

a work

was not ashamed, for
for his life before Pilate
for this cause came I into
I might bear witness unto
how valuable must be that

men.

The second characteristic of the gospel

manent, and ** without money

with-

and

ou price.” We are fo preach it therefore
The third noticeable
to every creature.
feature, is the mode of the saving process.
The gospel does not save by external
appliances merely. It does not save by
whitewashing the surface, by polishing
Social culture is indeed
the manners.
desirable, more so perhaps than many
But social culture
Christians suppose.

niay come without salvation, or it may

never

be regarded

with ‘it.

Our

as

being

identical

proceeds from

salvation

within, and not from

should

but

come as & result of salvation,

is

without, and’

ac-

complished, not by the power of man,
but by the power

of the

Holy

Spirit.
social

And, moreover, it consists not "in

or intellectual culture, nor in ceremonial
works, but in renewing of the heart, the
righting up of the moral character, and
the bringing of the scul into harmony
with God. On this important point, our
testimony should be unequivocal. These
then are the great truths to be established
by our testimony.

And

as

these

truths,

in their siraplicity and purity, are received by the nations, many are the blessings that will graciously follow. Schools
will be established, education will become popular, the industrial arts will be

must have a poing to it. ‘Secondly,

it must be barbed. The scholars never
‘should be able to get away from it.

Rev. G. M. Boynton remarks that, the

had committed them, so Jesus biggest kind of a bell, rung over an
having “ once for all” taken upon empty table, soon will cedse to attract
ns of the world, they are boarders. That. is a sfnt at Sundaythose who by faith and love school teachers rather than at the keepers
of boarding-houses.
and dutiful, obedience draw nigh unto
Praise undeserved ig satire in disguise.’
and hide themselves under the
= Broadiurst.

in ‘beaven.”

cerning the deity shoald accord with the

national government, as a matter of
policy, could well afford to
, employ

ment, before the bar of eternal righteous-

truth. We are not witnesses of Baal, nor
of Juggernath, nor of an imaginary mon-

India and

ness, those truths are

‘ster, who for his own glory purposely

‘conscience, before the bar of public sentito be established

by our testimony, the wide world over,

can he

We can’ easily see, therefore,

that God needs the testimony of his witnesses, for the destruction. of evil, just as
actually as fot thi sapport of the truth.
Hence we read in the Scriptures about
*¢ pulling down the strong holds of sin,”
about * wrestling agelant principalities
and

powers,” about ‘‘destroying

the

works of the devil.” God's people are to
be an aggressive people. They are not
are

to make

their arrows

felt

in, the

hearts of the King's enemies. They are
not merely to stand up in’ their sanctuaries and featity for God, but ‘they are to
go into &l the world—the poiitical world,
the social world,the commercial world, the

intellectual world—and preach the gospel

to every creature. ‘There is not an evil on
the globe,which should not be dragged to

the light, condemned by the testimony of

1. Pagan religions. tio a religious nature, man will, under ordinary
circumstances, have a religion of some
kind, either true or false. And it is not a
little pathelic to see how men, who

amidst the darkness of sin Have become
ignorant of God's righteousness, have
gone about to establish their own righteousness.
Having forsaken God, who
is the tountain of living waters, they have

hewed out to themselves cisterns, broken

cisterns that can hold no water.
very remote period of antiquity,

From a
a large

percentage of ‘our race has been under
the dominion of various pagan religions.
That idolatry existed prior to the flood,
there is not, so far as I know, any positive evidence. Not long after the flood,
however,
Egypt
and Assyria
and
Greece, the three principal nations of the
earth at that time, were extensively given to idolatrous worship. And from that

day to the present these abominable
atries

have

midable

stood ameng

barriers

the

idol-

most

for-

to thé true religion,

while grotésque and hideous idols have
rivaled Jehovah in his rightful claim to

the affections of his children.

Yet it may

not be out of place here to enquire how
these various religions should be regarded by the witnesses of God, and what
their testimony should be concerning
them.

Now

the

Rev.

Dr.

Bellows,

a

Unitarian clergyman of New England,
writing in a modern cyclopedia on the

subject of religion, gives his testimony in
the following language: * Perhaps nothing has been more humane and helpful to
the race, than the

falling

as having

other,

of

religions

that long separated
no

fences

the

each

from

common .root

and

In place of superstino common sap.
tions we now have mythologies: for false
religions, we now have imperfect developments of a common sentiment of religion.”
Further on, in the same article he writes,

«So long as religions were considered

capable of classification only into true
and

false,

nothing

human,

and

divine

was possible but a conflict between them—
a surrender on one paft, a victory on the

other.”

Dr. Bellows

regards

avowedly

the time as having come,

such

no

when

stern and arbitrary classification should
be made, but when the gross and beastly
idolatries &f pagan lands, must be

recog-

nized
as imperfect developments of the
true religion. But how these liberal sen-

timents can be made to harmonize With
the undisguised exclusiveness of the gosOur
pel, it is difficult to understand.
New Testament declares, *‘ Other foundation can no man lay than that is laid,

which is Jesus Christ; neither is there

salvation in any other. ‘For there is none
other name under heaven, given among

Peter

men whereby we must be saved.”

speaks of the various pagan religions as
« abominable
are

idolaters

idolatries,” and

specifically

mentioned

as

among those who are excluded from

kingdom of heaven.

being

the

In view of the io-

.
flexible attitude of the New Testament
.~
witnesses
upon this point, I believe God's

generally will insist that the old classifl-

true and false, diworld. 1 believe it is a fact, easily sus- cation of religions into
still, correct; and the
is
human
and
vine,
|
ceptible of demonstration,
that ©
sus-

and

send

forth missionaries to China,

Africa, and other heathen

relation which the religion of Christ

tains to all other religions, is the relation

of the genuine to the; counterfeit, the au-

to the spurious, the true to the
thentic

1 admit that the founders of these
is blind |religions may have been, in wonde instan-

lands, who should plant there the institu-' false.

illustrisouls, carry joy to sorrowing millions, eousness, and of mercy, whose faultless tacilitate international trade, and so be have been Gautama Buddha, the religion,
ently favorable to the commercial ous founder of the Buddhist
perman
and lift a fallen world nearer to Gud.
| character is delineated in the Bible.
abstrusé, and in some instances
I. Inasmuch as we are the witnesses of
interests of the nation. Ky the same whose
ethical - and philosophical teachGod, let us consider somewhat carefully 8. . We are also witnesses ‘that the gos- | |, process of reasoning also, it may be easi- | absurd,
pel of Christ is the power of God unto sal- | ly seen that he who, in our own country
vation to every one that believeth. _Noth- or any other land, shail destroy an evil,

the great truths to be established in the
world by our testimony

1.

:

The gospel in ils entireness.

ing does

Now

the

world

need

to know

80

much,
gs that provision has been made

the duty ot a witness is to testify to truth

ings constitute the religion of 450,000,000

| of people, or nearly one third of the entire

Yet it is # husine | poputation of the globe.
after all, a broken cistern,
system,
man
ner from the error of his way, is a matecan bold

or, reform a drunkard, or converta

for its salvation. Aud no tidings should. rial benefactor of the entire publie, For hewed by |human powers, which
be
so joyful, as, that * whosoever will, sin, in, whatever form. it may appear, is Jo water. Its essential doctrines are 80known. With the gospel ot Christ, as a
take the water of life freely.” rulnously expensive not oly to the: sin- ‘at varince with those of the gospel that
system of religion, Christians are acs fray

known

to himself,

bat not sniversally

Na
4

the commercial interest of the civilized

life. The moral character of the worshiper must ultimately conform to his

Before the bar of human

down. before; Christ's . kingdom

built ap.

to which we are to testify, is that it is
God's witness, and destroyed forever,
Recognizing no distinctions of
free.
Now the errors to be overthrown, may be
birth, station or color, its cures are perclassified as follows =

torch-bearers, (and the .erder to the
church is,*¢ Let. your light so shine before men that they ‘may see your good
works, and glorify your father which is

mentul conceptions of the deity worshiped. Our. testimony, therefore, con-

ually Satan's kingdom must be thrown

millions of the benighted pagan world.
We may carry it to the godless multi- simply to stand still and shine, but they

truth, for the establishment of which the

atonement.

men, followed by the Sun of Righteousness himself; flooding all the world with

gospel light.

or

‘miliation and the sacrifice involved in the

shining as a light.in a dark place, till at
length the day of a brighter dispensation
dawned

acceptance

rejection of which turns the destiny of

keep burning upon the altar of the heart,
during the long weary nights of the
world’s sad apostasy. And for more than
twelve hundred years the light from Jew-

their

the speakers, without exception, from Mr.

the highest interests

Christ himself
eternal life. And this was the mission of while on trial
the children of Abraham. They were the he said, ‘But
conservators of this priceless truth; the the world, that
witnesses of the one living aud only true the truth.” O

truth, which, as

which must be overthrown in order that
those truths may be established in

with

petite till it becomes stronger tkan his
will, and makes him its menial slave, yet
the truth itself, only the eye of the Om- ous, yet only valid hope, of our fallen unless the strength of that appetite, exniscient One could foresee the result. The race. Seems il an unimportant thing to ceeds Omnipotence, there is power in the
interests of our race, and the glory of you, my brethren, to be the heralds of gospel to save. With confidence then,
God alike, therefore, rendered it necessa- such a gospel as this? or the defenders of we may carry this gospel to all classes of

entered into covenant with them, and
made them his own peculiar people.
The fire, which the Levites kept constantly burning upon the altar, in the temple,
was but a type of the fire of spiritual

But having noticed some of the

work, it may be necessary for us to consider how closely the gospel is identified

But in order to intensi-

tion in matters of religion, -and the glori-

God.
It was for this, that the Lord had
called them; and consecrated them, and

11.

important truths, to which God's faithful
witnesses ave to testify, let us now consider briefly, some of those great errors

fy our zeal, and accelerate the important

is the embodiment of all needed instruc-

edge of the true God, and of the way of

But righteousness

and virtue on the contrary contribute only
to economy.
’

places. Evil can be overcome only by
good, and darkness can be scattered only
by
light. The religious teacher learns very
over by Francis Murphy, a few years
quickly,
that non-Christian hearts which
ago, I was impressed with the fact that

Tel the hell of
to every glory for their NR
While it is true therefore,
eternal liberty to every human being. It doubtless, that a man may cherish an ap-

ry that some nation or tribe or class of
men should be called and consecrated to
the especial work of ‘preserving a knowl-

ment of the lawless.

reprobation, so long as his heart is still
capable of trusting in Christ. In & National Temperance Convention, presided

proclamation

core “of

ver. himself, but to the tax-payer as well,
whose money must pay for the punish-

©consigns a lurge percentage of the hu- tions” of “Christiavity.’ “For he
ces at least, honest men, straggling for
| ces
which, by ‘their power, shall break cruel ‘man family to everlasting reprobation, | who can not see’ that’ the christianizing
'°
A fetters, open prison doors, quicken dead
immensely the light. ‘Such for instance, seews
Bat we are witnesses of the God of right- of those vast ‘countries, would

school Journal that the teachers’ fish-hook
is the interrogation point. This fish-hook

2 from all them who ‘to be effective, first, must be sharp.

ment. As the scape-goat

may

and whose alone, all men should bow.— statements of non-belief, does not believe
_eultivated, wealth and intelligence will
have
teachers’ institutes,
six use
{he
God has never been without his witness- it. And so the myriads of foolish ones, in
very soil will be
black-board, ten have concerts and other es in the world. During the patriarchal both Christian and heathen lands, who become more universal, the
the peoproductive,
more
and
tilled
better
special meetings, eighteen use the Inter- age, each succeeding
generation pro- have said in their hearts *‘ there is no
homes,
better
enjoy
and
possess
will
ple
national Lessons and keep open through- duced its righteous men and women; | God”, do not believe it. We see, thereclothes, a purout the year. A noteworthy fact is that who bore aloft the standard of the fore, that the belief in this grand truth, will have better food, better
er and more copious literature, will
in Laramie and Cheyenne the children in truth
amidst the deepening
gloom, which is the very core of all correct thebecome more industrious and peaceable,
the Sunday-schools out-number those in which was steadily closing in upon the ology, and the only foundation on which
more virtuous and happy. All the blessday-schools, Forty-five of the children world.
During the Mosaic period, as al- intelligent hopes of heaven can be built,
of a Christian civilization, spring up
ings
have been broughtto Christ during the ready stated, the national church of Isra- is by no means universal. And yet a
in the footsteps of God's faithful witnessyear. Mr. Hillis reported that there was el was the ordained witness of the Al- correct knowledge of the Father and of
es. It was in view of this fact doubtless,
not a station in the territory containing mighty. But how is it my brethren, to- the Son, such as the Bible alone affords,
that the Prophet Isaiah enthusiastically
ten children which was not provided with day? Who are God's witnesses under is exceedingly important, inasmuch as
a Sunday- .school. The following resolu. the new dispensation? The answer to upon that knowledge our salvation it- exclaimed, ‘How beautiful upon the mountains, are the fee¢ of him that bringeth
tion was unanimously adopted :
this question, I think, we may find in the ‘self seems to be predicated, for in adgood tidings, that publisheth peace; that
Resolved, That the president of this words of Cbrist himself. To his church, dressing the Father, Christ expressly
body (The Wyomivg Sunday School through its representatives—the apostles said, while here on earth, ** And this is bringeth good tidings of good, that publisheth salvation; tbat saith unto Zion,
Convention) be, and hereby is,
i instructed
—he said just before his ascension, ‘* And life eternal, that they might know thee,
Thy God reigneth,” As the gospél goes
to communicate to the American Sunday
Jesus Christ forth in its pioneer work, it carries with
School Union our sincere gratitude for ye shall be witnesses unto me, both in the only true God, and
sending to this territory as its representa- Jerusalem, and in all Judea, and in Sa- whom thou hast sent.” In the ratio of it, not only the implements of industrial
tive Mr. N. D. Hillis, who has labored so maria, and unto the uttermost part of the our desire for the salvation of men, therefaithfully and efficiently during the past earth.” The aggregate Christian chur, fore, will be our faithfulness in testifying pursuits, and the precepts from which
may be coined all necessary civil statutes,
two months in Sabbath-school work ; and therefore, is God’s witness to-day, while
to the fact that the God of this Bible is
we express the wish that, if consistent
the impulses which may be devel
and
with their plans, he (Mr. Hillis) may be every individual member of that church, the only true God, and that Jesus the oped into schools and colleges, pulpits
returned to the same interests another by adding his testimony to that of "every Christ is man’s only Saviour. - We know,
and printing presses, but it carries with
season.
other member, is to bring the world as moreover, that those who are in error on
it also the spade and tue mattock, with
In presenting these resolutions for the speedily as possible to a knowledge of this fundamental doctrine of religion are
which to dig the graves of superstition
God the Father and of Jesus Christ liable to be crooked in life, and defective
action of the convention President Banks
error, despotism and bondage, igno-"
and
paid a high and well-deserved ecompli- whom he has sent, which knowledge is in character.” For™it™is an established
and idolatry. From our hearts,
rance
Let ws remember, then; psychological principle, an inflexible law
ment to Mr. N. D. Hillis, who is 4 most life eternal.
therefore, we can fervently say:
earnest worker in
the cause.—S.
8S. that the Scripture which is before us is of the spiritual lite, that the worshiper
the voice of God. Not to. dead men of must become like the God whom he ad« Fly abroad thon mighty Gospel,
World.
:
Win and conquer, never cease,
mrr———iiell
the past, nor yet to dead men of the pres- mires and worships. = The very ‘same
May thy lasting wide dominions,
ent, but to Christians—living Christians, qualities which he attributes to his deity,
SUNDAY-SCHOOL NEWS AND NOTES.
Multiply and still increase.”
solemnly declaring, “Ye are my wit- he will instinctively incorporate into his
The Congregalionalist, as showing the nesses.”
But there is a secular side to this quesQObeying the command of our ‘own personal character. If those qualilittle interest taken in the subject, makes exalted Master, into all the world we are
tion,
on which I have not ‘time to ‘dwell,
ties are base then he will be degraded,but
mention of the fact, that in all the ** Yale to go, and alive, byery Rleature we are
and
to
which I have scarcely time to
if those attributes are pure then he will
lectures ” that = have been printed, nol to bear testimony.
ny hearts we shall be exalted. Robert Ingersoll never formu- allude, But it is a fact worthy of recogmore than one single page can be found
find still shrouded in darkness. Many l:ted a more significant truth than when nition, that as ministers and missionaries
upon the pastor's work in the Sundayperverse souls who will reject our testi- te declared, ‘* An honest God is the no- and teachers, who go out with Bible and
school. The
call for Sunday-school
mony. But among the millions now sit- blest work of man”, for whoever wor- hymnal to be witnesses for God, are sue:
Jectureships in the theological seminaries
ting in the region and shadow of death, ships a dishonest god, or an impure god, cessful in promoting the interests of Med:
comes none too early.
¢
Christians are expected to shine as lights ora tyrannical god, will cherish and ex- siah’s kingdom on earth, in the sate!
The American Committee would have in the world, God's people are still his hibit ‘the same defects in his own moral ratio are they successful in enhancing

.are willing to avail themselves of the | question

of his cross.

it’ to those who

This gospel is God's proclamation of amIt is God's

the grand

cient covenant people, therefore, was one

:
>

tary, Mr. N. D. Hillis, a missjonary of the

mwas in what théy represented.
They
of the one great, sufficient
a
and all-atoning sacrifice made by Him
who “took upon himself the burden of
«our sins and carried all our iniquities.”
. The result of the
it out by Jesus Christ
its power and its con-

Ne

ever must remain, not only

Teacher.

before God nor come empty- Matt. 19: 14 read: ‘Suffer the little
But the chief value of them all children, and forbid them not, to come

; «lh

‘upon some

deavoring to do.

center of all correct theology, but the key

of a glorious hope arose in the hearts of

SUNDAY SCHOOLS IN WYOMING.
The first session of the Wyoming Territorial Sunday School Association was
held at Laramie City. The statistical Secre-

anclean, tainted, as it were, by the pres«ence of sihful men, in the persons of the

willing

in its completeness, with all its doctrines,
and precepts, and ordinances, and carry

tion, as Christ's church universal, are en-

knowledge of the true God, which knowl-

Thus all difficulty on God’s part is taken out of the way.
On man’s part, the obstacle is a carnal
nature which is enmity against God; and
this enmity is subdued by the spectacle
of Calvary, and the- carnality is cleansed
by the blood - ef: the cross.—Baptist
_—

idea of the defiling nature of sin, and of
dts diffusive nature, the Tabernacle itself,

[}

‘uttermost all who will come unto God'by

work

is paid by Jesus Christ; and. withé&® it ish altars, though dim at times, was, nevthere could be no at-one-ment.
:
ertheless, the beacon of the nations,

the people ; after this he made confession
-of the sins of the people,placing his hands

was

have
must

ing it, would deservedly bring God's
government into contempt; hence the
penalty must inevitably be paid, and it

fection, and then made a ceremonial
putification of the tabernacle, as if that, in
some sense, shared in the sinfulness of

of the scape-goat,

he must
law, he

have penalty, for law without penalty is
a nullity and an absurdity. Wisdom and
benevolence demand both law and penalty.
Now,to threaten penalty without enforc-

before

:self, acknowledging his personal

The provision by which this is ac-

complished is called an at-one-ment. As,
in our day, the great doctrine of the atonement is more insidiously and determinedly assailed than ever before, it may not
be amiss to call attention to the great
fundamental principles on which it rests ;

«God on account of their sins. The high
priest made special atonement.for him-

pIRETS

saving power. But all men have not yet
received it. Indeed, millions have not
even heard of it. The great work of the
church, therefore, is to take this gospel,

to all true philosophy,—the very

The Day of Atonement was the only

all its furniture,

to which we should constantly testiFirst, that it can save the hardest, casWhat unfeigned hallelujahs should
awakened by the fact, that the world
a Saviour, who is able to save to the

Death means separation, and not extinc-

fast day, or day of humiliation, appointed
by the Mosaiclaw. It was kept on the
10th of the month Tisri, and came about
asthe first of October, five days before the
Feast of Tabernacles. The sin and death
«of Nadab and Abihu seem to have been
the occasion of its appointment. There
- might still be other sins among the priests
and people, and it was proper that there
should be a general service of atonement.
The day was kept as a solemn Sabbath
when all were to abstain from work and

swith

pel,
fy:
es.
be
has

edge is now, always has been, and for- slave of sin. * It 'is the magna charia of the cup.

Notes and Hints.

head

put it to a practical test, and have felt its

Now there are three things about the gos-

has broken away from his allegiance to
God, and so has forfeited God's favor,
and done infinite damage to his ewn soul,

the separation of the soul from God. What

the

They

the atonement.”’—

16: 16-30.

humble

seen its results, but have

Nature and need of an atonement. Man

Torics—Atonement for the holy place;
Atonement for the people; Sin removed.

food, and to

know it to be true.

have not only

and folly, drift away entirely from its nesty to repenting rebels.

(From Rev, Dr. P. S. Henson.)

God

quainted, and

Christ, by whom

through our Lord Jesus
weihave now
Bom.5: 11,

Heb. 4:4=16.

Priest.

1-9.

upon

26, 1881.
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probable,

my

the highest

interests of every

concerning which we are to bear testimo-

ny, religious indifference can be little
else than a crime. If in matters of property, or other civil rights, a man is in
danger of being defrauded, the law and
learning of the state are ready for his defense. But if an unwary soul is ensnared
by the Destroyer,and by subtilty and craft
robbed of his manhood, his God and his

and obsoleteby the overwhelming light
‘of the gress Sun of Righteousness;
et its obstinate rejection of Jesus of
azareth is as peremptory and foolish
to-day as of old.—Belonging to this same
class of hybrid religions is Mormonism of
our own
country. Crafty, cruel, and heaven, alas! who cares? Many a man,
blasphemous, this shameless political we have reason to fear, closes his diary
e the brazen effrontery
parasithas
to style each night with the sigh, ‘No man cares
itself a church, and to practice its abom- for my soul.” We need a higher appre‘inations in: the pawe of the Lord. I ciation of the blessings of salvation, and
scarcely need say that it is a foe to Chris- a more vivid conception of the woes of
:
tianity, a blot upon our civilization, and a the unsaved.
And now, in order that all indifference
shame to our government, under whose
may be banished from our hearts and
liberal banner it is allowed to flourish. It from
the church at large, and that we
is an ulcer in our body
politic, which is
already poisoning the national blood, and may be better witnesses for Him who
which we fear will be cured never, till it hath redeemed us, and have a stronger

anfioy but can do no pernanent harm.—It
is here also that we find materialism, in
its multitudinous phases, as understood
and advocated by the Sadducees of mod-

more

threaten-

ing than this. Yet the very fact that it is
Soustanily changing is ampla proof of its

vulnerability, and may

be regarded as

prophetic of its ultimate overthrow, by
the testimony of God's witnesses.

But here we have spoken only of those

a

ance, also, which is the most colossal
curse of the period, belongs in the same
dishonesty,

and all those sins which spring from the
native enmity of the heart toward God.
Against all these evils we are to bear
witness continually. And in order to back
up our protest in the strongest and most
eRective way possible, we as a religious
denomination have organized societies and
planted institutions ot various names and

HOW
Were

WOMEN

WOULD

for the

By

that so cripples a

The

late

Dr.

Camming,

of

I

ten

years

ago, and

to moralize;
maxim-of

from the

once

knew

a

who

sembled on:this occasion.
In conclusion.
Notice the qualifications necessary in ovderthat we be valuable witnesses for God :
1., A personal knowledge of lhe truth to
which we testify. In the civil court our
testimony will have but little weightif it
we nothing but hearsay evidence. Christ
said to Nicodemus, *‘ We speak that we

etc. ; and providing himself with iron-bot-

that dre to come that we are as-

do know, and testify that we have seen.”
So all of God's witnesses should have an

experimental knowledge of the way of
salvation. David had such a vivid experience of God's saving grace that he
could say with characteristic fervor, ** He
brought me up, also, out of an horrible
feet

upon a rock, and established my goings.
And he hath put a new song in my mouth,
even praise unto our God.”
The apostle Paul, also, in all

his defenses, before

mobs and magistrates,rehearsed the wonderful story of his conversion, whick occurred in the public highway,unear the city
of Damascus. So every Christian witness

should be able to

preface his testimony

with the words, ¢‘ Come and hear, all
ye
that fear God, and I will declare what Te

hath done for my

soul.”

If the
gospel

has saved us, then we can safely recom~ mend it to others.
Also, if others can
see that we have been saved by it, they

will be likely to desire it for themselves.
If we live in such a way, from day to day,
that “our fellowship

is with

the Father,

and with his son Jesus Christ,” our testimony will have weight,
2. A witness for God should be a per-

son of

veracity.

Christians may

very

well tremble in view of their responsibili-

ties as witnesses.

witness stand, God

us the oath, binding

In placing us upon the

has administered to
us to tell the truth,

the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, and with the ‘recurrence of each

succeeding day. we are liable to be sub-

jected

, Mammon

to a

rigid = cross-examination.

will try to bribe us, the world

tion,—Catholic,

tomed

Protestant,

Greek,

shoes, started on a tramp to Mexi-

co to convert the Catholic
that

country

them

etec.,

to

to

his

convert

priesthood

views,

the

and

Pope,

whole Catholic world.

of

through

and

so

the

No man ever ad-

when

wheat.

he

Satantan wwill be sat-

has

sifted

Meantime the eyes of

the

us

the borders of Mexico.
ed in converting

witness stand, where God has

placed ug:

for the testimony of our cond uct

PESO

themedicineistaken

eating

scope.

of the

micro-

He places the little infinitesimal

subjects to which he devotes

himself

un-

der the power of his microscope, and lo!
they assume the most prodigious dimensions. They span the whole horizon of

his observadion;

and

he devotes

himself

to the conversion of the worldto his
views with sublime zeal. We have often thought that if the energy expended
on trifles by such men could be diverted
to proper objects, what a difference it
would make in the results of their labors.
Life is too shortto be frittered away upon

utopian schemes. There is enough to do
in this big world of ours that comes fairly
within the scope of human
interest. tous all, without

bows

to find

silver

effort of vital
chasing rain-

spoons,

or

building

air castles to fegale our fancy. But then
there must needs be hobbies to give employment to these who have no capacity
for anything else, and to furnish amuse-

ment to the world.
in their bootless

Eo they

task,

and

will toil on
the

world

Christian Intelligencer.

=

there, has

long to

the

a large number could abide there;

but

is remarkable;

years

Porte modified this original order so that
they were shut up. in narrow and filthy

uarters, next to the dog and leper quarters

the objects of contempt and cruel oppression.
But even this quarter restriction
wiphejeenth century»is no worse than it is, was removed ‘ten years ago. And now
‘& question whether there has ever been a the ruling power is in the hands of Great
time, except, possibly, a brief period at Britain, and the scepter itself 1s in the
the Sheniby of the Christian era, when band of an Israelite, and Baron Rothsthe church was purer than now. Ido child holds a mortgage on Palestine as

a very

ancient

gestion.
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DRUGGISTS

Laboratory,

SELL

77

IT.

West

3d St.,

YEW YORK CITY,

Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.

Tn 1877 I had an abscess on my

their

éountry, some

Breast, and

being 70 years old, I was entirely
prostrated,
with no appetite.
I concluded
to try Dr.
Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, although
I had little faith in it; but, to my surprise,it
soon made a
great change
in: my appetite and
Strength,and I have had no sickness since, I

history.

if it really
might have
was done.
the image
Chester and

pH

To Accommodate

Johnson’s Indian Blood

‘greatly

benefited

by

I

family medicine

known.

When

years,

Dr. Clark’

the children

WILLIAM

McPHERSON.

Agents wanted for the sale of the Indian

Blood

Syrup in every town or village, in which I have no

agent.

Particulars given on application.

Will always Bless the Name
of © Woman's Friend”!
Would Go Fifty Miles for it
Saved

employ a physician, or are too far removed

to easily call one, and a still larger class
who are not sick enough to require medical
advice, and yet are out of sorts and need a
medicine to build them up, give them fii ape ma-~
t

Bet, pty hee od snd tl ane

willingly. . No other article takes hold of the
system and hits exactly the spot like o

HOOD’S

SARSAPARILLA

It works like magie, reaching every part of
the human body through the blood, giving to
all renewed life and energy.
My friend, yon need not take our word.
ighbor,
who has just taken one

you or tel you that Yb e ihe best:

A

dollar I ever invested.”
TL.EBANON,

N.

H., Feb. 19, 1879.\

Dear Sirs—

| Messrs. C. I. Hood & Co.:

greatly prejudiced against patent
_ Although
rs oain general, I was induced, from
the excellent reports I had heard of your
, a bottle, last Deceniber,
to try
Sarsaparilla
for dyspepsia and general prostration and
gratifying resulfs from
very
have received
jts use. Iam now using the second bottle,
remedy for
valuable
it a very
nd consider
fi gestion and its att ndant troubles.
ours tru

init

DICE,

SOUR

STOMACH,

nervous

discases

without

number;

resulting,

if

wnchecked, in paralysis, insanity, or death. Dr,
Grosvenor's Liver-Aid is a wonderful medicine

for immediate action upon the Liver, and thousands of testimonials have been received as to the

benefit it has given.
Liver-Aid has been

:
a blessing to my

poor,

af-

flicted mother.
She tried many, many things for
her sick headache, but never found any relief until she took the Liver-Aid.
It has, indeed, been
She is now using her fourth
invaluable to her.

bottle,

I told our druggist how excellent it was

and assured him that
it as the best known

he might safely recommenc
remedy for sick headache.

He says it is not advertised half enough.
u

TOU

I hope

will let it become better known.

Wi

Mrs. M. A. SHIVLER.

447, W. 22d St., New

York.

For sale by all Druggists at $1 per bottle, or six
bottles. for. $3.

N'S
Y
JONSO
&
NR
HE
OIL
ARNICAZ2
For Man and Beast.
cure

sure

for Wounds,

\

Outfit free. Address PP. 0. Vick=
ery, Augusta, Me.
1y36

§ §

yesterday

house without it.

is

com-

busi-

from

Northfield

for

Mrs, S. J. Wells

of Calias

says

the

Woman’s

Friend saved her sister's life when everything else
ailed.

i

Mr. Lyford says: Never saw any anything like
the Woman’s Friend, it is better than gold ; ould
go fifty miles for it rather than let his wile be
without it a single day.
Yours with many thanks for so good a medicine.
MRS. LUCENA A. CROSS.
Hardwick, Vt., Feb. 2, 1881.
I write you in behalf of your invaluable medicine. the Woman’s Friend ; I feel that I can not
say too much in its praise as I was a great sufferer. Iam satisfied that had Inet used it as my
necessities demanded, I would have been a victim to Sousuib pion or the insane asylum

it is, one bottle ahd

a half made

for me, and I am hale and hearty,

; but, as

all things right

and I feel to

say I 8m thankful
that youhave been led to
invent so excellent and remarkable a medicine as
the Woman’s Friend or Nature’s Grand Asistant.
I think it Tightly Named
ours truly,
ABBIE

Craftsbury, Vt., Jan. 1881.

' Price

$1.00

0. GOODWIN

&

HATCH.

a Bottle.

CO.,

Boston,

ART

Wholesale

it ine well

&y-1lus.

Schools, Fire Alarms, Farms, ete,
WARRANTED,

“+ VANDUZEN

(4 8

FULLY

Catalogue sent. Free.

& TIFT, Cincinnati, O.

~~ Churoh and School Boll

Rub

+

.

BIZES AND PRICES,
Diam. of Wg't with Cost of

Price 25 and 506 por bottle

Jrame

ORGANS, 15 useful stops, 5 sets
reeds only $65. Pianos $1205 ap

Catalog.

Washington,

i"

BUCKEYE
BELL FOUNDRY
Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches,

Bell,

A

T1Y’S

y

the hand.

with

Sold by all druggists,

E

3

Boil 8,

and all Skin Diseases.

»

s

Blymyer Manufagturing

Galls,

+

Corns

BOSTON.

A YEAR and expenses to agents.

TLLSDALE

Free.

Address

-

BEATTY.

1882.

thirteen

Expenses

F.

FRISBEE,

Principal.

D..

Connected with

COLLEGE.—Michigan.

Collegi-

studies. Admits both sexes.
st of religious influences.
Thorough and cheap.
Finest col
buildings in the
Northwest.
tion, inciden
and library fees, only $15 a year. Board, $2 to
$2.25 a week.

Room. 40 to 75 cents a week.

Sehol-

arship for Commercial course, unlimited time, $30,
Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.
For Catalogue address,
hi
D. W. C. DURGIN, President,
7
Hillsdale, Mich.

sistants.
A first-class

experience

had not done for three months ; took three bottles
and am completely cured.
Mrs. Hill of Greensboro’, Vt. says that she never had anything do her go much good as the Woman’s Friend. She says, in fact she could not keep

TO GIVE’

Wind

term

begins December

ate, Scientific, Theological, Commercial, Preparatory, Music and Art
pefinente
Elective

Three

school.

complete

courses

study,—Collegiate, Scientific, Ladies’

Classical.

of

English and

Send for Catalogue.
Address,
I. W. SANBORN, Sec. & Treas.,
Lyndonville, Vt.

Theological

Department

of Hillsdale

College.

There are two courses of study,
Scriptures, Systematic Theology,

embracing the
Pastoral The-

ology, Homiletics and Church History. Theelogical students haveaccess to the classes and lectures of the college.
those needing it.

Financial aid is rendered to
J. J. BUTLER, Sec:-

Hillsdale, Mich., July 2, 1881.

IKE SEMINARY.—Pike,
Wyoming
Co., New
York.
This schoel was never in better condi-

Pittaileld,

ave me a bottle of Woman’s Friend, and I trie
{6 with but little faith.
When 1 had used one bottle could attend to my household duties, a thing I

0g

Galls,
*

years’

Agents.
.
DR. 8. HARDY’S SONS, Prop’s. Cornish Flats, NH.

od

each

28th,

tion for doing thorough work in Academic Instruction. No primary instruction. With
e carefully. arranged courses of study. The
‘¥lassical,
think she is right; and I long to have. the time. PSeisary aid English Course.
For full catalogue. come when I can start and tell whatI know address
the Principal.
about it.
8S. C. BUZZELL,
R. M. BARRUS.
Waterbury Center, Vt., Sept. 17, 1876.
AINE
CENTRAL
INSTITUTE.— Pittsfield, «
DR. HARDY’S SONS,—Dear Sirs: It is with
Maine. College Preparatory, Normal, Classi.
pleasure that I recommend the ‘“Woman’s Friend,”
cal, Scientific courses of study for hoth sexes.for truly it is the woman’s friend; it is all it 18
Full board of teachers. Expenses low.
commended to be. I know that it saved me
Winter term begins Nov. 7, 1781.
from an ultimely
grave. I was prostrated with feAa For Catalogue address J. H. Parsons; Al
male weakness of eight years’ standing, had tried
B., Principal,
several doctors and they did me no good; a lady

GEO.

WARRANTED

JRCA/
$777

HEARTBURN,

RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA, ERUPTIONS, SCRO¥ULOUS SORES, FEMALE COMPLAINTS, IMPURITIES AND SALT RHEUM.
The Liver is tha Largest Organ of the Iluman
Body. It is the largest because it has the most to
do. It is intimately connected with the digestive
and nervous systems, consequently any derange.
ment in the Liver produces Constipation, and a
hundred evils in its train, and also occasions

“am 008 Washington §t, gn 3
~

for

term

the Institution is the best commercial college im
New England.
Telegraphy a Fhocially. Best
teacher of Penmanship in the State.
penses
less than in any other of like grade. Four terms
of 10 weeks each.
Winter term begins November 21, 1881. Spring
term begins February 6, 1832. Summer term. be»
gins April 24, 1882. Send for Samlogue to
REV. A.B. MESERVEY,
Prineipal.

left some; and now she has another daughter the
doctors say must die,but she don’t believe it,for she
says it is the best medicine in the world; and I

an Internal Remedy
Liver Complaints,

each,

March

courses of study for both sexes.

some,saying that
he had two daughters cured with
it that the doctors had given up to die with“ con-

Such, as
BILLIOUSNESS, POOR APPETITE, INDIGESTION,
DYSPEPSIA, DIZZINESS, PILES, BOILS, JAUN-

Langer Jf) Poypds

Gen. Managers,”

A lady sent to me

"IS NOT A PAD,

gists. Price $1 per bottle; six for $5. Prepared by C. I. HOOD & CO., Lowell, Mass.

“

forty

TESTIMONIALS.
Dr. S. HARDY’S SONS :—I am doing good

Tove

Winter

EW HAMPTON INSTITUTION .—New Ham)
ton, N. H.
Rev. A. B, Meservey, Ph.
principal, with eight associate teachers.

sumption, and your father called to her house and

But

terms

term,

YNDON
LITERARY
INSTITUTE.—J.
8S.
BROWN, A. M., Principal, with competent as-

ness with W. F. I sold one to-day and three yesterday, had a call for two more to-night but did
not have it, so thought it time I had some ordered.

TTT

three

Summer

READ

lis 1)

3 A gentleman who
Gained
© has been suffering from
y and Languor
peculiar to this season,
says: ‘“Hoop’s SARSAPARILLA is putting
new life right into me. I have gained ten
pounds since I began to thke it.” Hastaken

5

Danghters Cured
Of Consumption.

pounding medicines resulted in the discoveries
which render the Woman’s Friend the most successful remedy ever made for all Female Complaints.

!

BS

Life.

‘the Tnsane Asylum.

¥’ 0. CHURCHILL,

TE
"HUS
NT. BROS.

Sister's

Saved From an Untinely Grave.

Dr. Hardy’s

! (Firm of Carter & Churchill.)

the Detiiyand

Her

A Victim to Consumption or

the Public.

School.

are as low as in any similar school in: New England.
For catalogue, or further particulars,
Send fo

Two

fT

of

weeks in length.

13.

J.

geta slight cold, and are threatened with fever, a few doses will set them right. In m
own case I use it, and think it the best med
cine I ever took for bronchial difficulty and
constipation, which has become chronic and
stubborn; but I think the Syrup will finally

cure me.

Latin

Under the management of J. F, FRISBEE, A..
B,, and J. F. PARSONS, A. B., with competent
assistants. Situated in the suberbs of a thriving
city, and adjacent to Bates College, itoffers advantages superior to those of any Schoel in the
State. The Courseof Study extends ever lhree

Manchester, N. H.

This is to certify that I. have used,

;

Lewiston, Maine.

mend it to be a reliable remedy.
JOSEPH WAINE.

minivan

Is designed to meet the wants of a large portion of our people who are either too poor to

:

Nichols

in

SARSAPARILLA

Whooping Cough,
And other Lung Affections,

Crucational,

recom-

Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup inSmny family
for the past two years, and consider it the best

,

Lung and Throat Affections.

Aa Sold by all Druggists. “G8

Syrup, and

its use.

’

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Ast

kind, for

_ and torpidity of.the liver. 25 cents per box.

troubled since. I never knew a well day before I took your medicine,
* Mrs. H. KNOWLTON.
Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.

The proprietors of that immensely popular
remedy, Kidney-Wort, in recognition of the
claims of the public which bas so liberally
patronized them, bave prepared a liquid preparation of that remedy for the special accoms
modation of those who from any reason. dislike
to prepare it for themselves.
IL is very con-

Hut's

— POR —

its superiority over all other yemedies of the

No family should be without LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S
LIVER PILLS. They cure constipation, biliousnesg,

Blood Syrup for’ Rheumatism, Neuralgia and
and
‘have
never been
' Liver = Complaint,

possessed miracnlous power it
a chance of saving itself. This
The story goes on to tell that
straightway floated down to
was there buried.
eet

BLLIXIE\

The astonishing ‘success of this Elixir, ane

EPHRIAM P. PICKERING.
Fisherville, Merrimack Co., N: H.
I have used Dr. Clark Johnson's Indian

was

in

the unparalleled sale, are sufficient evidence of

young, for purifying the Blood.

Dr. Clark

oof
Ne ¥ ae

“PULMONARY

:

cheerfully recommend the medicine to old and

princi-

variation

;

LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S VEGETABLE COMPOUNDIs prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue,
Lynn, Mass, Price $1. Six bottlesfor
$5. Sent
by mail
in the form, of pills, also inthe form of lozenges, on
receipt of price, $1 per box for either. Mrs, Pinkham
freelyanswers all letters of inquiry. ‘Send for pamphlet; Address as above, Mention this Paper.

Dotna requiredin attontion to divectionesY
J ¢

:

Ric
o

That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
and
backache, is always
per
tly cured
by its use,
It will at all times and under all circumstances
act in
harmony with the laws that govern the female system.
For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex this
Compound
is unsurp
qt
.

generates Scrotula, Ery:

/
ss

It will dissolve, and expel tumors from the uterus in .

Ie

TI0OD’S SARSAPARILLA is sold by all drug-

since

Forty

Spinal Weakness. and is particularly adapted to the
Change
of Life. « :~ =
“ili:
.

after

of food is pre-

an early stage
of develop
t. The
tendency
to cancerous humorstherdis checked very speedily by its use.
‘It removes faintness, flatulency, destroysall ¢raving
. for stimulants, and relieves Weakness of the stomach.
It cures Bloating, ‘Headaches, Nervous Prostration,
General Debility, Sleeplessness, Depression and Indi-

two bottles.

The land of their promised inheritance
is rapidly becoming their own in fee. If
we compare the present time with eightythree years ago, when the Sublime Porte

plaints, all ovarian troubles, Inflammation and Ulcera
tion, Falling and Displs
te, and the co
t

the ordinary mode of execution should be
made, and it was agreed that the image
should be thrown into the river, so that

ood
oe

THE JEWS IN PALESTINE.

immediately

the fermentation

Cough, and all Lung diseases, when used in season.
Fifty years ago, Elder

socommon t¢ our best female population.
It will cure entirely the worst form of Female Com-

1

cainein the

Sugar of the food into glucose.
A defi
ciency in Ptyaline causes Wind and
Seuting ef the foolt in the stomach. If

wus then suggested that, as she did not be«

the Mexican priesthood,

use

Pt

for

“1sa Positive Cure
for all those Painful
laints and Weaknesses

brought in a verdict of murder against the
Virgin as patron saint of the church!
It

only three hundred to live withis no’ permitted
n the walls of the Holy City, the change

less important than the testimony of qur
words.—But what ‘4s thé Testimony ' of
Christ's church to-day, on the whole?
Is:
it declaring by its purity, by dts philanthropy, by its aggressiveness, that the
gospel is the power of God unto salva, tion? SI rejoice that the church of the

now

‘Thereupon an inquest was called, anc the
people, with
less reverence
for sacred
things than might have been expected,

How he succeed-

great

i

Bat so let it bé. There can be nothing
gained’ by dodging, there can be nothi:
gained by hiding, nor by deserting

though

in the church fell upon her and killed her.

how they succeeded in converting the
Pope, how the Pope succeeded in bringing the whole Catholic world into line
upon his platform are questionson which
we have no light.
«There is something -in- the nature of
hobbies that disqualifies the man that pursues them for any of the great practical
purposes of life. If we may use the figure, he makes

the

remedy

{VEGETABLE
COMPOUND.

| SOLD SINCE 1870.

Stimwu

Js a sure

Coughs, Colds, Whooping,

LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S

to Man!

I had a very Weak Stomach and was unable
to attendto my work, as I could not eat to
keep up m
strength, .I purchased some of

In the reign of King Conan, one of the
Welsh kings, it is said that Hawarden
church contained a very large image of the
Virgin Mary. Ope summer the people
flocked to the church to pray for rain, and
among them came the sheriff’s wife. While
she was praying, the great rood or cross

when we
saw
him, he had
already|.
walked nearly one thousand miles, and |
when we last heard of hini, he was near

as

Aotimovy
upon theyus, andare every
Sorap of gt os.
reading with avidity.

i

and, as the dose is small, it is more
dressed himself to any task with more | centrated
easily taken by many.
It has the same effectuseriousness, or gave any better evidence al action in all diseases of the kidueys, liver or
of his faith by his works than he, for bowels.— Home and Farm.

will 1ry 5 confuse us, Skepticism will ac- will continue to laugh at’ their folly.—
of
perjury,
aodus nig
Jury, and

| dence

gaze,

took it into his head to unite the whole
Christian world into one grand organiza-

the miry clay, and set my

Harden, ) in Cheshire,

his

man

thank

pally known through Mr. Gladstone’s resi-

perchance, supon the sage
i
24 Can’t cal-

W8

and

The Village of Hawarden (pronounced

oor

public

remember

The following story is going the rounds
of the papers:

millennial reign. But then the event did
not come up to time, whereupon the wor-

thy doctor retired

you

MURDER BY THE VIRGIN MARY.

little

establish

Do

— PO

rather
a sad illustration of what hobbies
sometimes do for men. It will be remembered that some twenty-ive years
ago or more, he published a series of
volumes in the form of lectures on the
prophecies, in which he made it appear
to a demonstration to his own mind, that
Christ, was to appear persoffilly on earth
about

KNOWN

-The Best REMEDY

11,000,000 Bottles

was in danger

that Savieur?— Exchange.

to

tical object that never can be acdéomplished. Men sometimes desire to be
wise above what is written. Some theory
in regard to the interpretation of prophecy is adopted, and the whole prophetical
books are studied in view of that theory.

y

ZACH

y

by

mysterious—just

be beyond the reach of help.

in a cave.

good man's usefulness, as when he
jumps astride of some hobby, and rides it
everywhere and on all occasions, For
the time being, no other subject comes
within the scope of his vision. It constitutes his whole * stock in trade.” And
what makes
it still moreto be deplored

ing to reports from these various institutions, and of laying our plans for the

pit, out6f

boys wonld

in

either way, or some imprac-

dark,

Two brave sea-faring men, George Andrews and Thomas Penny, volunteered to
attempt a rescue. Ropes were tied around
their waists. They were lowered over the
precipitous rocks above the cave’s mouth
through the seething spray, and were
washed by the waves into the cave far
enoughto seize each a boy. They were
drawn up, put their burdens on the safe
rock, and then went down again into the
seething waters after the others. The
boys were all saved.
Think you they will
ever forget their peril and the brave men
who saved them? This is a true story
from The British Workman.
The Bible
tells of a Saviour who
gave his life to save
us from a worse peril than being drowned

to her

is likely

cool,

of wreck. The screams of the boys in the
cave below were heard. How could they
be saved? No boat could live in such a
surf, and in a few moments more the poor

HOBBIES.

hobby

was.

steamer ‘* Hanbow,’’ which

Selections,
‘Mhere is nothing

Liver
Fever &

D
Jae, Touma
tism,
tougncie, 88Nervous debts. wo =

the place to charm adventurous boys.
But
while they were playing there the tide
rose rapidly, a gale drove in the waves,
and the boys were completely hemmed in.
On the road above the cave were hundreds
of people watching the efforts to save the

VOTE.

diseases peculiar

ggists,

iseases

av hhcoh

from water and. can be easily
at low tide, but when the tide

which

the land who has used Dr. Pierce’s *‘ Favorite Prescription” would vote it to be an unfailing Teledy

.

rises It is tilled. "Five boys were playing
upon the beach.
They entered the cave,

a

women allowed to vote, every one

orders, and it is for the purpose of listep:. Lonlate!”

months

is free
reached

E S Dyspepsia

This Syrup’ possesses Varied Properties.

On the sea-shore at Plymouth Hoe, England, there is a large cave in the rocks. It

right

be some abstract question of very

gath-

es

in me

renew

(TRADE MARK.)

R

It

spirit within me.” ‘‘ Then shall I teach
transgressors thy way, und sinners shall
be converted unto thee.”

use, settled

ered their victims by thousands and millions. But aside from all these there are
certain great moral evils in the world
which hang like millstones about the
neck of our Christian civilization. Human slavery, for instance, now happily
disappearing from its place among the
nations, belongs to this class. Intemper-

and

¢ Create

God, and

is, that bis cherished

systems of belief which like vast and
treacherous nets have been cast ioto the
sea of hnman existence, and have

tby praise.”

sex.

ern society. But the most formidable foe
of all, perhaps, is found in the opinions
of certain celebrated scientists, whose deductions seem sinharmonious with the
teachings of the Bible. In all the realm
of
philosophical research, no enemy of
is probably

forth

clean heart, O

ae © CURES
ALL DISEASES OF
THE STOMACH, LIVER
KIDNEYS,
SKIN,
COMPLAINTS,
aS
4
HEART DISEASE ==>
BLOOD.

a

SAVED.

my lips, O blessed Christ, with a live
coal from thine altar, that I may “peak

tain circles. It is here that we come in
contact with the shallow type of infidelity
which finds capital for merriment in the
blunders of Gods ‘people, and which
s Scriptures only for mistakes
searchethe
and discre
es.
Its most effective
champion to-day, perhaps, is the brilliant
and voluminous Jagersoll, while its rela~
tion to Christianity is that of the mosquito to the: elephant—it may tantalize and

Christianity

server. =

souls about our hearth stones, let our
prayer be unto the Most High: * Touch

God's witnesses is found in the various
forms of skepticism which prevail in cer-

treat-

ten years. In 186) there were not more
than seven thousand Jews shut up in
their quarters, and though a vast im‘provement on the past, still they appear
to us wretched enough to make the most
careless sigh over the mighty fallen. But
in the five succeeding years they increased to more than 13,000.—New York Ob-

love for the souls of the heathen, and the

3. Still another class of errors whose
overthrow requires the testimony
of

are under

that shows divine care and intervention,
the number of Jews has doubled in about

living soul are involved in the questions,

re

patients

fore, that

_ raelites scattered among the pations. Judaism is the Lord’s old candlestick, from

is lanced by the bayonet.

hospitals 6,000

ment, The Venetiun Jews have given’
60,000 francs to found a school of agriculture ; and, in evidence of a progress

cisions of the court of human probation
there can be no appeal. Knowing, there-

which once shone the true light of life,
superfluous
but which was rendered

the gates. With the improvements 1evitable from liberty and the possession of
homes, have come kindred progressions
in provisions of charity for the destitute
and afflicted. The German Jews have sixteen of these. Two journals -have been
started, and in the Rothschild and other

settled in this brief life, and from the de-

ary finds him exceedingly reluctant to ex‘change it for Christianity.—Next to this

stands Judaism, with its 6,000,000 of Is-

were removed, bought all the land which
could be obtained within the gates, and
have built entire streets of houses without

-

accept, yet the Musselman clings to it
with wonderful tenacity, and the mission

much as if accomplished fact had put itself in the place of prophecy.
The Jews, after the quarter restrictions

MRS. LYDIA E. PINKHAM, OF LYNN, MASS.,

|

f Woman is the Hope of the Race.

is

to

very

Health o

It

It looks

Sympathize with Woman.

abastake..

friends, that the question of loyalty or
disloyalty to God must be permanently

you or I could

it is not a religion which

rines-oaned

Sultan of Turkey.

can

lerests

herents 160,000,000 of souls. And though

the

Woman

on the continent that would receive AbraBuddhism, together with every. other ham, or Jacob, or David, to its memberidolatrous system, must, sooner or later, ship to-day, if they were alive, until a’
thorough "reform had been accomplished
go down forever.
i
2. Another class of evils, against in the line of personal morality. And
which Christians are to testify, is found yet the church is by no means, perfect.
in those religions which occupy positions And the beauty of its testimony is
between Christianity on the one hand, marred, and its force sadly weakened, by
and Paganism on the other. Foremost its glaring inconsistencies. .
3. But the last qualification of a good
among these stands Mohammedism. This
which I mention, is a lively
religion, which. was founded in the 6th witness
century of our era, now enrolls as its ad- appreciation of the magnitude of the in-

Pi 7 Hew MEL Cah
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SEE SEE
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security for 200,000,000

not believe there is a Free Baptist church

both can not be right,
and before the onward sweep of the religion of Christ,

tiousness, avarice, pride

A
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category, and the same is true of licen-
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OCHESTER
SEMINARY.
Full board
of teachers and course of study,
Studemts
are fitted for teaching and

course
sexes.

complete

for

and

college.

practical.

Secures good influences.

formation address the Principal
Secretary, Rochester. Wis. ~

Business

Admits

both

For further in-

or A.J. Russell,

ORTHWOOD SEMINARY—Northwood Ridge:
N. H. Three terms per year, commencing on’
the first Tuesday of Sept., Dec., and March.
J.
H. Hutchins, A. M., Principal, with a cemplete
board of assistants.

Students

fitted

for

business:

or college.
For further particulars address- the:
Principal, or E. S. TASKER, Secretary.
RY GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia
Co., Ohio. The college year consists of four
terms of ten weeks each.

oe
Te
hy
are
She
Normal,.
ommerc|
ollege Preparatory
an
0 College’
courses, viz. : Classical and Scientific. :
31.

Calendar.
First term,
Third, Jan. 23, 1¢82.

Aug. 22.
Secon, Octi.
Fourth, Apr, 3, 1882.

College Fees $7 to $8 per term or $25 to $28 pers
year.
iv
ww
Board, (including room rent) $210 per weeks
For

TON,

further

A.M.,,

information

Rio

Grande.

ap

4

to

A,

A.

MOUL-

Gallia €o., Oblo.

EBANON ACADEMY -—Pupils fitted for husl.
4 ness, scientific’ schools or the best colleges.
MORIUS ADAMS, A. B., Principal.
For further particulars, address the principal,
or
ELIHU HAYES, Sec. Trustees.
ATES COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL. —For further information address the Pres.
ident, O. B. CHENEY, D.D., or Prof. JORN FUL»
LONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
J. A. HOWE, See.
NcHoLs LATIN 8CHOOL.—Thespecial work:
of the school is to prepare the students for col
lege. The course of study extends over three:
years, of three terms each. Expenses are
ate. For Catalogue address,
.

A.M. JONES: Seo,

.

he]

N REEN MOUNTAIN
« Center, Vermont.

Ww

Waterbury

SEMINARY,

Courses of Study.—College
Pre;
tory,
Classical, Englich, Commercial, Special atten.
tion given to those Sreparing to teach.
Ex
enses low, The best
Commercial DepATImen
i the Stute. Students will be conveyed.
of
charge, to. and frcm the
* depot at Waterbury -at:
the beginning and close of each term on appliea:
tion. Address Rev. 8. D . Church, at
Waters.
bury, or the Rrincipal, Migs Lizzie Colley:

EST VIRGINIA COLLEGE. This institution is

now under managementof Rev. D. Powell,
Prof, O. Gi. A agir, “A, M M., prinopal.
on
Prof.
Angir is a graduate of Tiiligdale Lollege: Those:

with

No.6,
25in.2301bs.
No, 634,27 in."340 1bs,
No.7, 30 in, 4901bs.

No.8,

84 in. 7801bs.

$25 00
36 00
50 00

Rev. D. POWELL, Fleming

No.9,

388 m.9251hs,

130 00

ATYoon INSTITUTE. —Send for oiroulars. ton

75 00

& Co., Senvea Falls, N. Y,, U.S A,
13640

wishing to attend this
L.C.

Ingltution

W.Va.

CHASE, A, M., Principal,

Gon Ohle. "lit

Be

will

Leo,

address,
nahi

A

Anes

Ba
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"THE MORNING
The Worning Star.

tensified, prolonged. It implies time or
we say to the
As
continued labor.

'

Z e., continue your laborto the completion of your work; so it is here—solve

Aa All communications designed for publication
-should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
on business, remittances of money,

&c., should

of salvation—continue

the problem

laborto its final consummation.

be

the
is

This

to be dene ¢ with fear and trembling,” or

addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.

with trémbling solicitude, which still more
| intensifies the struggle fer salvation. But
friends of the lest any one should be ¢ weary in well

LIBERAL OFFER.
Wiil not

pastors

and

“¢ Morning Star’’at once bestir themselves
in getting subscribers
and thus secure
the paper from date of subscription. to

doing,” he should remember for his encoursgement that ‘it is God %which

the close of the year

worketh in you both as to the willing
the working, of his good pleasure.”
to will and to
words here translated
are participles with articles, showing

1882.

LABOR.
{Labor is the doom or boon of life, or
Labor omnia vinci, is the old RoPoth.

‘gman motto.

Isabor conquers everything ;

-and it is fortunate that it.does, inasmuch

It be-

-as it falls to the lot of all men.

comes

the great secret of success and

thrift in the various walks and economies
of our existence. The farmer finds a plenty to do to subdue the soil, to cultivate it,

.which

used as nouns,

be

they should

and
The
do”
that

spoils the Calvinism thoughtto be in
them. The Revised Version has it *‘to will
and to work.” The last word is a participle
from the verb translated ¢¢worketh” in
work-

Any man who is

the same verse.

ing out his salvation has divine assistance.
God is working in him just where he
-and to secure an abundant” harvest. He needs help—in the “willing and in the
may envy the apparent leisure of a man | working itself. Thus salvation is a reof different pursuits and imagine that he sult of labor both divine and human.
is doing nothing for the world, when in God's work/is seenin the plan of redemprealityhe has less freedom from care and tion and its gracious appliances; man’s,in
anxiety than himself. “Why,” said the the acceptance of the plan and in working
farmer seeing a man with his portfolio out, its provisions to its complete attainunder his arm, *“'what benefit are you to ment.
:
;
tbe world, around here doing nothing?”
That labor is the secret of success here

He replies,

‘¢ Whose plow do you use?”

“I use such a plow, and I would not
give it for a dozen old-fashioned ones.”
~ *‘Well, sir, I invented that plow.”
The
farmer had no idea of the long study,

‘day and night, and the wearing toil and
perplexity, the inventor passed through
- ‘before he completed his invention from

the race”—*‘fight the goed fight, lay hold
on eternal life”—*‘take it by force”. These
and many other like expressions teach us

that the man who works, eats spiritually
as well as temporally.

«which he derived so much benefit.

So it is everywhere, labor is the great
means to an end ; and the end makes

all

the difference between work and play.
A child will exert himself a great deal
more for pleasure, sport or fun, as he
calls” it, than he would in ordinary work,

and call-ita delight.

A young man

put forth as much strength on

the

will
base

ball ground in two or three hours as he
wolild in as many days in common laber,
and say it is mere play.
If Adam had not sinned he would have
xeeded exercise, nevertheless.
His constitution teaches us this. - The body is so
made that it must have it, or it will be: ~ come enervated and die. ‘We have no
reason to suppose that there has been any
radical change since its creation in this
respect.

The heart beat then as now, the

blood coursed

through

the arteries

and

veins continually, and we have no reason

to doubt that the voluntary exercise. of
the muscles always gave tone and augmented

power.

Moreover,

Adam

was

but into the garden to ‘dress it and to
keep it,” that he might be sure of the
exercise
that nature demanded.
;
If he
had not sinned this exercise would have
been play. But when he was sent forth
from the garden to earn his bread by the
sweat of his brow, labor became a ne«cessity and a burden, and it is only. by

ipractice that

man now learnsto love it.

‘Habit and profit unite in making it a second nature and a blessing to mankind.
The wise man said, *‘In all labor there
is profit.” He had an eye to the legiti- mate results of lawful efforts, as appeared

in fhe physique,

pecuniary gains

and

* thrift, as well as in morals. Industry is
-a blessing to any people in all these reSpects.
MENTAL

LABOR.

There is a labor pertaining to our intellectual nature of a higher order than
physical. The bodyis the house we live in,
rand is valuable only as its present habitastion.

The

strength,

acumen,

and

«who

arduous

learns

to

study..

think

The

and

man

becomes

distinguished for his mental power is the
~man who unweariedly pursues a course
of inteliectual discipline until the mind is
+ developedy very much as musele is
strengthened
--by continuous
exercise.
"Thus it is that in the intellectual world
where there is a demand for thought, la+ bor, often’ intense and

THE

CHURCH.

endeavor, united, concentrated,

men,

exhaustive, is. Just

«a8 applicable and indispensably requisite

fore 1srael left Egypt.

as

convenient

auxiliaries,

cave where it is supposed they were
cealed to prevent their destruction in
time of war when the public royal
was in danger. They are removed
Boulak Museum where the work of
pretation commences this month.

consome
tomb
to the
interThe

result to archeological

await

=

Of solemn pain on mother’s brow ;
No harvest’s golden yield, save through
The toil and tearing of the plow.

EXPOSITION.

science we

;

This verse is often misunderstood on
the account of the verse before it, which

to Rebecca anterior

to the

birth of Esau and Jacob. Even ministers
of the gospel have said that this was announced tothe mother of the children, just

rebellion.

in

in the nature of the ease is impossible.

any one Will look at the passage critically he will see the absurdity of any such
supposition.
While the preceding verse
is in the future tense, this is in the past,

It says *It is written,”-—but when

The

manifesto,”

rights

that

Him « that sent me.”

Labor is demand-

| ‘different— in some

analogous.

All our

powers are often involved in it, moral or

anywhere,

the

in the end.

~ Spiritual,

intellectual

and

‘Christ vwent about doing
was ‘“about his Father's

physical.
good.
He
business,”

STAR SUBSCRIBERS.

and |

wherein hast

Lord.

But ye

thou loved us?

Esau Jacob's brother?
yet I loved Jacob

Was

say,

not

saith the Lord:

and] hated

Esan—or

. whieh engrossed alt his powers of mind Edom, his descendants—and laid bis mown-

2.

The Star will

be sent as aboye

offered to the new subscriber, and to ev=

ery subscriber who will send us $2.00 and
such a name (his own paper being paid

for)we will send a copy of Close or

He taught us both by precept tains and his heritagewaste for the dragons Open Communion,” post-paid,—a wellto * labor not for the meat aof the wilderness.”It was said not to ¢
bound volume of 175 pages.
, but for that
which en- persons themselves butto their deseend- | 8. Or send us $2.25 with the name,and
dureth
unto everlasting
life.” So much ants. Why did God hate Esdn and Jay ‘we will send a copyof the Memoirs of
waste his heritage? For the same reason
re important
were the things that pe
Dr. Day,—a volume of 431. pages.
tained
unto fature, spirisual life, that they that he destroyed Sedom and Tyre and 4. Orsend us $2.50 “With thé name,
lemauded
our supreme,
most intense of- Babylon and Nineveh. God's dealings and we will senda copy of the Centenni-

and body.
~ and example
which pe

forts. The vital interests of this life,inipor-

of the translator. They are governed by
the usus loquends, or law of language,as
strictly. as any other book, and no one

here
as well as elsewhere have reference

al Record,—u volume of 266 pages,

Ferry.

REV. D, WATERMAN.

at Harper's

Ferry

in
is
to
is

be-

the

the foreknowledge of charactef and con-

is stronger term than simwork, eiiphasized, in-

principle as the

passage-quoted, apd not on an absolute or

arbitrary decree. God never makes any
such decree,he always has a good reason
4

{ee

Lo SAW

Saad

\

common

favors,

all the introduction you need ? When the
Apostle wrote, ‘‘ Be not forgetful to entertain strangers,” he must have forgotten

to add, ‘‘ who have been properly introduced.”

:

a

The new President is truly to be pitied,

made President as he was by the bullet of
the assassin, apd subjéct to “all sorts of

1 remain here

till then.

‘I have

no

defi-

can to promote the

cause

I never felt a deeper in-

1. Itis not true, as might be un derstood from a recent report inthe Star,
that the income of the Education Society,

from church

contributions for the last

year, has been some three hundred dollars in excess of what it was in the previ-

ous year.

In fact it has been only about

discretion, as we have reason

school for the current year is larger, with

criticisms,

re-

of the situation and conducts himself with
to hope,

he

called. We know this, however; that he
is constitutionally and legally and properly, the President of the United States. As
such he is intitled to Lhe respect and support
of every good citizen. Let no man dare to
criticise his administration in advance. Let

him have a fair trial, with no factious
position, and let him stand or fall on

ophis

Even

in that case, he must be sustained, though
in a different sense, so long as he holds

Je present position.

:

ent.

, A religious paper
family and every

He is the Presi-

his people instruction

ought

to him,directing his attention particularly
=

=

9!

Who is he ? A professor of religion and

not

taking

The accession to the Theological

a religious newspaper!

member of the visible Church, ro

gel

as to what is going on in the Church.
‘follower of

A

taught
by his
come,” and yet

not knowing, nor caring
to know, What progress that kingdom is
making.
:
But $ ust not fail to askif this person

both departments,

in the

hope

and

ex-

pectation of an increase of interest on
the part of the friends of the school in all
the churches.
J. F.

Ministers and Churelps.

J

is the right

Pike is now Principal of the Pike Seminary

and is winning golden opinions from all. The
school did.not try an untried man, but took a

son of Deacon Barrus of Pike church anda

graduate of Hillsdale College, who had

served

as teacher for some time previous to his elec.

tion as Principal. This Seminary is one of the
few that have held on their way uninjured by
the growth and development of the New York
school system......Prof. Irving B. Smith, late

Principal of Pike, has removed to Dale, N. Y.,
the home of his honored parents, and has re-

ceived

the

nomination

of School

omficer......The War-

excellent

an

Commis-

He will, if eléct-

Marsden’s

labors has

We learn with regret that his health bas not
been usually good this summer. ......Rev. H.

having a

whole Quarterly Meeting on his hands. Your
-correapondent, at u late Genesee Co. Temperance Convention, bad the plensure of shaking
the hand of this man, who baptized his father
and mother in Boston, Erie Co., nearly fifty

years ago.....Phe-Atfica church is holding on
its way without material change.
This

church greatly needs a new church edifice

and

would doubtless greatly add to its usefulness
by arising and building. It is believed that
many of our wealthy men would help in such
an effort......The Bethany church and pastor,
(Rev. E. Crowell) are being tried with railroad

building near hy, and the rush and bustle of
the work do not seem helpful, The foreigners,

Irish and Italian, are numerous and cider js
handy......Dr. Charles Walters, now of Pike,
an active Free Baptist, is thinking of removingto White Haven, Mich., where the busipess

of his

life seems

to

be

in

need of him

more than at Pike. He has won many friends
here....The temperance question in Genesee

and Wyoming
counties is
much
talked
about and is enlisting the active efforts of many

workers; prominent among them are the
members of the Methodist and F. Baptist
bodies. Several of our ministers are hard ut
work during spare time, preaching and lec.
turing against the rum traffic,
The friends of Rev. G. Donnocker, fn Elk
Creek—where be has been preaching about six
months—have been treating him and his family
‘v
:
altogether

at about

$38.
.
Rev. €. H. Button of Phoenix has spent two

Sabbaths with the church at Depauvilie, and

if Lhe prospects warrant it he will

labor

there

some time,
The pastor of the Depauville
church states that their prayer-meetings have
been well attended

the

past

season

been times of refreshing from the
the Lord.

and

have

presence

of

Rev. Geo. C. Baker of Garrettsville, O., has
accepted the pastorate of the West Concord

Ohio,

New Hampshire.

Rev. B. A.

Sherwood,

accepted a call to

chester.

the

late of Bristol. has

Pine

St.

chureb,

Man-

:

Our church in Lake Village is now prospering and in very good working order. Six have
recently been baptized;
some besides have
been added to the church, and others have requested prayers. As we are out of debt, it

“Rev. Edward Dudley, of Agency City, Towa,
is employed to preach, for the ensuing winter,

for the Middleport and Cheshire

assumed the pastorate of the 20d Kyger church,”
’

Lev.

Illinois.

J.

W,

lsaacs reports

so encouraging for years.
It is hoped that
more wealthy churehes will not continue to
offer inducements to our pastor, Rev. C. E.

the church membership.

find am-

ple work for an indefinite time. He is engaged
for another year.
A
correspondent
from Hampton writes:
“ Rev. Mr, Wormwood commened his pastoral
labor with the church here, Sunday Oct. 186,
and preached a very able and wide-awake discourse in the afternoon,
We trust that his la-

bors here will be crowned with success.”

the re-

ligious services of the ¥. B, church there—
held in Washburn Hall. “ The congregation

attendance, and about the

same

a revival in the

in

Mount

the

Golden

Zion

church,

Franklin Co., resulting in nine accessions to
-

Wisconsin.

The Waupun church is prospering and hope-

ful.

The congregations have largely increased

duriog the summer,

A choir has been formed

of eight persons with as good

a

leader

as

can

be found in the city.
The prayer-meetings
Wednesday evenings are faithfully sustsined,

and the Subbath-sehool is increasing in interest

and numbers. The pastor, Rev. J. H. Wal
rath, says “that the members are getting on the

gospel harness, and we hope to do tolerably

Massachusetts.

Rev. J. S. Burgess writes that being detained

reportedat
the Sunday-school.

lo-

in Gallia county.

Rule

Cate, to leave a field in which he can

churches,

cated on the Ohio river, six miles apart... ...
Rev. J. W. Martin of the Athens Q. M. has

may well be said that the future has not looked

attendance

is

The ball is

eusy:of access and quite pleasant, though very
much larger than desirable for the meetings.

The assembly present gave good attention tothe

vigorous service during

winter.

the

many friends, who we know
Towa.

Rev.

J. H.

Moxom

‘

sends

the

- Under the direction of the State H. M. Com-

mittee,
a Free Baptist church was organized
in the village of Rutland, Humboldt Co., on a

new line of R. R., Oct. 1st.

The meeting was *

pointed Chairman,”
and Rev, J. H.

one. The church is undoubtedly much needed,
although there are many large and’ influential

onesin Worcester and ours is but an infant ut
present. We were happy to meet Bro. East
man, after a long and pleasant acquaintance
at Bates College, —earnest and hopeful in his

Wwe work, and so much liked by his
nd and devoted flock. Let all our brethren
vi siting W. attend, without fail, our meetings’
Gi
:
at Washburn Hall”? ~ ©
We learn that Rev. B. I. McMurphy of
North Chelmsford, whose destitute and. dis

aES

following

cheering intelligence :

Bro. Eastman, the pastor, has been very ener-

getic and successful in gathering this people jn

the

us, aid us by their prayers.”

«called to order by Eli Peavey, senior.

at home in the services and place of worship.

Let

are interested in

diseourses, both morning and evening, and appeared interested, contented, intelligent, and

8

a

who

The congregation at

Sabbath.

torn)

4

and

under

church and was to begin his labors there last

then, that states that be has received but one response
he takes a deeper. interest in the world
thao’ he does in the Church; and this bew (from Sister Mains of Michigan) to the appeal
offers, and so the good work may ‘ga on. ing the case, it is not difficult
.
a
p for him,
to say
NETTIE Wow Yorke
These offers will hold good till the first where his heart is. How can a professor |"
of religion answer for discrimination ior
bf next Janudry.
‘The October session of the
p
i
i
favor of the world? How defend himself convenes with the Dule churchGenesee Q. M.
L D. Stewart, Publier." ! agains
Friday.
t the charges it involves? He can This church, under Bro. Hyatt's next
ba
{
Wa
ite
labors, has
CHT
:

Bryant,

man in the right place.

various donations, valued

one exception, than for any year since the
first of its sojourn at Lewiston.
3. This accession has been actively
encouraged by the college Faculties of

to give ‘numbered some 75 persons—abo
ut the average

on this point. Dr.

Nevins has faithfully expressed his opinion about it as follows :
Give up many things before
you give
up your religious newspaper. If any one
that ought to take such a paper does not,
hope some one to whom the cireumstanee
is known will volufiteer the loan of this

to this article.

2.

at Worcester over Sunday, he attended

is invaluable in the
pastor

the labors of Elder

Springville

are prosperous

Whitcher of Byron is hard at work,

so dear to all

grets and implications. He, however, is
President legally, and if he is only master

insinuations,

East Concord churches

ed, make

nite plan of work, but shall do what I

the same, and 80 fur the current year
there are imperatively needed not three,
but six hundred dollars additional eontributions.

newspaper

Rev. J. H. Durkee has supplied

heretofore......The

saw church under Bro.

a

terest and anxiety for the prosperity of
our denominational work, than I do at
the present time. There ought to be a
general movement, all along the line.
Then we might hope to secure the blessing of God on our feeble efforts. We
Herald hits the nail on the head when he” have a plenty of machinery, or organizasays,
;
tions, if we could only wake up to the
I am disgusted with coldness and stiff- importance of unitedly using what we
ness witnessed in the house of God. A have. It is not new machinery we want
fitting sign over many a church door ‘but a harmonious and united effort to use
would be: ¢ Statuary Exhibited Here.”
* Oh,” you say, “I never speak to per- what we have, for the glory of our great
sons till they are properly introduced.” Master above.
Why, how proper you are! Introduced!
—————
Isn't the fact that they are in your Father's
More of the Same.
house with you, that you have common
are. seeking

them

signs of vitality and has undertaken to
few weeks, but our H. M. Board need shown
repair the church
g and parsonage.
not fear as tothe expenses, as my ser- This church.is neededbuildin
where it is, and Bro.
vices will be gratuitous till Christmas if Marsden is well received by all the people.

true Christians.

most available. New subscribers can at once avail themselves of these

id

of preaching.

sioner from the Republicins,

Brack-

work for

with
tanta
they are,sink into insignificance in to character and conduct. He does not. eleven steel engtavings of deceased minisuewspaper. © Oh, ceraris
the things pertainingto arbitrarily love or hate. Paul evidently
He must know what is
eased condition was stated in a recent number
nd our Iubor is to be | quotes quotes Malachi to show that the propheThere
is no time to be lost in making going on in the world, and how else i§ he ofthe
Star,is worse than at that time. He
th
| cy in regard to the children was based on this offer
to know it? It 13 pretty clear,

duct, involving the same

State Line R. R., not many miles from Pike,

Eust Concord is large and Bro. Bryant’s preach.
ing is very acceptable......Prof. Barrus of

I

Sociability and Christian hand-shaking
‘will do more for the growth and prosperity of our churches than almost anything
else, especially anything so insignificant of
itself. Great results often follow little
causes. Dwight Spencer in the Religious

needs and

««««There is a small F. B. church going
up, or
completed, at Bliss Station, on the Rochester .

from whence the people expect to get supplies

:

good.

am here by theinvitation of Bro.

a man undermines or tries.to un-

as foolish as to excuse a murderer
cause he has a handsome face.

My health is very
little missionary

It is hoped to have the

not be able to complete the building this fall.

conducted me
I was kindly

Camp Hill is quite a hill, between

ett, to do a

-

weeks, Lord’s day evenings...... The new F.
B. church in Buffalo is far enough along to be
admired by all the people. It is considered to

Oct. 18,

Potomac and Shenandoah rivers, with
mountains on either side. The scenery is
grand and romantic, but I will not attempt to describe it, that has been often
done. Suffice it to say, much of it is in
its primitive beauty. I saw the school
this morning at chapel exercises. Saw no
marked difference between this
and
schools in N. E. of a similar age and
grade. 1t seems to be in a prosperous

his doctrines. The WW aichmanis not extravaguot in expressing itself as follows:

in his church once in’ two.

large seating capacity.

ed out to reconnoiter.

condition,

the confidence of the people
inspiration of the Scriptures he
harm whichis so great.that
it by admiration of his learning

its house of

basement ready for worship ina short time.
-+++:. The F', Baptists of Pike are buildin
g a
| fine brick structure, but owing to delays will

‘night, I aroxe before six o'clock and walk-

has any right to trifle or to make a fanciful interpretation to suit his taste or favor

dermine
the full
doing a
palliate

in heating

‘be the handsomest church in the city and has a

where I am at this present time. After a
very refreshing slumber through the

he proves himself to be unworthy,

bd
+

I arrived

holding meetings

about 3 o'clock ; met at the depot a young

The Index says:

improvements

supplying the Marilla church
and is doing temperance work as he is able,

would

without aiming for it, or only with a soli-

best
worst man that could be found
it to fillorthe the high
position to which he is

and

the last book of the Old Test ament, Mal1. The Morning Star will be sent to
achi — twelve hundred years after the | every new subscriber from the date of the
death of Jacob and Esau. It was said to subscription to the first of January, 1883,
Israel, the descendants of Jacob, ** I have for $2 00 in advance.
loved you, saith the

what

received by Bro. Brackett and family and

they

vineyard.” Both he and his ‘Father
We repeat our liberal offers to those
worked, addhe required us to work, He where? that'is the question. If not found | who will furnish additional subscribers to
said, “My Father worketh hitherto and in connection with the birth of Jacob and | the Morning Star, and state them in four
if work.” “‘I must work the works of Esau where is it found? It is found in distinct propositions.
:
ved in the cause of God just as much as in
«any secular cause. It is in some respects

any

approval of the tenant farmers. Irish ire merits. If it be said that his record
has, however, been aroused by this effort shows that he is not the man for the
place,we have to
that we neither know
to stop the mouths of the people, and nor care anything sayabout
his récord. The
theré is eawse to fear that Irish reason past is gone ; the present is all thst we
is not strong enough to restrain them have to do with; and it may be that the
from renewing the conflict which, as in responsibilities of offices espgcially under
trying circumstances, will make him a
the past, must also in the future result ‘such
wiser and better man than he has ever
in bloodshed and disaster. It is to be been. We have now the new Arthur not
the
| hoped that justice ‘will be dove to them old one; let every man sustain him until

It

981k is in physical affairs.
«I have loved,” which eould not have
SPIRITUAL LABOR.
Af we go a step farther we find still a | been the case in reference to children un‘Higher order of labor illustrated by Christ born. Besides it is not to be found in
:
when
he said, “Go werk to-day in my that connection,

a *

vorof thelaw, which has already met

as if God arbitrarily loves and hates, which

you,

made

go

he expect to compass any earthly object
tary wish or effort.

sup-

finds many to condemn its action. This
is a harsh measure. Parnell ‘was more
of a nuisance than a danger. The government might have waited for the land
act to be tested in the law courts—and
the result would probably have been in fa-

I

but

do in that case? I
I don’t care for an

earnest direct efforts to reach it.. This is brother, who very kindly
really a hopeless hope.
As well might to Camp
Hill where

When

of the Irish

ty and equal

spoken

making

will not only be sustained but honored in
his new and unexpected position. If he
would payno more rent. Fair rent is honors his office the people will
honor
an equitable provision of the new land him. “Fie Christan Inder makes
some
act; and in taking this step the League piquant remarks about him :
has laid itself open to the charge of beWe know no good of him ; it is
ing an illegal and criminal organization. true that we ‘know no ill of him.equally
We
It has been®proclaimed as such by the have read many evil things that have
been said of him ; but so utterly degovernment, and all of its meetings-are
henceforth to be dispersed by force. bauched is the American press, that not
the slightest importance is
The government in adopting this course to anything that may be saidto beof attached
a man
does not, however,
commend itself to during a heated political canvass.
For
the approbation of the lovers of liber- wughtive know, Mr. Arthur may be the
League,

No mortal's bern without the dew

was

without

These wonderful relics were found in a any way to suit the views or prejudices

pression’

avail yourselves of every facility possible
in your labor of love; and prosperity

Rom. 9:13.
As it is written, Jacob have
loved, and Esau have I hated.

compuss the object

BY

shall |

He who desires to go to heaven alone
will never get there; and he who does
nothing to lead others in the way of eternal life gives poor evidence, if any, that
he is in the way himself.
Nothing should be said or done to undermine
the Scripturesin the estimation
and inscriptions, ¢ bright and fresh as if
of
the
people.
They are by no ieéans tb be
the artist had touched them but yestertreated as though they could be translated
day.”

adopted extreme measures for the

and

will crown your efforts.

nally, they hardly know how, they

1t will be nothing

strange if some reference to their residence and departure is found in this new
book, open to the antiquarian,to authenticate the Biblical history. Lotus flowers,
that appear as if they ** had been plucked a few months ago,” were wrapped up
in the coverings of kings who lived before
Israel was born. Four thousand years
have not faded the colors of pencilings

"THE IRISH ORISIS.

resort to every laudable means to secure
this glorious result. Increase the circulation of the Star and Sunday-school publications

of which all have a general wish. With
some it is a sort of indefinite hgpe that fi-

departure of Israel from that land; also
the mummy of ‘Thotmes III. who reigned
when the obelisk that stands in Central
Park, N. Y., was first erected. The oldest of them lived hundreds of years be-

The English Government
has at: last

and

try;

Benonvinational,

ed and continued. Let these principles Celts
* will not down.” Parnell has
be carried out in the church and denomi- voluntarily sacrificed himself to inglorination, and prosperity is sure to be the ous fame, having rejected various opporresult. * Can two walk together except tunities to take to himself a portion of the
they be agreed P” Like cross oxen they honor for the reforms which Mr. Gladspend their strength pulling against each stone's conciliatory policy would have
other instead of pulling the load and effected. The Irish peasantry are indeed
making progress on the journey. ¢ Unit- deserving of great sympathy in their deed we stand, dividéd we fall.”
plorable condition; but in running after
We have too many in our churches who
conceited, hot-headed * agitators”, they
make the church the ultimate object of all ‘have wasted much time and money which
their labors. . They enlisted not to fight,
if they had been industriously employed
nor to march, even, but to ‘be carried would haVe done much in the way of im
wherever the army goes in ambulances, proving their circumstances.
: ‘|
or to be tenderly cared forin the church
An afflicted, oppressed people, strughospitals, and draw the pay, if possible. "gling for their rights and liberty must ulSuch soldiers in the army of the Lord are timately obtain what they seek after. But
only incumbrances, and are unworthy of this object will surely be retarded by
any pay; they will not receive it.
In- such means as have been employed
deed, in this army the pay is made contin- by
the Irish
Land
League. Old
gent upon the service—no work, no re- customs
and
prejudices,
united
ward. The sluggard * shall beg in har- with
the avarice
of
the present
vest and have nothing.
age, which characterize the aristocratic
Then let every memberin our churches ruling class in any nation, can not be
and denomination go to work and unite broken down in a day. Because Charles.
his efforts with others for the salvation of Stewart Parnell, openly defying the law
souls and the bnilding up of the waste and the government and inciting the
places in Zion.
To this end, brethren,
people also to rebel against them, was
stir up each other, remember your vows, placed in confinement, is not a justificarenew your covenant with God and one tion of the desperate declaration of the
another, work for your fellow

not

or write immediately for some good re- worship and is in a prosperous condition ......
ligious newspaper ; and to be certain of Rev. Daniel Jackson, pastor ef the Varyspaying for it, let him pay in advance. “burg church, was able to attend the Q. M. held
There is a satisfaction when one is read- in Marilla, and sustains his appointments,
ing an interesting paper,to reflect that His recovery from a long and severe
sickness
it is a paid for, But perhaps you take a was not rapid, but he seems to
taken a
paper, and are in arrears for it. Now new lease of life......Rev. L. have
D. Bates of.
suppose you were the publisher, and the Cowlesville is hard
at work and prosperous.
publisher was one, of your: subscribers, He is this year

~
ROYAL MUMMIES.
It is reported that thirty-nine mummies ion. Like all metaphysical questions it
with historical papyra, statuettes and seems to be an indeterminate quantity.
_cartouches, have lately been found in a One thing, however, is certain, if the
secret cave not far from Thebes, Egypt. Christian does not persevere he can have
and was in arrears to
They are supposed to be the remainsof no well-grounded hope of heaven.
kings and queens and priestly personages, | ‘The Advocate is not very far from the you think he ought to
just ask the question.
which are identified by means of inserip- truth whenitmays,®
answer.
1
tions on the cases and by the manuscripts
A man once soundly converted, and
with.them, who lived about the time of who prays against avarice and envy, the
Israel's sojourn in Egypt. Among these sins of this generation, will rdrely miss
heaven.
is the Pharaoh, in a state of good preserHeaven is an object, for the attainment
vation, who reigned at the time of the
Harper's

0-0
4-044

augment-

not do it, and he betier

The perseverance of the Sainls is a subject which has often been discussed, without deciding it, only as a matter of opin-

him.

with much interest.

-

Now if appropriate work is essential to
the spiritual life of the Christian’ it is no
less so to that of the church and of. the
All spring from personal
denomination.

com-

pass of the mind depend on its disci,pline or labor; and its discipline .depends
on its
close
application to
continuous,

‘Strive

gate”—¢‘ run

strait

at the

in

enter

must

We

a reasonable doubt.
to

have

can

one

no

as well as elsewhere,

YY

NOTES.

for what he does and we can always trust

scholar, * Work out,or solve the problem,”

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 26, 1881.

STAR, OCTOBER 26, 1881.

After a

season of prayer, Rev. 8, Summerlin

wus

ap-

Moxom

Clerk; the usual examination ani order of ex

ercises were proceeded with by the committee,
and the band of fellowship given to the newly
organized church; after which

a number

of

persons gave their experience as candidates
for baptism und dburch membership. On the.
following Sabbath morning the writer buptized

#ix persons in the west branch of the Des
Moines river, in the presence of a large company of witnesses. In the afternoon they received the hund of fellowship, after which the
Lord's Supper was administered. The services

in the evening were especially fivored with

the divine presence and power of the Holy

Spirit. A number were awakened and rose for
prayers, while the children of Go! wept and

rejoiced.

This new church fy muny

miles

away from any other chureh of our fuith and

order, but with God's ‘blessing itby will
mot4 be
Abn

‘long, and in the mean time the

i

must care for its interests
and give{1 hsp,

At the lust. covenant meetingof the Fairbank
church one was received to the fullowship of

a

MORNING

THE

iler

T

the church.

with

The meetings

are

well

an increasing interest in

school.

G. Eastman, 8. Howard ; Chelsea, J. D. Coul-

attended,

the

Jr., J. C. Knowlton;

4

at

Wayland,

Allyan Co., on Sept. 18.

Lincolnville,

F. Cooper,

dri, P. Dunton; South Montville, E. C. Shatstuck, Bro. Toleman;
North Montville, J. E.
Mills, G. Livermore; Center Montville, C.
Bailey, J. Trask; Palermo, Wm. 8. Stevenson,
A. Cooper; Rockland, C. Purrington, 8S. Cunningham; Vassalboro’,
E. C. Shattuck, S.

Michigan.

A F. B. church was organized

*

fors—E M C Kennedy—A
A Mills—J L Meserve—L

‘sion Society has_ all the necessary

ton and C. Hanson; No. Whitefield and Jefferson, W. H. Littlefield, C. Hanson.—Some over
$30 was collected for missions,&ec.
Dec, session with Center Montville church,
16—1%:
J. Cory KNOWLTON, Clerk.

Mis-

machinery

.. and fixtures, inclading men employed as missionaries—but it lacks ¢ steam ”; and as the
Parent Society can not furnish this requisite,
- he appeals to the brethren of that Yearly Meet-

STRAFFORD

ing to help, and to help soon, lest the * machine” should

stop.

He says that while

with

«of the brethren and sisters are doing what they
He
-be-

Next

_ dmgeouded, in the Star's report of the Anniversaries at Lawrence, * poor Free Baptists,” and
«exclaims

that

they

are

State, writes that he has found * that out of

;

houses of worship.
They worship in schoolhouses, out-houses dnd such churches as will |
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with

Q. M.—Held its Sept.

A

Crocker school-house,
commencing Friday
Jan. 6, at 2 o'clock.
H. GraVES, Clerk.

were

very much

four report some advancement this year......
The churches of Hawkins Co. sent no delegaition to the Association, on account of the disconveyance; and these churches have not been
able to report any progress....\We are all preparing for a vigorous campaign this winter, in-

Jas. H. CAREY,

14,

Clerk pro tem.

pastoral care of either of these churches may
address M. Copp, Pilot Hill, Tenn., or J. H.
. Bean, Midway, Tenn.
These churches are

Peruvian
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situated six miles from the railroad.
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letter.

that the letters read were
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Take

rents should
cough or cold
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present

in-

and

York.

we

6—8,

church,

W. A. MYERS,

LAFAYETTE

Q.

M,—Held

its

with the Monticello church.

last

perity

will

ject

be secured.

The work of the In-

of the Sunday-school?” Mrs. E, H. True;

* What is the duty of Christians touching
church membership?
Rev, O. H. True;
** Relation of pastor and people
and vice

versa,” Rev, B, L. Prescott; * Threefold Mission of Christ”--John 14: 6, Rev. Joseph
Pleasant

Grove

church

of the United Brethren, four miles north and

one mile west of the village of Wiota.
Ample
Provisions Will be made by Dea. John J.
ridgemun and son, and others of our
eople.

Should

Dea. H.

any come on the cars
to Darlington,
H, Cook

will take care

sions,

Nervous

Baptist churchin Auburn, Wednesday, Nov. 2, at

Maine

£3

Home

At Auburn,
PROGRAMME

caused

is ordered

Relation of this Socieny to

the

Educational

the Churches of Maine;” 4

Rev. J.

W.H. Bowen: “ The

J. Boyd, State Missionary, ‘On

the

?

Garfield.

A complete,

of them.

‘

trated volume.

1

-est.

The business meetings were harmonious,

The meetings of worship were interesting and

profitable, Sermons
by Revs, Littlefield,
PurHopon, Fastman and Cooper, were e ityin

in the Spirit and with power. Chose Rev. E.

Post-Office Addresses.
Rev.

E.N.

whom

all

“

contributiens

trom Vie me DRA eth Ag Bg
be sent), Léwiston,
Me,
52t
.
i
‘All mbney contributed for the Mane State Mission should be sent to

Rufus Deering,

Me

Rev. 8. D, Bates,

Portland,

(252)

Treasurer Ohio Free Com-

munion Baptist Kasbolation, Marion, Ohio,

52638)

‘Gi Bastman Correspouding Messenger to the . Rev. L. B. Potter, Lansing, Mich, to whom all
contributed within
Lhe bounds of the Mich,
: Edgecomb Q. M.;
J. 8mull to ‘Prospect | money
XY. M., shonld be sent
. M., H. M. aud EducaQ.

M.

Rev.

F. Cooper,

Rruch the 0 Bing Sermon
sion.
theme:

Jr. is assigned

to

at our next ses-

EK. G,
Eastman, Saturday
morning,
8, 8, work; C. Purringion, theme:

** Bystematic benevolence ;” Suturduy evening,
J. Bmall, ete; “Best means of enlisting

| Young

persons in religious life;”

M, E, G. Eastman, subject:

Sunday,

A.

Foreign Missions.

The
following nssignments were made for proteucted
effort: Branch Mills

church, Rev.

J.

on Bonimed be

fei. for I M.,

(26t)

Rev. J, D. Batson, Northfield, Minn., Treasurer
of the Minn. Y. M. Mohn aio . to whom all
money for this Y. M. work should be out.
28)
:

Rev.

J.

H. Durkee,

Pike,

N.

Y.,

|}

Treasurer

jentral Association; to whom all its funds should
e sent.
Hh
hsbc
Rev. TI. H. Drake, Cleveland, O.
Rev. G. C. Waterman,
Dover, N. H.

(02039)

Small aud Bro, E. 6. Thowpson; Camden, E. | Rev. G. E. Baker, Morton’s Corner, N. Y.
.

(6t42)
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functions of womanhood
and motherhood

It is the office of the kidneys to take from the
blood the polsotiotis matter which has been eollected from all parts of the body and pass .it off
from the system.: If they. are impaired in their
action they can not do this werk, the peisen accu:
mulates, all the organs in the body which are sus:
tained by the blood are weakened and give way;
and finally the kidneys and contiguous organs be:
come the source of great pain, and withount prompt

relief death is certain.
1t is the office of the liver to extract other im.
purities from the blood and -utilize' a portion of
them for digestion. If the liver is disordered all
forms of dyspepsia oceur, the bowels can not ex-

Arist of New York, of which ren. Gardeld ord Lo gy
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inactive and overloaded the neighboring organs,
which are particularly dependent for their right

action upon the state of the liver, bowels and kidneys, become displaced, and the consequences
which ensue are too well known

ises Drolen,i” Bk
New York,

hh

to require restate-

ment in a suggestive article of this kind.

The se.

cret, however, of preventing these manifold disorders is to keep the kidneys and liver in periect .

and
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discovered.

It acts

neys and adjacent

directly

organs,

upon -the liver, kid-

soothes any inflamma-

tion, allays all pain, and places

those organs in, a

condition to bring health to the body and happiness
to the life. ' The manufacturers

of this great

rem-

edy, as we learn from the lecture, have the written
thanks of thousands of women—many

of them

of

great prominence—but tuese letters are very prop erly regarded as too sacred for publication. No
true woman is pleased tu have her physical troubles flaunted in the eyes of ihe world.
The unquestionable value of Warner’s Safe Kidney and Liver Cure is all the more manifest from
the fact that
ills of woman

heretofore no adequate remedy for
has ever been discovered; nor have

the medical profession ever been able to assist
woman in her troubles as she deserves. This is,
perhaps, largely due to the presence of so much
bigotry and intolerancein that profession. The

the agencies
cure.
.

she

has

revealed)

was equal

:

to a

How many
a time in the experience of all has
this been illustrated! A cold is contracted; it re-

fuses to yield to a fixed form of treatment, the
physician may not be candid enough to call in
the aid of other schools, or of independent agencies, and the dear one dies because the doctor
will not exhaust every expedient known to the
world for relief! If he have the cou
of his

andso rl
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1 more
ea have put the
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to

to disease death might have been postponed mauy
years ago—that selence(if use were made of all

Sol

Eg

doing more

the race. It is the solemn duty of every physician
in the land to take advantage of every opporiunity which is within his reach; not to promote the
interests of this or that school, but to heal the
people of their infirmities. All have witnessed
death-bed scenes and felt that if skill wero equal

SATISFACTION

ted for | FRESH

now

of ether in surgical operations, was charged with
witcheraft, and yet the discoveries of these men
are
to-day
recognized as of infinite benefit to

th

tiful

which

bring health and strength
to the American
women than any one thing which has ever been

ed at.T hompson,the founder of the Thompsonian
theory, was the victim of hateful conspiracy.
Morton, in Massachusetts, who introduced the use

Large

GARF

remedy

trial

history of medicine is ahistory which illustrates to
the fullest the blighting effect of bigotry aud intolerance. Harvey, who discovered the circulation of
he blood, was driven out of England.
Jenner,
the father of vaccination,
was oppressed and scoff

5 Portraits of President J. A. Garfield.
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he is

the society of his

tellows, and, torsvoth, becomes what they choose
to call a * quack.” When they have exhausted
all the 4fcusios approved
by their schools
they
/

« ghirk tbe responsibility”

1

of the death of their

atient by advising

a

a or a voyage

Europe!

to

trip to Colorado
Such

or Flori-

treatment ma

be in accordance with the “ code of ethics”, bul
in the view of the unprejudiced public it 18 downright cruelty, it it may not be even more strong.
ly characterized. .
;
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There 18 no reason, however, why
the women
in this Jand should not possess the
best of health
and spirits, The character of the country,. the
activity
of her surroundings
and the opportulic
jies afforded for recovering
lost health aud retain
ng the same are greater than thoseof any other
land on the faceof the globe. By a
careful ob-

servance of the plain and simple laws of ‘health;
by a watchful care over daily

and
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and
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disease, nor should it be treated as such, and to
maintain one’s health the organs which make and
purify the blood must be preserved in, or restored to, their normal condition. These organs are
the kidneys and liver.

convictions
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can possess

afford temporary relief, but is a permanent cure.
Mrs. B. F. Lee, of Belmore, O.,says of it: “I am
surprised al the speedy effects of your remedy.
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of them only in a slight degree. The reason for
this must be plain to every careful observer. Sedenfary ways, devotion to fashion—bnt above all
and more than all, carelessness and indifference
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from using the book.

TION, PILES and all FEMALE Diseases.
Is put up inDry Vegetable Form, intin cans,

cise great care, and not allow a
until the seeds of Catarrh,

Send for their Catalogue and terms.

cures

EVERYWHERE

12¢13 ous 2it

by the master

a

before

woman

society.

England

New

in the

synopsis of a leet

a prominent

by

ure delivered

The women

Machine ever invented.
stockings, ‘with
IL, and
20 minutes. It will also knit a great variety of fancy-

York.

note 1s a gem.

es.

being a

columns of this paper,

served and talked
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Street,Chica go.

book of the distinguished anthor.

failed. Itis mild, but efficient, CERTAIN
IN ITS ACTION, but harmless
in all cases.
{#1t cleanses, Strengthens and gives New
Life to all the important organs of the body.
The natural action of the Kidneys is restored.
The Liver is cleansed
of all disease, and the
Bowels move freely and healthfully. In this
way the worst di
are
dicated from
thesystem,
As it has been proved by thousands that

Always

Approved
which every

8S. FROST & Co., Biddeford, Maine.

No, 66 N. Fourth Street, Philadelpbia, Pa.

H, P, Main,

lection of interesting, wide-awake, effective music, combined in a practical and thorough course.

KIDNEY-WORT:

from us.

Clerk.

the next session will commence at
on Saturday of the Q. M., and con-:
finished, Programme :—* Christian
by A. Pelerson; ‘* What is the ob-

Parkyn,
Next session at the

to

OF CASES

SPRINGBILIOUSN
MEDICINE.
ESS, C

Care of the Children.

in

$2 In boards.;

1s the most effectual remédy for ¢leansing the
system of all morbid secretions. It shouldbe
used in every household as a

"

Jan,

reported ; representation good.
The new order of things touching our Institute was well
appreciated. We regard the work as an improvement. and becoming an inviting
feature
of the Q. M.
The programme was
fully carried out. The laity are willing to unite in the
work : that is as it should be. We need mutual action and progressive work; then prosstitute for
10 30 A. M.
tinue until
Finance,”

Elixir, which has
and has not been

indi-

NORWAY

and English words.

“KIDNEY-WORT:

all

QUERU’S COD LIVER OIL JELLY:
Approved by the Academy of Medicine of New
York for coughs, colds, bronchial and tubercular
consumption, scrofula and general debility. The
most mild, bland, and nutritious form in which
Cod Liver, Oil can be used, and with more benefit
secured to the patient by a single teaspoonful of
this Jelly than by double the quantity of the liquid
oil, and the most delicate stomach will not reject
For sale by all druggists, and E. H. TRUEX,
Platt St., New York.
Ty6.

:

Next session with the Reading

and

AGENTS AND CANVASSERS
Make from $55 to $50
per week selling goods
for E. 4. RIDEOUT & CO., 10 Barclay St., New

think we are very much indebted to him for
the good time enjoyed. Four during the ses"sion expressed a desire ta become followers of
«Christ.
The Miss. Soc. is growing in useful.
mess.
The reading of letters from the auxiliarysocieties was a part of the Sat. evening programme.
This was a new and interesting feature. The amount of money raised for missionary and educational purposes by the Socie‘ty, together with the Sunday collections during
the quarter, was $116.40,.
The Saturday evening collection of this session was the largest

yet taken.

Asthma,

Asthma, Bronchitisand Consumption are sown in
the system. Dr. N.
G. White’s Pulmonary Elixir
is a remedy well adapted to these diseases in children, and should be used freely on the first appearance of a Cough or Cold.

asmuch as this exercise always adds interest
to the business conference, Jet the several
‘church clerks see that letters aré
forwarded at
each session.
The devotional meetings were
full of the Spirit; especially was this true on
Saturday afternoon.
Bro. Cole, more general-

Iy known as Major Cole, was

Croup,

The system of the child takes in the seeds of
disease more readily than the adult, therefore pa-

session

unusually good;

Colds,

found wanting.

Only seven of the thirteen chttehes

reported

Coughs,

Lung Affections, use Downs’
8
the test of fifty years,

“with the Dover church..
Though Saturday
“morning was rainy a goodly number met fo do

‘business.

su-

Keep in (he stable and always at hand Henry
& Johnson's Arnica and Oil Liniment,
35, it is the best remedy for Hurts, Bruises, Strains
etc.
.

Clerk.

Oct.

4

perior combination of Barks, Roots and Herbs not
attained by any other manufacturers of Bitters,

given to the Central Association as their needs
require.
Next session at Depauville, Dec. 16-18, at
which time a Sunday-school meeting will be
held: Rev. Joel Baker will preach the onening

sermon.

Bitters ate

A book

iy

From the Home Journal, New York.
A short time since an article appeare?

‘land, and Europeans always notice their characteristics—usually with admiration. Sara Bern‘hardt declared she did not see how any one eoald
resist falling in love with ‘those pretty American
Just issued, 20 months in preparation by ablest Geo=
= phical scholar. County Maps of every State and Terri=
ladies.” She might have added, that even her farLory in colors, made expressly, showing every Railroad and
cvery important Town. Beautifully Mlugtrated, 1812
famed French nation would find it dificalt: to
1
ve Pages,
Retails 88.75 and 85.00.
Tells all about
Mining, Farming, Homestead, Railroad and other Lands;
equal, much less excel, American women in quick(ransportation, Prices; Social, Educational and Religious
ness of perception and brilhancy of intellect. The
€ ndition; Nationalities represented; Climate, Soils, Pr. acts. Herds: Wages, all Trades and Professions; Metoany
minds and manners of American women are all
tilv and Manufacturing
Business; all Statistics; Avens;
that can be desired; but it is a lamentable fact that
ainfalls; Manitoba, British Columbia,
Alaska, Texns—
very section beyond the Mississippi. Sells to every class,
- their physical frames are far inferior in compari: nl secures the most unqualified endorsements, Substant'ally bound
10inches in length and over 7 in width, outson with their social and mental characteristics.
tide measure,
Address
BRADLEY, GARRETSON § Co.,

ROBERT FRANZ’ ALBUM OF SONG.

PERFECTLY CURED.

|

and

FUNERAL MARCH.

Old and new.

of ths worst forms ef this terrible disease

ro

~covenant eating Was a time of refreshing by

-the presence of the
Saviour. We were favored
‘with the labors of Rev. C. Morehouse, who
‘added much to the interest of the meeting.
There seemsto be an earnest desire for the advancement of the cause of Christ in all of the
churches of the
Q. M. The collection on the

GARFIELD’S

‘have been quickly relieved,
in a short time

Write to Mrs, Lydia E. Pinkham, No, 233 West.
ern Avenue, Lynn, Mass., for pamphlets relative
to the curative properties of her Vegetable Com.
pound in all female complants:
a2

SEMPRE”
tamp, E.

By FORESTIER and ANDERSON.
A collection of weird, strange, and yet strangely
captivating Songs and Melodies from the land of
Ole Bull ; just the music 1hat inspired his imagin
ation.
Norse and English words. ‘A musical
novelty that will delight lovers of what is wild,
Sich and romantic in legend and song, Price

It cleanses the system of the acrid poison
that causes the draadful suffering which
only the victims of Rheumatism can realize,

Liver and Kidneys. Cures Constipation, and all
diseases. and weaknesses peculiar to Females.
1t is for sale by all our druggists at ONE DOLLAR a bottle.
tii
:

Y.,one week past the usual time. It was weil ate
tended by delegates from the different churches,
_as each church was represented by delegate or
by letter. The meeting was commenced in the

Dorchester, Mass.

THOUSANDS

81 Randolph

Spicy

TURKISH -RUGS ! cious “sis, wich

MUSICAL ALBUM.

& CO.

RHEUMATISM

38

Ttis thefastest selling book over publiehed. For

76 East Ninth Street, New

-

THE

Sold by Grocers everywhere.

As it is for all diseases of the KIDNEYS,
LIVER AND BOWELS.

Dr. Rennedyle ¢ Favorite Remedy,” removes all impurities 6f the blood, regulates the

JEFFERSON Q. M.—Held 1ts 88pt. session

qf

Gough-=1
on ever offered to you.

en

Certain Facts Which Should he
Hnown by all Women.

well-known

Humor, and Thrilling Interest it is withouta
5
say “
d it.”
Everyone laughs and
crys over ik
Tens of Thousands are now waiting for it. It is the *“booming'
. book
Agents, (7 45th thousandin
1
‘Agents
wanted,
men and women.
Now 1s the harvest time,
Exc
Territo
Send for Circularst¢
A, Ne
TOR & OV, Rendon Sirculars

BICLOW & MAIN,

THE GREAT CURE

thousands

M. W. Stryker

AGENTS!

ga=lyis the best bookJoh to make

A compilation of Songs by American ani ¥For=eign
Composers, for Sunday-schools wishing
first-class Hymns and Tunes,
’
Price $40 per 100.
One copy sent by
mail on receipt ot price.

KIDN EY-WORT

who were suffering from Dyspepsia, Debility, Liver Complaint, Boils, Humors, Female Complaints,
etc,
Pamphlets free to any address. Seth W.

Rev.

BOOK

SUNLIGHT ano SHADOW

THE ALLELUIA.
By

———

And

No¢112 Fifth Avenue, New York,

AGENTS!

without fear of the ills resulting from heavy

PARIS, 1878.

W.BAKER

timeor.

gestible food. Sold only in cans, by all Grocers.
ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., New York.

24,

GENTS WANTED for the Best and Fastest.
Selling Pictoral Books and Bibles,
Prices reMosq 83 per cent. National Pub. Co., Phila. Pa.

should take Warner’s Safe Kidney and Liver Cure.
The

Sept.

IN

Nos. 204 and 206 West Baltimore 8t., Bal-

Made from Grape Crea Tarter.—No other-preparation makes’ such light, flaky, hot breads, or
luxurious pasiry.
Can be eaten by: Dyspeptics

Baker's Premium Chocolate, the best
¥ preparation of
hocolate
for fam
ily use.— Baker's Breakfast Cocoa,
from which the excess of oil has been
removed, easily digested and admirably
adapted for invalids. — Baker's Vanilla
Chocolate, as a drink or eaten as con~
fectioneryis a delicious articles highly
recommended by tourists.— Baker's
Broma, invaluable as a diet for children,
German Sweet Chocolate, a
most excellent article for families,

.

15.

di

on a subject of Interest
"to the Ladies,

1595,

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

CHOCOLATES

*

Thinking Men

about 37 miles apart. Midway is a station on
the Fast Tenn., Va. & Ga. R. R. Liberty is

and

Wis.

BAKER'S

Y2

‘ Solid comfort” can be realized by those suffer.
ing froin all forms of Serofula, if they wili take
Hood's Sarsaparilla and be cured.

desiring the

with the church in Harrisburg, Lewis

MEDAL,

large and the meetings were lively.

tending to hold several protracted meetings.”
«sves. Bro. Headrick adds that he expects to
remove
to Ohio this winter; in the event of
which Liberty'and Midway churches will be

down upon the session of the a.
some good might result from the

GOLD

at the

Next session at Harper’s Ferry, Jan.

Spring,

of Joshua Ramsdell, aged 67 years and

in his

Lee,

Big

Kennebunk, Maine, Yery suddenly,

HARPER'S FERRY Q. M.—Held its October
session with the church at Charlestown, Saturday and Sunday, 8th and 9th. All the churches
in the Q. M. were Tepresentad, except the
Martinsburg church.
Sunday was a rainy
day;
notwithstanding,
the attendance was

tance and no mode of travel except by private

right way, praying for the Holy

interested

preaching.
;
:
;
Next session with the church in

N. Ceciees
All the churches except three or

In

Olive, re
6 months.

very

ests of Woolsey College. He has secured the
services of Prof J. Wilson Lucas, of Old Fort,

people

of Sextonyille, Wis.,

TYLER,of

In Gilmanton, N. H., Oct. 2, of typhoid fever
S'doey KE. son of C. W. and L. o Hill, aged
nearly 18 years.
:

session

Mills.

C.

In Bowdoinham, Me., Oct. 5, by Rev. G. W.
Gould, Mr. Actor P. Tate, of Topsham, Me., and
Miss Martha E. Whitmore, of B.
In Cape Elizabeth, Me., Oct. 4, by Rev. A. F.
Hutchinson, Mr. Edwin F. Hutchinson and Miss
Alice E. Poland, both of Cape Elizabeth.

to this

good season was enjoyed although the clerk
was the only F.
Baptist minister present.
Bro. Stratton (Meth.) was present Saturday
and preached; also, a Rro. Kirkland from
Kingman was present on Sabbath, and the

minister

Rev. W. E. DEVEL,
Miss Roxie

Died

allow them the privilege. Liberty church, in
Washington county and Cedar Creek church
‘have each a deeded lot. It certainly is the duty of the ministry to have a deed procured
where a church is to be organized....Rev. W.
B. Woolsey is laboring this year for the inter-

Sabbath for Missions

Married

In Hillsdale, Mich., Oct. 5, by Rey. R. Dunn,

Clerk pro tem.

the church at Lowell’s

EXPRESS.

Tun-.

two years and
A good revival

F. H. Pxckaam,

Forwarded.
BY MAIL,

Collier South Walpole Mass

;

ht

Bag

M Smith—FA

M S Hall care O Ditson & Co Boston Mass

interest was manifest at the Q. M. We earnesta laborer

:

Smith—P

Rev JohmCase Arlington Mo

Mary 3

where it was held. Only three ministers were
present. Bro. Bubar, the Cierk of the Q.M.
and formerly pastor of the Patten church, was
detained at home, sick. The Patten church

to send

A850 1yreLy POR

A Shepard—S.

E Seavey—dJ

PIANOFORTES.
Tons, Toush, Workmanship and Dural
. UNEQUALLED

ROYAL Botts

J Wescott.
Books

the meeting; yet the meeting was one of interest and, we trust, of profit to the church

"our 16 churches only two have deéds of their

Any

Watson—L

HouLTON Q. M.—Held its last session with
the Patten church Oct. 7—10.
‘But few were
present except from the immediate vicinity of

has been withouta pastor for
very much needs one now.

G, Stanton—M

Searle—J

Smith—D B_Smith—R Smith—0

before the 1st Sabbath in Feb.
Ae Ms FREEMAN, Clerk.

pray the Lord
estitute field.

M

The at-

at No.

341

GL VEGAS

Lamb—A C Mallett—C
Malvern—B M Mason—

Stanford—J H Walrath—F I. Wiley—H White—H
H Wallace—J J Weage—~H B Waterman—M A

‘not so poor but that

¥

H Rand—F

its October ression

at East Randolph.

session with the church

bridgé, Friday
PEAPYY
ha

they might do more than double what they are
doing, and, help themselves out of poverty.
He urges “all to do something, if it is but the
two mites, and if we would do that regularly
and systematically the steam would be up and
the machine would move on,”
Tennessee.
Rev. W. A. Headrick, who was appointed
at the recent “ Association’ meeting to pro«cure deeds of F. B. church property in the

without a pastor.

— Co—J

& Stone—L:

tendance was good and a spiritual time was
enjoyed.
Received $15.84 for missions. The
missionary. spirit is increasing in this Q, M.
The reports from the several churches were
cheering.
Ee
:

some

think they can, others are doing nothing.
4s chagrined at the brethren in Minnesota

Q. M.—Held

the. church

26. 188].

KNABE

E Alden—J D Backus—W H Brown—A Blount—
R W Bryant— M 8. Collier—J ‘A Colwell—A D
Corse—W
R Dewilt—C H Divers—Dauchy & Co--J
Edgecomb—D C Ellsworth—L D Felt—F D George
—dJ H Green—8 Griffiths—SB Hanson —E M Heath
! ~—R Higgins—F Haitsook—A Johnson—L D Jel-

Minnesota.
Pd
In a communication from Rev. J. D. Batson, | -@unningham; Washington, E. G. Eastman, B. | B W Merritt—L A Mams—W A N:ualy—H N
Plumb—T F Paine -J D Prescott—M A Quinte
Treasurer of the Minnesota ¥.B.Y.M. Mis- Clough; Weeks Mills. F. Cooper, Jr.; P. Dun- VE A W Reed—G P Rowell & Co—Ric
endal

sionary Society, he states that their Home

OCTOBER

Money Letters Received.

liard, Wm. Lewis;
Carvers Harbor, E. G. |
Eastman, Benj. Clough; Islesboro, F. Cooper, i;

Sunday-

STAR,

.

ys

=

habits

by a regulation of the lite, with

and duties,

the

remedy

i8 the

nN

above named, which has become so Srominent
and valuable, there is no reason why
the, ‘de
sirable things we have entioned why ool
.

oured in their highest degree.

If

matter of importance that all women give
th
ject the attention which iL deserves,
and
care
which they are able io’ bestow, conscious that
their efforts are certain to bring them perfect
health and long and happy lives.
roe

-

Jip

‘

;

.

.

Poetry,
BIRDIE IN THE APPLE TREE.
BY

THE

LATE

MES. J.N

. TEETER.*

Birdie, birdie, darling birdie,
How I love your form to see,
As you sit there sweetly singing
In the fragrant apple tree.

.

"Tell me, bitdie, little birdie,
+ Up the blossoms sweet among,
‘What you are and where you came from,

With your happy, happy song.
Are you not the soul of gladness,

But you can not tell me, birdie,
So I'll sit and hear you sing,

Thanking God that birdie’s music

hitherto unsought comforts of religion. If

but I

of John,

John Henry could now have looked: into
his Home he would have doubted the evidence of his own senses. What tearsof joy
were shed over his first letter

reached the lonely boy months afterwards,
But, alas! we yet reap as we gow, and
despite the penitent tears the fact remains.
John Henry is spending three years in
of a whaling
mixed company
the
cruise, How will he bear the test? We
know not; but of one thing we may be
sure—he will bear to the grave scars
which he would never bave received had
the sweet angel of charity and peace
sooner taken its abode in the home of his
childhood.— Congregationalist.

Aunt Annie turned away with a ‘heavy
heart, feeling that the angels might weep

I was blind this morning, birdie,
‘And my heart was full of gloom,
So I crept out here so feebly,
That I might have larger room;

over a household, disunited and inharmonipus, into which the element of discord

had come with the evident intention of
making a long stay. On her way home
she met John Henry, who greeted her
with a pleasant smile and a frank and
cordial manner.
;
«I am glad to see you, my boy,” she

Thinking larger thoughts and better
Might come in and stay with me;

And I found them, little birdie,
In the fragrant apple tree.

a

* See obituary in this paper.

said, as she returned his kindly greeting.

0-0

MY FRIEND.

« How are you getting along?”
The old, dejected look crept over

1 love my friend the more that she,

- With mind and heart true-centered,
Loves God and goodness more than me—
- His kingdom here has entered.

face as

replied,

he

‘ Worse and

his

<O>
<4)

worse,

LITTLE

Auntie ; I have about come to the conclusion that it is no use trying to be
good. Hang it! if it wasn’t for father
and you I believe I would clear out
altogether.”
¢« That was hardly spoken like my
brave and manly nephew,” replied Aunt
‘No ome ever redeems his
Annie,
character by running away, except where
one flees from temptation.
Make a
brave and steady stand for the right, and

If I should say to her, * Dear friend,

For my sake do this favor,”
Her willing bands their aid would lend,
However hard the labor.
Bat if one asked her * in His name”
To do some deed of blessing,

A gleam of joy her eyes would flame,
Her saintliness expressing.
Her life was stored with earthly good,
Wrapped warm in love and pleasure,
Till death, in early womanhood,

you

will

be

Then, one by one, the dear things went

That made so fair a structure,
And life-long ties, so quickly rent,
- Made agonizing rupture.

Henceforth for her. the days mean toil,
Her nights bring no glad morrow;
But only eraven souls recoil

When God sends work and sorrow.
All through the sadness of her face
One sees, as in a vision,
The heaven-born, the tender grace,
Of lovingest submission.

Had outward things for her gone fair,

voice,

sure to come off victorious.

it is a posi-

rocks.”
Thus ended a ‘conversation

with

Mrs.

Palmer vpon the merits and demerits of
her only son, a bright boy of fifteen.

Poor John Henry! he had fong ceased to
be his father’s pride,

his mother’s

joy;

but the expression of his countenance, as

he sat upon a rock and looked out upon
the broad expanse of water, was rather
dejected

than

thought

his kind and gentle aunt, who

unamiable.

At

least,

so

had been accused of undue partiality for
the wayward boy. For, alas! John HenTy was no saint, having ‘been bred in a
. household where saints were very rare.

! You're making
others to wear to
you haven't made
her white one all

that even

Chick-

¢ Goldenrod!”

said

Mother

Earth,

sternly, for she can be very stern when
she is not politely treated, *¢ Goldenrod,
my children do not speak to me in that
way. Open your eyes a little wider and
look into my dark closet. I made your
dress first, and I kept

it hidden

away

the dark to surprise you, but now
have been so nanghty that I can not
it to you, and you can not go to
May’s party.”
Goldenrod looked once at the
that Mother Earth showed her. It
yellow as gold,

“ With'a hasty * good-bye” John hur-

tive relief. Look at the expression of
his face as he sits out there upon the

Earth, I

weed’s is begun. A little thing like her !
I don’t believe you care anything about
me.”

@arcle.

have him out of the house;

* Mother

away, and I do believe

replied, with an incredulous air.

lose his breakfast.”

said,

so long, and Crocus and Snowdrop have
tried on theirs, and Bloodroot’s and Houstonia’s and Hepatica’s are done and put

ried away, leaving his aunt by no means
* This knowledge stills her weeping.
‘reassured by her conversation with her
“ nephew.
And so, my patient friend, through you
The next morning at breakfast no John
God ministers to others;
Both what you are and what you do
Henry made his appearance. The breakIs help to Cbrist’s weak brothers.
fast bell was rung twice with consider—Selected.
able energy.
«Do let the boy sleep, Mary,” said
¢‘he is probably tired.
Mr.. Palmer;
for
He did considerable running about
me yesterday.”
«t That's no reason why ‘he shouldn't
JOHN HENRY.
up this morning,” Mrs. Palmer reget
«Jt is no use talking, the boy is
thoroughly disagreeable. We are glad to plied; ¢* and if he doesn’t come soon he'll

eT

she

done, and Arbutus’s has been cut out ever

«Yes, I think 1 have heard you say
something very like that before,” John

That all she misses God has still
In safest, tenderest keeping;
That she can trust his perfect will—

as

think it's really too bad
the dresses for all the
Miss May’s party, and
mine. Saxifrage bas

tressed.”

Had duty’s tromp not sounded,

And summoned her to do and bear—
'
Had grace so much abounded?

GOLDENROD.

Mother Earth was very busy one April
morning when little Goldenrod came
to her with a rosy face, and a snarl in her

How your poor mother would feel if youn
should run away.”
“You think so, do you?” said John,
with something very like a sneer.
«« Well, let me tell you she wouldn’t care
a straw. Ithreatened to run away the
last row we had, and she told me to go
and welcome, the sooner the better.”
+I am sorry to hear you speak so,
John,” his'aunt replied. * You try your
mother’s patience sorely, and she speaks
without thinking. Iam sure she loves
you dearly, and if anything should happen to you she would be greatly dis-

Called home her heart’s chief treasure.

home, and

tender words and loving were those that

that they will go to the bad.”

To my heart such joy can bring.

=

become

is to

can’t for the life of me see why a boy
must always take things in such a desperate way, or why all their friends
should be expected to stand round and
play the agreeable to them just for fear

Sent to cheer poor, weary mortals
As we grope our way along?

-

«I do wish you would be more patient
with John. No doubt he is often pro_voking, but if you would take a greater
interest in him I am sure he would respond to it. He is a bright, manly fellow, and we always enjoy him when he
comes to our house.”
«( yes,” replied Helen, ¢ John's weil
enough everywhere but at home. Fortunately he doesn’t ‘cyndescend to spend
much of his time with us. I have to
bear things with the best grace possible.
Is he to be petted and coddled just bee
I don’t
cause he is a boy?” Iam sur
know what

Soul of musie, soul of song,

His journey had proved unavailing. But
a letter came from John. He had set
sail in a whaling vessel, to be gone three
‘years. Mrs Palmer's strength and energy vanished with the last hope of John's
return ; for a few days she was really ill.
Bitterly she reproached herself with having driven her boy from home, and fervently she prayed, with lips unused to
supplication, that he might be preserved
from every danger and returned in safety
to his home again. The proud spirit of
the woman was broken, and an accusing
conscience found its only relief in the

)

Eight, nine o’clock came, and no John
appeared.
ry the pa“That boy is enough t
tience of a saint!” exclaimed his mother.
« Here he is late for school. Step upstairs, Helen, and insist upon his getting
up.”
Miten went up stairs as directed, but

her knock at John's door received no response. With a vague sense of impending trouble she opened the door, and was
startled to find the room vacant and the
bed undisturbed. She hastily called her

light

as

a feather,

in

youn
give
Miss
dress
was
and

bright as moonlight. Then she turned
away, for she was very angry.
The others went to the party, and such
a good time as they had! -It'would take
me all day to tell you of the beautiful dresses they wore and the merry
games they played. One game was called the Wind Dance. One of the Breezes,
the yuungest one of all, who was so small
that he was called little Zephyr, danced
alone, while all the flowers stood around
in a circle and bowed to him. Then he
shut his

eyes, and

touched one

of them

after
another, and the one that he
touched would dance around with him
more gracefully than any one who had
never seen it could imagine. Then he
left something sweet and very nice with
each one, kissed them all and flew away.
Do you wonder that poor Goldenrod
was 80 sorry to lose all the good time?
for thisdance was only one of the very
many games which they played, and every one was better than the others.
Shé felt'very cross and sulky; so she
went away from the others, and stayed
alone by the railroad track ; and she ieaned over the rail, for the engine was coming, and she

thought she would

letit kill

with

mother, who looked about the room
a troubled air, but said :

her, and then bow sorry Mother Earth
would be ! She was a very silly, as well
this is a new trick; he threat-. asa quick-tempered, little Goldenrod,you
“Ah!
ened to run away the other day, and this see.
is to frighten us a little.”
There ‘was
a time when Mrs. Palmer
The engine came and passed without
took great delight in her handsome boy,
Just then Helen spied a note upon the killing her; but she leaned so near the
and looked’ joyfully forward to that cushion on the bureau. It was dircteed track that a great hotspark fell on her,
happy period when he would come to to his father, but his mother eagerly and burned her very badly. Then, too,
manhood. But the cares of a large fami- opened it. Itread as follows:
her everyday dress of green was scorched
ly wore upon a disposition never sweet, + -* Dear Father: When you read thisI and spoiled. Poor Goldenrod thought
and Mrs, Palmer had no-idea how largely shall be miles away. I shall take the she should die. She really wanted to die
she was herself responsible for the some- night-train for New Bedford, and I shall before, but as soon as the spark hurt her,
what combustible atmosphere ig which soon be far off on the ocean, for I
all she thought was that she wished Mothshe lived.
am going to sea. I knew you would er Earth would help her. She did not
*¢ For pity’s sake, Mary, take smaller never give your consenf, and so I am know that she said a word, and I am not
mouthfuls. Sarah, make less noise with going without it. = Forgive me, father! sure that she did, either, but Mother
your knife and fork, or I'll send you
I kmow it is mean and cowardly, but I Earth seemed to know that something
from the table. Do, John Henry, sit up can't help it. Everything is against me
was wrong, -and she whispered, * I will
straight and look pleasant just for once, at #ome, and I never could do anything help yon.” Then she brought her ‘some
before your face fairjy. freezes into its. to please mother. She will be glad to
| nice, cool drink. You know how nice
usual surly expression.”
get rid of me, and I hope things will be lemonade, and milk, and soda-water are,

These gentle admonitions,

and otlier

of a similar character, were reiterated
day by day, until the children’s sensitive

_ spirits were hardened; ‘and nothing short
* of a downright explosion had any effect
upon them,

‘The girls of the household had inherit
ed from their father ‘quiet, peace-loving
dispositions, and they had resigned them-

“'sdlvesfo their mother’s infirmity, {aking
f

course.

Bu John

pléusant when 1 am

gone.

Give

my

don’t you? ‘Well, what she brought was
love to Aunt Annie and the girls, and picer than all the good things you ever
don't feel bad. I may come back a rich drank. * I do not know exactly what she
man, and then you will all be proud of gave her to eat, but I am sure that it was
me. I am porry 1 have been such a nicer than iee-éream, or hot. biscuit, or
troublesome boy. I shall remember you maple sugar, or cocoanut cakes, or ‘wafall, and I shan’t forget to say my flos and honey, or any other good thing
prayers. ‘9

JonN HENRY..

“P. 8.—1I should be awfully sorry if I

thought mother

would really care. In

fact, I wouldn't go. But she wont; she

snergy said ‘she wouldn't.”

vans fi

| Mrs. Palmer read this boyish

YAY

ed all summer with only my green"dress;
and I'll be just as good as I can.”

She had not forgotlén how kind Mother

from the Public
&

Co.

The

and

‘The

and it was

of this truly .great

form

for reference.

and ninety-three
one
life,
and
the

letters

bring forth

We begin

with

now

* Be

doing.”

These

“ Words” are preceded by a brief memoir.

thor of ‘* Norse Mythology,”
Houghton, Mifflin & Co.
Press, Cambridge, 1881,

the translator

In a short time the mother found them
together, and calling her duughter in,
sent her up to bed to think. In the course
of half an hour, vot finding her as penitent as she had expected, the mother
said - gravely :

is to follow it surpasses

he may impart to the reader will be
true and noble boy, with no vices to
his character and no low aims to
ftom * the straight and narrow path’
Five LitTLE PEPPERS,
By Margaret Sidney.
& Co. Price $1.50.

ed.

Some-

;

The author manifests no little ingenuity in
getting these Title Peppers ott of poverty Into

With each burst of

thrift.

It all comes through the

your

by a ridiculous freak sulisted the Interest
|
of a
rich old gentleman who visits the ‘family and
takes the eldest daughter home to educate; the
rest followed and by a wonderful
overy the
five little Peppers are started in lilsJt is
beautifully illustrated and elegantly bound &
is an attractive book for a juvenile present.

They were ready to turn with interest |

T BORNCLIFFE HALL, or why Joel Milford
changed his opinion of boys whom he once
called * Goody-goody Fellows.”
By Daniel

‘Wise,D. D., author of** Summer Days on the
Hudson,” &c.

Jishers.

sit between you and I'll sing you a song.”
They readily made room for bim, and he
sang one song after another, till their an-

Boston: Lee & Shepard, pub-

New York: Charles 1. Dillingham,

Palmer refurnedtn a tew days. she aiden it was “hard, for she liked

have been heard of no more ~—Qliver Wen-

ik

\

iia

«

Al

those in want will at least

obtain

a copy

look it over carefully before purchasing
where.

——t

and

else-

Fr

;

JAPANESE EPISODES. By Kaward H. House..
Boston : JamesR. Osgood&
1881.
We have in this little i
some sociul
and physical features of Japan life which have
seldom been examined by travelers in that
singular country. Our librariesare wanting in.
representations of the inner life of this curious.
people. ‘One of the sketches refers to rustic
society and love; another deals with the
scenery; and a third treats of * high life,”
hospitalities and popular

amusements,

plifying “ the genial, happy
spirit of the community.”

exem-

and contented

This

is the

lust

Stories,” complete

of

the

* Winwood

CHF

in 4 volumes, all illustrated.

This story seems to be of good moral tone and
well calculated to leave a good impression on
the mind of the reader. It is got up in an attractive binding of green, black and gold, and
will please the eye and profit the mind.
THE MEISTERSCHAFT SYSTEM. A simple and
practical method, enabling any ‘one to learn
with slight effort, to speak fluently and correctly,
French, German, Spanish and Italian,

By Dr.

Richard 8,

Rosenthal,

Principal of

the ** Meisterschaft School of Practical Linguistry for Non-residents,” in New York.
rman in 15 parts, each
York: LK. three

lessons. Part1l. New Y
I. K.
Funk &
Co., Publishers, 10 and 12 DeySt.
Rosenthal’s school in Germany Ree had over

50,000

students

during

the

past

two

years.

Schlieman speaking of the system says:
The
Meisterschaft System ** is simp.
scientific adaptation of the natural meth:bod by
which all persons, whether

children or adults,

educated or otherwise, rapidly and correctly
acquire the language whieh they constant!hy
hear, and which ey are instinctively impell
to imitate when

resident in a foreign

country.

It is the best system for all practical purposes,
and leads within a few weeks to Seally sure
prising results,”
p—

represented.

The * Punishability of the:

Insane” is treated by Dr. Wm.

A. Hammond,

who bas made the subjectof insanity a special

study-end has the rare faculty ofso popularizing
his essays as to make them very acceptable to
the common reader. *‘ Our Exports of Bread
Stuffs,” by Richard M. Edmonds, is timely and:
appropriate. Am article by Jas. G. Wilson on.
“ Arcadian Governor, Samuel Vetch,” brings
the number to a close. A. S. Barnes & Co.,,
Publishers, New York.

The Cottage Hearth for November is received. It begins with a poem on ** Garfield”
followed by * President Arthur” with a portrait, and *Gen. Garfield's Children” with portraits of a son and daughter—James R. and
Mollie Garfield. There is besides a great number of articles, sketches and poems, giving
variety to the contents. It contains two pieces
of music and closes with illustrations for fancy
work, and fashions, with the Editor's Basket.
Published by Cottage
Bromfield St., Boston.

Hearth

Company,

11

The Baptist Review for October, November
and December is at band ; J. R. Baumes, D. D.,
Editor and Publisher, Cincinnati.
It opens
with an able article on obeying conscience,
“Is it always right?” by J. M. Pendleton, D

D. This is followed by *“ A Question of Good
Conscience,” by Prof. E. Adkins, D. D.; so
that the subject of Conscience gets preity thor:

oughly discussed in this number.

We have be-

sides, *“The Plymouth Brethren,” by Henry M.

King, D. D.; * The Position of Women among
the Romans,” by J. Chaplin, D. D,; *Medixval
Latin Poetry,” by J. 8. Tunisen, A. M., and an
‘ Address prepared for the Semi-Centennial
Celebration of Dennison
University,” June,
1881, by E. Thresher, LL. D.
This number
will well repay the careful reader for the time -

und labor expended on its faithful perusal,
Appleton’s Journal for November

is before-

us, filled with its usual amount of good matter..
It commences with a continuation of ** An Adventure in the Philippine Islands,” by H. H..

Behr.”

We have also * Saints and

Sinners,”

from the French of Victor Cherbuliez,”,concluded. * Ramble among Boyks,” ILL., “Arsh

Defensive,” ‘ Recollections of George

Borrow,” “Brigandage in Macedonia,” and othe

But onward, upward, till the goalye win,
~Frances A, Kemble.

N

ers. These need to be read to be appreciated.
New York: D. Appleton & Co.
|
Harper's Magazine for October comes to
us laden with valuable matter rendered attrac~
tive by beautiful illustrations, Fishing ‘* with
Grandpa ” is drawn to the life and is a frontis-

piece

which

fitly

introduces

The article which leads

what

follows.

in illustration is “A.

Berkshire Road,” worthy of the author and of
the perusal of the reader.
* Journalistic
London,” by Hatton, commences With an ac-

count of Fleet St., the center of journalism in

London, and proceeds to discuss the various
phases of journalism in and out of town..
« Adirondack Days,” illustrated, is of special

interest to those who delight in vication life

and recreation. A sketch of Bridgman, illustrated from his paintings;
¢‘ The Telegraph
of To-day,” with an account of recent improvements, and “ Cotton and its Kingdom,” are all.
articles of merit and instruction. Besides the
continued stories we have an article on *‘ The

Mormon Situation,” by Judge Goodwin, show.

ing the alarm felt thereand stating some hl 0
things about the despotism and aggressiveness
of the system:
7
The , superb orgaatration of the Church is ‘held compleete in al its details; nothing is per.
mitted to be neglegted,

No4
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t control than
an army under more
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The author’s name is a sufficient guarantee
of the merit of the work. Those who have
used his books need mo other. His ripe experience and practical knowledge would lead
ug to expect a book worthy of patronage; and

the

"Fail not for sorrow, falter not for sin,

ed with him and happy with each other.

dell. Holmes.

THE HERALD OF PRAISE.
A collection of
Music for Choirs,
Singing Classes and
Conventions. By L. O. Emerson. Publish.
o oY Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston. Price

« Oyer-Production,” * Mr, Cliiabue Brown on

a dreadful sinking at heart. - Every ‘Earth had beento her, and ‘she called, — and left the ship,’it would wallow and
a 2 an
fn
| with
roll about and drift hither and thither, and
Thig isa flae quarto for children, viohly
« Mother Earth I" word was like a knife, piercing sharply.
‘A voice said, “Yes,” but it sounded go off with the refluent tide, no man illustrated and rendered very attractive to the
| She saw, too late, her mistake, and beknows whither. And ‘so I have known little folks and very amusing to’ their elders.
held as “if in a vision the rock upon very far away,’ \
The emblematic’
more
than one genis, high-decked, -full- /The stories are fascinating,
| which ‘their’, household happiness had
“Iam sorry I was bad,” said Golden‘cover
is
very
tasty.
idle-sailed, gay-pennoned, but
| been shipwrecked, ‘With her wsual en- rod. * Youwereso good to me, and I freighted,
that for the bare toiling arms and brave, RIP VAN WINKLE'S ' TRAVELS IN FOREIGN
| erfzy she dispatched Helen to the store love you. Won't you forgive me P”
warm-beating heart of the faithful little | LANDS. By Rupert Van Wert, New York:
for Mr. Palmer, who rapidly made arMother Earth did not speak, but she wife that, nestles close "to him so that no ht Shows as XY. Crowell & Co, 13 Astor Place.
wind or wavé could part them, he would || "Fo r sale by D. Lothrop & Co,
ely did not prove rangements to follow his sgn, id if pos. kissed Goldenrod, and so she knew that have
“down with the stream, and | _"fhese travels are through the various
sible, ‘bring him home again.
she was Mother Earth's darling again,and

ar, said Ant anvief| 1 Mr.

Inthe first warm days of J une.’

Humor,” IIL, * Suit the Actionto the Word,”

A sacred burden is this life ye bear;
Look on it, lift it, bear it solemnly;
Stand up and walk beneach it steadfastly.

ger had passed by, and they were delight-

arm,

and how they grew.
Boston: D. Lothrop

times their meals are coarse and ‘scanty but
they contrive to make the best of them and
really get more enjoyment out of them than
many a family around a sumptuous board. The
bappiness of a family consists not in the
abundance or richness of what they have to
eat, but in the spirit that pervades the little
circle. The family scenes of every day life
are characteristically depicted and attractively
adorned, so as to interest the reader. The
birthday cake, the first Christmas and the
measles are graphically and enjoyably delineat-

indignant speech new force was gained
for the next onset, and they poured out
the vials of their wrath most mercilessly.
Young Clericus had accomplished his
object in quelling a persanal quarrel, but
he wanted to culm the men. Their anger
was terrific. ** That will do,” said he.
¢ You couldn’t make it any stronger if
you should try a month. Don’ you wan't
me to sing to you?”

if the little steam-tug uatwined her

that of a
disfigure
lead him
of duty.”

their humble home a paradise indeed.

that shot the President.”
At once all the fury which they had
been aiming at each other was concen-

tugging it bravely on; and Iknew that

and on

This title Is very taking. Itls thestory of a
happy family bound together in all its membership by the strong cord of love. Though
struggling together with poverty they make

den inspiration of genius he said, ** Gentlemen, don’t be cursing each other.
If
you must curse some body, curse the man

her own life. But
I knew that on the oth-

In the same old drowsy tune,
That they always begin to murmur

here

~The scene of the story is laid on the

He has made some mistakes but on the
whole, ‘ Whatever of example and inspiration

OUT DEVILS.

With a hundred strong

And they bummed and buzzed together,

Series.”

ends his yachting at present; and the writer
thinks he has grown wiser and better since he
first set out on his varied expeditions.

A young minister in making a call on a
friend who lived several miles out of
town, took passage in the mail-wagon’
which already had two passengers. They
were soldiers and being intoxicated were
quarreling fearfully. Their terrible oaths
jarred upon sensitive ears and shocked
the heart long refined by heavenly meditations. So violent’ was their language
that the minister feared they would inflict
injury upon each other, and with the sud-

arms pulling it. = Her sails ‘unfilled, her
streamers were
drooping, she had neither
side-wheel norstern-wheel ; still she moved on stately, in serene triumph as with

They climbed about, filllag their baskets
As full as they cold hold;

Up THE RIVER, or yachting on the Mississippi.
By Oliver Optic, author of “ Young America
Abroad,” 2 ; with
eight
Illustrations.
Boston: Lee & Shepard,
Publishers. New

the Mississippi River. The return of the hero
by =n unwonted route to his home in Michigan

the little girl de-

Bs

WB

MAGAZINES,

coast of Fiorida in the Gulf of Mexico,

murely, *¢ but if you should ever tell
another wrong story you might come up
here and think about it.”— Hillsdale Her-

«

Yoke

The International Review for November
contains six articles of great merit. The sec.
ond part of Langel’s ‘ Victor Hugo” completes
a very able and critical estimate of the man, Rev..
Dr. Wm. E. Boggs closes his review of Edward Atkinson’s * Solid South.”
The differ.
ent views of moderate men of both sections are

York: Charles T, Dillingham, 1881.
This is the last of the ‘Great Western

The mother replied, * That was wrong,
dear, but hasnt mamma done just as she
said ever since?”

by against the tide 2 if drawn by some

of

In love so warm,

five minutes, and you stayed a long time.”

1lustrated
York:

The Honey-bees deep in the secret,
‘Weré powdered over with gold;

Spite every storm,

The mother, rather disconcerted, asked

* ‘THE TRUE WIFE.

which

translation

And found sajvation

what wrong story?
Lg
‘ Why, don’t you remember when
strawberries were ripe, you went over to
Auntie’s and said you would be back in

New

of the" 'Euthanted Library for
A little girl’s story of what the
butterflies, flowers, chickens,
Old Waleh and Dolly said to

I sought my station,

think my mamma would do such a thing.”

Oftentimes I have seen a tall ship glide

it, the

"The power that gave me my little song
Has given me friendship for all that’s yearning.
For freedom’s blessing my blood is burning!
The foe 1 am of every wrong.

* And mamma, I was so surprised
when you told that wrong story! I didn't

N

thinks‘ A Happy Boy”

by his poems, some of which have been set to
music by the most eminent composers of his
native
country.
These
sayings are interspersed through the work and give piquancy
and zest to the narration.

The daughter admitted that it was, but
added, imitating her mother’s tone :

—

though

which is now progressing.
The author has
won a large place in the minds of the people

“1 am supprised that my little girl |

By the time they reached their destination the quarrelsome soldiers who seemed, on starting, to be possessed of devils,
were thoroughly sobered.
Is there an illustration in this incident
of the text from St. Paul which has puzzled so many thinkers, and which the International Sunday School Lesson for
Sept. 25 tried to explain: “I am made
all things to all men, that I might by all
means save some”
?— Christian Leader,

Riverside

by many to be the author’s best story,

girl over the fence.

me

&c. Boston:

The

This volume is translated by Prof. Anderson
and published by special arrangement with the
author who codperates with the translator,
revising each work before translated and giving
his attention to this edition. This is thought

would break her word. I thought I could
trust her to do just as she said. Don’t you
think that was very naughtyr”

and

Bjornstjerne Bjornson, translated.

from the Norse by Rasmus B. Anderson, au-

A Professor’s little daughter, who is
supposed to have inherited a logical turn,
asked permission to go out to play on
Sunday.
Her request was granted on condition
| that she would not play with the little

form

her in her plays and rambles.

There are three hundred

of them.

fit for more than you are
By

similar

Janet ler,
designs,

This is one
Young Folks.
birds,
bees,
kitty, the calf,

to germi-

pound of pluck is worth a ton of luck.”

in

in

Smith
& Co., Bopd St

are

the wrong.” {I would rather be defeated
than to make capital out of my religion.” * A

THE CHILD'S LOGIC.

invisible bow-line,

private

By

rom original

from his speech in Congress:
*‘ A noble
crowned with heroic death, rises above
outlives the pride and pomp and glory of
mightiest empire of earth.” ‘I would

ARRE,

‘ Well, let

Kix-FoLk.

surprise us.

ratherbe beaten in the right than succeed in |

0-0-5
4

:

man display

‘fruit in the future. These thoughts so aptly
expressed are here arranged in convenient

be ¢ Goldenrod.”—
The Watchman.

suggestion.

This quarto volume is

style to the preceding. These volumes supply
a want for the young that is too often filled by books of a questionable influence.

words

nate in the minds ef others and

It was

my ear the name of her pet child, it would

i

-of

Cambridge,

full of seed-thoughts well calculated

ber children she loves best—but I really

to this new

Press,

‘His public.utterances and

bright as the stars in

trated upon Guiteau.

Writings

nobleness of character, depth of. thought, and

winter, and as light as the thistledown.”
And so Goldenrod was Mother “Earth’s
loved child again, and I really think—of
course Mother Earth never tells which of

ONE WAY OF CASTING

MISTLETOE.
Mary Abbot.
Rand. New York:
ony Crowell & Co.
For sale by D. Lothrop & Co.

passaged

comprehensiveness of diction that

this :
*¢ There is another dress ready for little Goldenrod, and it is yellow as the sun-

“%¢ Yes'm,” answered

Private

Riverside

1881. $1.00.

not long before Goldenrod heard a whis-

think if she should whisper very softly

Suggestive

James A. Garfield. Compiled by William
Ralston Balch. Boston:
Houghton, Mifflin

dresses, and to forget the pretty one that
might bave been hers.
:
Mother Earth is not blind, and all this

per,—can you guess what it said?

HOLLY AND

BOOKS.

GARFIELD’S WORDS:

their new sutnmer dresses, and she had
none. She tried, however, to forget herself, to help the others take care of their

shine in summer,

profitable especially to the young.

T

Goldenrod kept her word; but it was
hard for her when she saw the others in

time she had been watching,

‘and delight him, It is full of information

Literature.

I will 5 to be content:

that you ever ate. Goldenrod went to er side of the ship, hidden beneath the
sleep, as all flowers and many children great bulk that swam so majestically,
do if anything hurts them, and when she there was a little toilsome steam-tug, with
awoke, she was well, and her green dress a heart of fire and arms of iron, that was

| as $ nice as ever.

aviatle

TE

pretty things,—¢

1881.
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« Big long-legged man don’t always ing over her head, she composed the lives
sometimes get ahead of little boy,” is the which appear in another column in this paper.
CoM.
Chinese for “ the race is not always to |

The Worning Star.

the swift.”

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 26, 1881.

'tis of thee.”

Our readers will be interested in
:

Aa

it.

Paris, Aug. 26, 1881,

My dear Daughter: On your visit to
Mouat Vernon in 1876 you saw in one of

Waskington Home

the apartments of the

He was one

of

Headaches

by the community.

A new temperance colony has been or-

found Christ at an early age and

‘ 1 take

land about seventy miles from Auckland.

It was decided at the recent State’ Prohibition Convention in Mississippi that an
attempt should be made to . secure a prohibitory constitutional amendment from’

for

much

Zealand.

It occupies

many

years.

He

suffered

mourn his loss:

N. 8. PALMFTER.
died in ‘Woodhull,

[vil ¢
BENEDICT NORTHRUP
No person wants straw spelled back- | “Sept. 12. in the 83rd year

ystothe

DE LA BASTILLE,
. PLACE

backward spell. —Whilehall Times,
;
3
I ahr 3 Te
“to
To
rane
there
13 years; | |}
Joseph Allan,’8 great American
pe- Bohuyler Co. 'N.'Y.; remained
then
with
his
family.
destrian, has succumbed to heart disease
Gy
Ne:
took
op
at the age of thirty-five, having been

=. .

world-fameéd
where formerly rood ‘the
ch you have seen.

was, bull Jo 1950 by Choe, V., and
“This
wsed as a state prison. This building
Bastille, the oy

aan fo of

‘By means of a French patent process,
an excellent substitate for coffee is made

suffering, and of t
terrible
andrevolting crimes.

scene of
"most disgr:

became
who

Any JOaviunl Mis on dny way
royalty, or to
obnoxious to

enjoyed royal favor, could by means of a

é cachet,” be conso called ** leitrde
sigusi 10 the Bastille, not only without

trial, but without even his nearest and
dearest friends being made acquainted
i
7
with his wheseshouis. :
"prison many noble
. An tS J
wietims of ¢ nerd Xs wore out their
‘hearts in vain attempts to escape from

their lingering death in life.

Oue of the

anost important ¢persovages imprisoned
in the Bastille was the mysterious indi‘vidual known as
THE

MAN

WITH

THE

IRON

MASK,

of whom you have already read.

This persousge, who had the appear:ance of having been nobly born, always
wore an iron mask, or as some say, one
of black velvet, strengthened with whalebone, so that his

seen.

features

could

not

be

He was treated with great respect

and waited upon by the

governor of the

rison, who always stood in his presence,
ut his keepers had orders to kill him if
he uncovered his face.
He was imprisoned many years, and died on November
19, 1703.
Many conjectures have been
madeas to the identity of the prisoner,
but no decided clue to the mystery has
ever, I think, been discovered.

One

parts of two hours

this

day the

mob,

.14,

1789.

having

number of firearms:and

a

cannon,

sur-

rounded the fortress and demanded itssurrender.
The Governor refused to
accedeto this demand and endeavored to
defend the Bastille; which he for some
~time successfully did, although his garrison consisted only of eighty-two old pensioners and thirty-two Swiss soldiers.
. For five hours the attack continued, when
the Swiss soldiers surrendered on condition that the lives of all the defenders
should be spared. The populace entered through the open gates, releasing
the prisoners and capturing

«lace, several of the

soldiers

were,

with

the Governor, put to death. The fortress
was then demolished, a work of some
-difficulty, owing to its great strength.
Many records of the cruelties perpetrated
within

its

walls

were

discovered,

and

this

peal from one immured, doubtless unjustiy, within this living grave: ‘If for my
- gonsolation Monseigneur would grant me,
for the sake of God and the most

I

and

. ceive;

the

bless

forever

should

" greatness of Mooseigueur.”
The letter,
dated Oct. 7, 1752, and signed Oneret
Demery, is still preserved and is the sole
memorial of this poor prisoner, whose
trials have long since been ended.
The
_ Place de la

Bastille is

now

adorned,

hn

of

Sir

Andrew—in

the nation, as much as it costs to shoot an

to

encourage the spread ot temperance principles among his people.
A man came into an editor’s room with
a large roll of manuscript under his'arm
and said, very politely, *‘I have a trifle
here about the beautiful sunset yesterday,
which was dashed off by a friend of
if

insert

the

editor,

waste-paper

basket

‘Plenty

it yourself,”

gently

pushing

towards him.

of

room.

replied

the

ALL

you

I WANT.”

citizens who fell in the struggle which

effected ir.

This place was one of the

holds of the Commune

last strong-

in 1871.
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en rif

FAQTS

AND

FANOIES.

Frogs continue to grow for five years:
Wine has drowned more men
~808,

When
meal

the swallows

than

the

homeward fly—

time.

There is red'an green as well as black

ebony.
The standing armies of Europe number
«over 2,100,000 men.

There are 385 miles of paved streets in

«the city of New York.
Mive, miner, minus! This is the gen. a upshot of speculation in mining
stock.

An ex-slave in North Carolina owns: a
+ plantation of 1,200 acres, and has fifteen
! tenants.
In 1764, England had over 20,000 ne; gro slaves, and they wore collars like

Obituaries

should

would a beggar.

There were last year in fhe reform
schools of England and Scotland 5,927
+ children, of whom 4,857 were boys.
A litle'girl, in answer to the. question,
‘“ What is patience?” said, ¢It;is, wait a

the Morning
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she

many a Christian
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VEGETABLE

DAVIS

‘LEADING
WEST

THE

AND NORTHWEST

!

It is the short and best route between Chicago and
all points in
Northern Tlinois, Towa, Dakota, Wyoming, Nebraska, California, Oregon, Arizona, Utah, Cojo-

& SON, Proprietors, Providence, R. L

297

rado, 1daho, Montana,

Nevada, and for

§

Bluffs, Omaha,

DENVER,

SALT

LEADVILLE,

LAKE,

SAN FRANCISCO,

Deadwood,

Sioux City,

Cedar Rapids, Des Moines, ' Columbus,
and all
oints in
the Territories and the West. Also, for

ilwaukee,

BUITE

TRON

for

recommended

highly

:

Oshkosh,

Sheboygan,

North-Western and the U. P. Ry’s depart from, arrive at, and use the same joint Union Depot.

all diseases re-

At Chicago, close

quiring a certain and efficient tonic; especially Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Intermittent Fevers, Want of Appetite, Loss of Strength, Lack of Energy, eic. Enriches
the blood, strengthens the muscles, and givesnew life to the nerves. They act’
like a charm en the digestive organs, removing all dyspeptic symptoms, such
‘The only
as Tasting the Food, Belching, Heat tn the Stomach, Heartburn, etc.
Iron Preparation that will not blacken the teeth or give
Sold by all druggists. Write for the A B C Book, 32 pp. of
headache.

— sent. frce.
useful and amuping reading
CHEMICAL
"BROWN

Bay,

Volga, Fargo, Bismark, Winona, LaCrosse, Owatonna,and all points in Minnesota, Dakota, Wisconsin and the Northwest.
At Council Bluffs the Trains of the Chicago &

A PERFECT STRENGTHENER.A SURE REVIVER.
are

Green

Marquette, Fond du Lac, Watertown, Houghton,
Neenah, Menasha, St. Paul, Minneapolis,
Huron,

A TRUE TONIC

the Lake

Shore,

connections

Michigan

are

Central,

made with

Baltimore &

Ohio, Ft. Wayne and Pennsylvania, and Chicago
& Grand Trunk Ry’s, and the Kankakee and Pan
Handle Routes.

Close connections made at Junction Points.
Itis

the ONLY

LINE

running

Pullman Hotel Dining Cars

.
C€O., Baltimore, Md.

BETWEEN

and COUNCIL BLUFFS.
CHICAGO
Pullman Sleepers on all Night Trains.
Insist upon Ticket

Agents

selling

you

Tickets

via this road. Examine your Tickets, and refuse
to buy if they do not read over the Chicago &
North-Western Railway.

If you

wish the Best

tions you

will

buy

Travelling

your

Accommoda-

tickets

by

¥32.AND WILL TAKE NONE OTHER.

this

route,

All Ticket Agents sell Tickets by this Line.

MARVIN HUGHITT, 2d V. P. & Gen’l Hauby;
Chicago.
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2. Right Duplex Damper.
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from
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than

she was married, by the Rev. Silas Curtis, to

all treble swell stops.
t
his is connected with the
bellows

Openin
Stop.

process of blowing without
ted in the regular
the Organ and i
of the hands or foots To increase in loudness blow
of ne ad
ish blow slow or stop altogether until the degree of
fast; to ¢

myself, can build-this Organ, or one producing similar effects, at any price.
To

has

went a8 missionary teachers to the Freedmen
of the South, and there, near Hampton, Va.,

24. Right Knee Stop.
25. Automatic Valve

middle & up, which gives great expression and acts as hsounding-board.

and con-

more

diminuendo effects.

is
fect
i
emtrineing e ool
t placed just
a wondrously

regardless

time

IN ALL.

27 STOPS

WORK,

OF STOP

pitch, producinga | fundamental in character, producing, whenadded to other Sand 4 feet
slope. atone useful in accdmpanyin congregational or chorus singing.
Itis Vely edoctive:
pitc y milar to tone produced by the instruA Clarionet. 8 feet
Paso!
Toh it ATE itsname. It should beused with Viola Dolce.
ment fr
a
shop, acting upon tho Diy
bril17. Voix Celeste. This isa set of reeds of 8 feet tone, voiced effect.
liantly and stightly differing in pitch, givinga rarely beautiful
These are by far the sweetest toned reeds ever introduced.
a set of reeds in treble 4 feet pitch, of violin
18. Violina. Draws

SPR fied

4 boas

stop

ordinary zeal for the cause of the Master. In
the fall of 1864 ‘she, with two of her sisters,

“«

BEST

RAILWAY

—OF

Council

phenomenal.

HOVER

Is the OLDEST! BEST CONSTRUCTED
EQUIPPED! and hence the

a
Logi dae

& North-Western
RAILWAY

hd Sick Headache,

style, is something
perfect
newest and most
organ yet manufactured.
Work 3 this matchless inscrument. J is wiiout a pe r and 53 dhdoubled]y She phesy
val.
stands

Chicago

REMEDY

Sold tr all druggists at 25¢.,

PERRY

—)THE(—

one subdued in tone, producing an enchanting combina~

consumption,

possessed

her bed to be carried out under

vil |

relief. No family
sate’ to Re Teteraalieof externally, and certain 0 afford
PY Portoctly
50¢. and $1.00 a bottle.

H. GRAVES,

hus ever been one of his most true
followers.

ANIAE KPa.”

very
y
uality, and similar to th
stop derives its name.
7. Viol di Gamba. A set of8 feet reeds, smooth, round and subdued
one,
8. Diapason, 8 feet pitch, smooth,
pipe-like quality.
9. Viola Dolee. A he of reeds, 4 ier itch, ie soft and sweet and

Sept. 8, 1881, She was a daughter of the Rev.
Jucob Stuart of Cameron, Steuben Co., N. ¥Y.
Early in life she gave her heart to Christ and
sistent

pod

sry

vy 37 Park

can afford to be without it.

citi-

pl

It is well,”

Mgrs. J. H. TerTER died of

Bt 0

medy | TOF Piles and your pills. Twas Solow whet 1 Soi.

Cholera, Summer pA

Dysentery, Slime

my

Worl

fHeladiv

lifted the veil-between us and the : bright" hereagain, Remarks at
after, we sball meet her
the funeral from the Awl

i

FOR INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL USE.
Chills, Diarrhea
Cure for Sore Throat, Coughs, Colds, Diphtheria, Neuralgia,
Cuts,

ASureand S

_pil-

left to mourn the loss of a true Christian,
faithful wife and loving mother, We do not,
and can not think of her as dead. There is no
spirits,

°

From a Deacon'at
Madison Bridge : DE.’

sts >pag
market.ai
in theDealers

remain.

church, the community, and a large family are

immortal

time,

1. Cello. Thisisa set of reedsin the bass, 8 feet
clear, brilliant tone, similar to that of a Bass Viol.
2.
tiful

of what denomination
ghey belonged to. Unselfish. and unticing in) her efforts®to relieve
the suffering, she was gver ready to eare for
the sick, and to speak
{words of comfort to the
dying, for which many\will rise up at the last
day and call her
blessed. She retained her
mental powers as bit few do at her advanced
age, She often wished for the time to come
when she should pass to that higher, life, The

for

A

IS A PURELY

SPECIFICATION

it

‘wee bit, nod dinua get tired,
the one who, with four children, lives to
The house in Holborn, England, where mourn her loss. 8he ‘was sick almost two

* Haydo lived and: wherd it is believed he

to re-

equate to convey a just conception of its

be

excess over
sent by per-

grim has been rested and refreshed,

death

. Ed

grue me: "My back ‘wag ry

New
in the specification of stop work below.
extra large ornamental designs in fret work and carving, Tecebess e or sic 4
is simply incomparable at the price, 1tis of solid black walnut with
with lock; two turned lamp stan 5, meta
moving; paneled sliding f.
and book rack, music holder of chaste design; carved handles for being
or
charmingly decordted with arabesque designs in gold.
whole
the
bellows;
t
Ee
rubber
best
out;
wear
never
plates which

Springfield, and

the wayside inns where

]

Put a rich man on male-back and the
-« mule will throw him just as quickly as he

by. D
Ae

ed one of its pillars until called to the church
riumphant—the last one of the original members gone to her rest, Her home was one of

og collars.
:
“We know. aman, 80, near-sighted that
t he can't récognize a creditor when he
passes one on the street.

of

ion

PERRY DAVIS’KILLE
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All who wish to secure this
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For the
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other
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Lucy Lewis, wife of Dea. Almon
Lewis,
died in Springfield, Me., of paralysis, May 17,
1881, aged 77 years and 4 months.
About five
years'ago she was prostrated by a paralytic
shock, and since that time had been nearly
helpless, unable to walk without assistance.
Through all these long years she bore her: sufferings with Christian patience. One week
before her death she Lad a second shock.
Struck down at a blow, she lay like one in a
deep sleep until she fell into that deeper sleep
of death.
She experienced religion when
about sixteen years of age, was baptized by
the late Rev. Clement
Phinney and united
with the KF. B. church in Harrison.
In 1830
she, with several other families, moved to
Springfield, then an almost unbroken wilderness, suffering the privations and hardships of
a pieneer life—working and boping for better
days.
Here in this new settlement she with
others organized themselves into the First FF,

bird,

numerous

a highly respected

BLA

NOTICE.

A

by
Br sooner

| Theyood bayeathgivenea good
an iSABRIC.
of food ©.wb “A Gay

Uri

“36 has

BEATTY

A dyspectic who had procured Compound
Oxygen, makes this report: ‘I eat like a
farm hand; no more distress in my stomach.
Jun eat just all I want, and then forget that
1 have a stomach, until about time for the
next meal,”
Treatise on * Compound Oxyen” sent free.
DRS, STARKEY & PALEN,
1109 and 1111 Girard st., Philadelphia, Pa.

PARTICULAR

Preg:

re
pe

Its Action is Sure and Safe.
The celebrated remedy, Kidney-Wort, can
now be obtained .in the usual dry vegetable
form,or in liquid form.
It is put up in the
latter way for the especial convenience of those
who can not readily prepare it. It will be
found very concentrated and will act with
equal efficiency -in either.case,
Be sure and
read the NEW advertisement for particulars,—

Just

This column was erected in 1840, to com" memgrale the Revolution in 1830, and the

a

and

BISBEE,

South and

¢¢ CAN EAT

BEZIOMAL

in-

idly

apex oppssed,1

watguV 0Ua.8 ouilsd

lived together nearly sixiy years,

HORATIO

Indian? Especially when we remember
it takes less than two years there to make
an Indian out of an ordinary white man.
That is a good example which is given
by the African King Merambo, who,
ruling over a territory of from ten to fifteen thousand square miles, is himself a

room.”

Mal
O08: vel,Liver, id,

zen of Canton, died Oct. 7, aged 81 years. He
died firm in the faith of the gospel,
He was
one of the first settlers inthe town where he
has lived from early manhood to mature old
age, beloved by his family, neighbors and
friends.
He leaves as sincere mourners, two
sons, seven daughters and numerous relatives.
Funeral services conducted by the Rev. A. A.
Smith of West Sumner.
A. A. 8
Naxcy. C. Hocxkins, wife of John C.
Huckins, died in Holderness, Apr. 30, 1881,
aged 68: years and 5 months. ~ Her maiden
name was Worthen.
She was born in Holderness and when young went to Lowell, Mass.,
where she experienced religion and was baptized by Elder Nathaniel Thurston and - united
with the F. B. church in that city. She was
married in 1845. For several years her health
has been poor, but’ most of the time she has
been able to be about her household duties and
attend upon the means of grace.
She was
confined to her room only a few days, when
the messenger came and found her ready and
took her to her reward. She leaves a husband
and several children to mourn their loss. May
God bless them in their sorrow and give them
grace to bear life's trials till they shall meet
her in heaven.
Funeral service by the writer.
C. W. NELSON.

Wendell Phillips says it costs the Gov—
ernment a million dollars to shoot an Indian? Can we not give, to evangelize

mine, which I would like inserted
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ands were
were sp80 old
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midsuininer.~
Deaththat
seemed Thad just
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come, | ‘8, M. P

a few days she expressed great anxiety

ney Pad. Cures all diseases of the urinary orgone. By druggists or mail,$2 Children’s(cures
-wetting), $1.60,
Day KipNEY PAD Co.
Buffalo, N.
:

1s but just that CASH should accompany the copy
at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER LINE of eight
words.
VERSES are inadmissible.

is

had

16pags ME KI3

are

gales are rapidly

{

T67T:and. found reliel at onger. ?

cover, that she might meet her only son, Rev.
Albert Marshall,
now missionary
in India.
She was a friend to Education and
a devoted
wife and mother.
Her family and the church
deeply feel her loss, yet rejoice in hope of a
blessed reunion in the morning of the resurrection. - “ Blessed are the dead who die in
the J.ord.”
Com.

The torture endured trom kidney disease is
relieved and the disease cured by the Day Kid-

have

they

belief that it is ‘his eternal gajn. . Funeral
services by the writer.
G. DONXOCKER.
ELIZABETH U. MARSHALL, wife of J. H.

de-

total abstainer, and is doing all he can

heir

Aer than

e re.

relatives to mourn their loss. The church has
lost a Worthy member, but is consoled in the

Ottawa,
)

and

and that in the one hand

thatin the other a broken chain—emblems that you will readily . interpret.

that his time

7 great-grandchildren

, the

now the property of alittle girl—a

scendant
Canada.

as

you see, with a column one hundred and
tifty-four feet in hight, having upon its
summit
a figure representing the God- dess of Liberty. It stands upon a globe,

hey

Mary, Queen of Scots, to Sir Andrew
Melville as she ascended the scaffold, is

Blessed

Trinity, that I could have news of my.
. dear wife—were it only her name oun a
card, to show that she is alive!—it were
consolation I could rethe greatest

die

a

you claim for them.”

5

, and

late Président of Oberlin College, Obio,

nounced Masouty soon after his conversion to
Christ. Messrs. E. A. COOK & CO., 13 Wabash
Aventie, Chicago, Ill, Price in "Paper covers35
cents.
They also keep a full assortment of
Anti-Masonic vids Wookly paper the Christie
Aad
a

says

recommending

D.

Pre

and liad six children, four of whom preceded
him to the spirit Jand. He leaves two daughters, oné adopted daughter, 16 grandchildren,

mortality being greatest among those engaged in the dry-grinding of cutlery in
Sheftield, the brewers and
the innkeepers.
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marked to his pastor

The funded

A Distinguished Author,

Providence, 2. oka 278 dvachave used Dr, Dyer's
Gaived
‘more
benefit fron one’ Lox of pe in

BC

slron Eyes, the father of Bright Eyes, has
six wives, Did Mr. Tibbles realize, when Marshall, died in the town of Exeter, Green
rs, 3 months
he married, how many mothers-in-law he Co., Wis., Aug. 16, aged 60
and 4 days. She was born in
N. Y.; convertwas getting?
ed in 1837; came to Wis. in 1851, and with her
The difference between a cat and a busband united with the ' Moaticello F. B.
comma is that the one has the claws at church in 1860, of which she remained a
worthy member until death. ' Her illness was
the end of the paws, while the other has short
but severe, yet she bore her suffering
the pause at the end of the clause.
with
great patience, remaining hopeful and
cheerful to the end. , She was the mother of 10
About one in forty-five of the popula- children,
seven of whom are now living. For

amongst the numerous memorials of its
unhappy prisoners was a fragment of a
letter, which contained

words, but

~

Rev. C. G. Finney,

Deacon T. G. Earle, of Park 8t; ¥. B. Church,

Frjeafis/ Nofth

Blood Purifier.
Tt 1s the only. known

DE
aid his whole trust was in God; nud thus

measles, hasn't it?”

soldiers

the

the
Unfortunately,
pensioners.
and
terms of the capitulation were not observed, as, owing to the fury of the popu-

Da

Uncle,” said a seven-year-old boy, as
he stood looking at a speckled trout for
the first time, ‘this fish has got the
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a

till death. - He was a man of few
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m_ all other medici

came oneOf {ts meinbers;he held this relation | Warner's Safe Diabetes Cure.

The total valuation of the taxable real
estate and personal properly of New

debt of

in

Hallowell,

~~ EXPOSED!

have

and when the ¥' B, church
was organizedbe: that cures Bright's Disease, For Diabetes,
uso TeLcoEIng
yous pilldy turfees, that: miy

The Italians

York city is $1,186,000,000.

be n a professorof

Liver

Continuance

Tere. pills &

creasing.”

during

religion some years before coming to Woodhull,

reckon the twenty-four hours round.

of

captared

each.

for his family ;

he came into good

circumstances. He had

out of dates. | It is said to taste so much
like the genuine article, that only by
analysis can the difference be detected.
The Chinese divide the day into twelve

the earliest events of the first French
Revolution was the siege, capture and
DESTRUCTION OF THE BASTILLE,
avhich took place on July

ing by day’s
Work to earn bread

but through their industry

(Cong.)

pleasure

recom

._

onofwhioh
he die. Ho pumcd.torough,
Tan
the hardships of pioneer
life, often Work-

found dead upon the road. The greatest
‘athletes seldom live out half their days.

great

8AYS, no

|

of his age. ‘He was
sented to the ** Father of his Country” by
‘ward
on
the
end:
of
his
nose,—Walerioo
«General LaFayette, on his last visit to our. Observer, 'But too many straws near the I, Oct. 2, 1798; remained
there till five years |
old; t n with his parents i to Eg
«distinguished statesman.
ofa iian’s nose ‘are apt to give him a Deleware Jou Ry. Xi Jomained. there until | 3
"Now a shot walk from our hotel takes end ofa.

o.oo

and

Cough Balsam, a valuable remedy), Augusta, Me.,

last

years of hie life from asthma. He was a
1
citizen, kind father ‘and conscientious
Chris. |
tian. : He leaves a widow and three childrento {§

the next legislature. = «i:

tthe ** Key of the Bastille,” which was pre-

long been
the

:
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F,
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pills, for they do more than

a worthy member of the F. Baptist church
here, having served as clerk and then deacon | |

in

Dyspeptic
Pills.

Rev. A. Ridlon,

him all through his active life.
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DEACON SHEPHERD VITTUM of Meredith,N.
H., died Sept. 29, aged 67 years. He sought and

;

D.

been Cured ky Them.
They are the
Great Mandrake Liver Pill.

Bethany. church. ® He became a member in |
middle life and has always been a consistent,
upright man, whose loss is sincerely mourned

cisco wharf, September 6, they joined in
singing our national hymn, ** My country,

daughter, published in the Hillsdale Her-

DR.

Headache

the earliest settlers in the vicinity of the West

Chinese students ordered home by their
Government were leaving the San Xran-

We have below an account of this prison,by President Durgin in a letter to his

o

LONSBURY died in West Beth- |

any, N. Y., Sept. 26., aged 74.

The Pacific states thai as fifty of the
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Hetos Swimm.
The

Yorktown

American

The

Board

seventy-second

Latest

of Missions.

annual

meeting of the

American Board of Commissioners for Foreign
Missions opened at St. Louis on Tuesday of

Centenary.

The celebration of the 100th anniversary of last week. About five hundred delegates were
the surrender of Lord Cornwallis, commander | present. In the absence of the president and

of the English army, to General Washington, | vice-president the oldest corporate member of
at Yorktown, Virginia, has been the great
the board,the Hon. Alpheus Hardy, was chosen
event of the past week.
The following, which
permanént ¢hairman.

is one of the

inscriptions

on the centennial

The

monument, is a succint statement of this memorable achievement of American independ-

Rev.

N.

G.

Clark,

1D.

D.,

the

foreign secretary, read the annual survey of
4{ the work of the board, from which it appeared
ence:
:
’
that during the year eight missionaries have
At York, on October 19, 1781, after a siege of ‘died. Thirteen others, including three ordainnineteen days by 5,500 American and 7,000
French troops of the line, 3,500 Virginia militia ed missionaries and one physician, with their
under command of General Thomas Nelson,
wives, have ceased to be connected with the
and 36 French ships of war, Farl Cornwallis, board. Fourteen missionaries have returned
r of the British foreeat York and
;
Gloucester, surrendered his army—7,251 offi- to their several fields, and forty new . mission
cers and men, 840 seamen, 244 cannon and 24 aries have gone out, including nine ordained
standards—to his Excellency George Washing- missionaries, two.. physicians and thirteen
of the combined:
ton, Commander-in-chief
unmarried
ladies, of whom two go
out
forees of America and France, to his Excellency the Comte de Rochambeau commanding the as medical missionaries to North China.
auxiliary troops of hi
Christian Majesty
Forty-eight children of missionaries received
Ex¥®ellency the Comte
in America, and to
aid from the board the past year in grants
naval
the
of
Commander-in-chief
de Grasse,
ranging from $100 to $150 each. Within the
army of France in Chesa
e.
i
past fifteen months fifteen new laborers have
At 10.45 o’clock, Wednesday morning, Secretary Blaine and the French ind German del- been sent to Africa, and four more are under
appointment to go in the early spring.
Eight
egations, in full uniform, arrived at Lafayette
Hall, and a few minutes later the party started of these enforce the Zulu mission, including its
for the grand stand, President Arthur and Sec- enlargement in Umzila’s country, and eleven.
retary Hunt leading. They were received are designated to the West Central Africa
with cheersas they appeared upon the plat- mission. Missionary effort in the Tarkish
form. Next came Secretary Blaine escorting Empire is still hindered by the political and

social condition of the country, from which
there seems as yetto be no relief. In that

the Freneh delegation, followed by the German
General Sherman with his staff in

Farmers’ clubs and fairs are not without

+

News.

guaence of the interest roused by competitive stock
raising, in that State, the value of stock has been
mcreased fifty per cent,

Tt-is'a Foolish Mistake to confound a remedy of merit with quack medicines.
We have
used Parker’s Ginger Tonie with the happiest
results for Dyspepsia and Debility, and
know
it to be a sterling health restorative.
Z'imes.

sistence of some members to be relieved, that had
become impracticable.——The latest
gossip
at

Washington 18 that ex-Governor Morgan
York has consented to become Secretary
Treasury, and that ex-Senator Howe of
sin is to be attorney-general.——General
Dudley was confirmed as Commissioner-

sions by the Senate on

of New
of the
WisconW. W.
of Pen-

Saturday.——The

In Scotland the Shorthorn bull is being

Malley

calves are of much better quality
from the butcher and feeder,
*

Irish Land

League at Limerick and Cork were seized

police on Saturday.

the operations of the

board,

extending

the stand and was given three cheers. After a
general handshaking the: ceremonies were
opened with prayer by Bishop Harris. This

found
94 churches, with 6,726 members, and
39 seminaries, colleges and high schools for the

lasted some twenty minutes. The Poindexter
Centennial Hymn was then sung by choruses
from Baltimore, Richmond and Washington;
after which President Arthur delivered a brief

more

‘done my

ence of the police at Cork the League managed to daughter a great deal of good, her food does not
holda secret meeting,at which it was voted to distress her now, nor does she suffer from that excontinue the agitation, A great indignation meettreme tired feeling which she did before taking
ing in Hyde Park, London, was held regardless of Hood's Sarsaparilla.” A second bottle effected a
the stormy weather, and not far from fifty thou- cure. No other preparation contains such a consand persons were present. No interference was
centration of vitalizing, enriching, purifying and
made 3 the police. Speeches of the usual violent invigorating properties as Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
chara
were made by several home-rule members of Parliament. Several more arrests of promNo Woman Need Suffer
inent
ritish |
1 for when Warner's Safe Kidney and Liver Cure can
st
on
be so easily obtained and so safetly used.
2t4t
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Have Wistar's Balsam of Wild Cherry
alwaysat hand. It cures Coughs, Colds, Bron_chitis, Whooping Cough, Croup, Influenza, Consumption, and all Throat and Lung Complaints,
50 cents and #1 a bottle.
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AN INTERESTING ACCOUNT !
Stone in the Bladder Expelled by Using
Dr. Kennedy’s ‘ Favorite Remedy.”
Mr. S. W. Hicks, of Pleasant Valley, Putchess Co., N.Y., the son of Mr. E.S. Hicks,
whose. name may have appearead in this jour-

nal in connection

Go out in the damp air, or

sit

unprotected

The steamer ** Wisconsin,” which sailed from Liv-

Nearly all the 1lls that Affi‘ct Us can be pre-

erpool for New York on Saturday,

has

400

Mor-

similar to

long and of the thickness of a pipsstem,

pie

Since

return

Dr. Kennedy assures the public,

a reputa-

by

GRATEFUL_COMFORTE

tion which he cannot afford to forfeit or imperil, that

the

* Favorite

vigorate the Blood,

Bicmedys

cures Liver,

Bladder complaints, as well

eases and weaknesses

as

peculiar

does
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and the damage to a vast ares of highly-cultid land in that vicinityis very great. The
]

8, many
of Whom

had hundreds of acres

of fine wititer wheat last week, and were promisedan immense yield, are camping along the
| bluf-fs
with their families, while others have
$u

of State.
sen

Attorney

The

of ex-

of New
Jersy,
for the
ex-Governor Bontwell
Attor ney: Gene ral, have
Al

left everything

and taken theism wives and

dy
Quiney. The railroads in’ the
Jiinity will also suffer a good deal by the

Anybody can catch a cold now. The trouble
i8 to let go, like the man who caught the bear.
We advise our readers10 keep a bottle of Dr.’
Bull's Cough Syrup handy,
wi

plaints.”

(SCRIBNER’S MONTHLY.)
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InJ. B. Crane's grapery, at Pittsfield, Mass.,
several tomato
are growing, which are
trainedon the
~Some-of them
grow fifteen
feet in hight. In this way of growth
Mr. Crane
gets tomatoes very early and as late, almost as
Christmas,
J
, The latest estimates of the wheat yield of the
United States this year are between 850,000.000 and
400,000,000
bushels, which would have been considered
a very lurge crop a few years ago, though
from 75,000,000
to" 125,000,000 short of last year’s
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Hair Restorer
IS PERFECTION!
For RESTORING GRAY, WHITE
or FADED HAIR to its
youthful
COLOR, GLOSS and BEA
It
renews its life, strength and growth.
Dandruff quickly removed. A matchless Hair Dressing. Its perfume rich.
and rare. Sold by all Druggists.
Established
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removes
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Dandruff,
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It
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healthy growth with a rich, beautiful

gloss, and is delightfully fragrant.
Price Scventy-five Cents in large
glass stoppercd Bottles. Soid byail Druggists.
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All New Style Chrome Cards, No 2 alike,
name on, l0cts.
Clinton Bros. Clintonville,
Conn,
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BIG PAY to tell our Rubber Printing Stamps.
Samples free. TAYLOR BROS. & CO , Cleveland,
Ohio.
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plete Life of JAMES A GARFIELD, from child.
hood to burial, by Col. R. H. Conwell, with introduction by His
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“ A Violet from Mother's Grave,” 49 other
G. popular Songs, words and music entire,
only 12¢. PATTEN & CO., 51 Barclay St. N. Y.
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‘Something New!

With this number begins the new series under the title of THE CENTURY MAGAZINE,
which will be, in fact, a new, enlarged, and
improved * S3CRIBNER."
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In a gection of country in New York, which is
about ten miles long, funping back from the base
of the H
hills
to Modena, and extending
from N
to Kingston, a distance of sixty
miles, there are probably 3,000 acres
of grapes.
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EDITION, 135.000.

vented and cured by keeping the stomach, livChristiat education of youth. Including the mons on board.
er and kidneys in working order. There is no
studentsat Robert College, a thousand young
medicine known that will do this as surely as
. WHAT PHYSICIANS
SAY.
men are enjoying the advantages of higher
Parker’s Ginger Tonic. See adv.
what longer and wider, admitting pictures
education. Still more remarkable is the
proSAN LEANDRO CAL., Jan. 6, 1877.
of a larger size, AND VIRTUALLY INCREASand graceful address. Max Outrey then, in gress during the the last twenty years in efforts
¢ Dr. R. V. PIERCE, Buffalo, N.¥.: Dear Sir—I
To Consumptives.—Wilbor’s
Cod=Liver
ING THE READING MATTER TO THE EXTENT
to elevate woman, for which we are specially
behalf of the French delegation, delivered an
have employed your * Pleasant Purgative Pel
Oil and Lime has now been before the public OF ABOUT
indebted fo the woman’s board.
address in French, which expressed the hearty
lets” in my practice for the last four years. I now
The prospectin the Madura and Ceylon mistwenty years, and has steadily grown in favor
FOURTEEN ADDITIONAL PAGES.
fraternal feeling of his own nation. The Maruse no other alterative or cathartic medicines in and appreciation. This could not be the case unsions was never more encouraging, and the
‘The
November number is one of rare
work of all chronic derangements of the stomach, liver and
-quis de Rochambeau followed with a teuching same may be said of the missionary
less the preparation was of hgh intrinsic value.
beauty and interest. It is richly illustrated
bowels. I know of nothing that equals them.
response. A beautiful Centennial Ode, writ- all missionary societies in India. The number
The
combination
of
the
Phosphate
of
Lime
with
with * more than seventy engravings, among
of communicants has increased from less tban
J. A. MILLER, M.D.
ten by Paul H. Hayne, the Southern poet,
pure Cod-Liver Oil, as prepared by Dr, Wilbor,
them a frontispiece
X
15,000 in 1830 to over 100,000 to-day, having
has produced a new phase in the treatment of
was then sung. The Hon. Robert C. Win- more than doubled during the last ten years,
PORTRAIT OF GEORGE ELIOT,
while, probably, not less than half a million of
Consumption and all diseases of the Lungs. It
throp of Massachusetts next delivered the orathe only authorized portrait of the
t novelpopulation are found enrolled in Christian
can be taken by the most delicate invalid without
tion of the day, which was a brilliant and elab- the
ist yet published or to be published, furnished
communities scattered through more than six
creating the disgusting nausea which is such an by her husband, Mr. Cross, and reproduced
orateteffort.
:
thousand villages and cities in all parts of the
objection to the Cod-Liver Oil when taken without
NEW ENGLAND FRONT YARDS.
from an etching made especially for this purThe following description of the scene and | country, from the Himalaya Mountains to
Lime. Itis prescribed by the regular faculty.
pose by M.
Paul Rajon.
It accompanies a
There might be written a history of front yards
Cape Comorin. In China a half dozen prothe proceedings, contributed by request to the
deals inSold by the proprietor, A. B WILBOR, Chemist, paper by Frederick W. Myers, who
fessed followers of Christ, forty years sgo, are
in New England which would be very interesting
New
York
[ribune, by Mr. Archibald represented to-day by over 800 churches and
terestingly with George
Eliot’s religious and’
to read. It would end m a treatise upon land- Boston, and by all druggists.
philosophical beliefs.
Forbes, the celebrated English journalist—and
20,000 communicants, more than half of whom | scape gardening and its possibilitles, and wild |
have been added during the last five years, and
the only well known representative of Queen
$1500 per year can be easily made st homie | ““ MRS. BURNETT'S NEW NOVEL,
flights of imagination about the culture of plants
Victoria on the ground—will be found intense- China is open to Christian effort throughout ander glass, the application of artificial heat in working for E. G. Rideout & CO., 10 Barclay St., “ Through One Administration,” a story of s0its vast domain.
The number of the Chinese
cial and
political Jife in Washington, begun in
ly interesting:
forcing, and the curious mingling and develop- New York. Send for their catalogue and full par.
that, by the division of the field and the
this number, is expected to rival in interest
It was the most democratic of assemblages courtesy ofyther boards, fairly belong to us, is ment of plant life; but it would begin in the sim- ticulars, ©
EDITS
——————
TT RE
the
writer's
* That Lass o' Lowrie's,” and ** A
and the best conducted imperceptibly, with no
not less than 40,000,000.
ple time of the early colonists. It must have been
BED-BUGS,; ROACHES.
Fair Barbarian.”
bustle, no thrusting, no snapping ef advanThe statistics
for the year show an increase
hard when, after being familiar with the gardens
Rats, mice, ants, flies, vermin, mosquitoes, in.
tages. The great area became
filled by a dense
of seventeen in the number of missionaries,
MARK TWAIN
and parks of England and Holland, they found
sects, &c., cleared out by * Rough on Rats.” 13c.
mass of humanity. Of ceremonial, ia the Old
and 100 more places where the gospel is
themselves restricted to front yards by way of boxes at druggists.
Contributes a complete short stry, entitled
World sense, there was nothing at all.
preached, over 2,000 additions to the churches
*“ A Curious Experience,”
Mary
Hallock
pleasure grounds.
Perhaps they thought sich
The President stepped into his place, helped
on profession of faith, 300 more youth in highFoote furnishes an entertaining paper on
on to the Blair m by a quaint old Virginian
things were wrong, aud that having a pleasant
er institutions of Christian learning and 2,500
BRAIN & NERVE.
farmer who
happened to be leaning against
more in common schools, and thousands more
A Diligence Journcy in Mexico,
place to walk about in out-of-doors would encourWells’ Health Renewer, greatest remedy on
one of its supports. "A little lady. who had
of women visited in their homes by
missionage idle and lawless ways in the youmg; at any
With eight of her own illustrations, engraved
quietly wriggled to the front affably leant on
earth for impotence, leanness, sexual debility, &c.
ary ladies and Bible women under their direcrate; for several years it was more necessary to
by Cele, Closson, and others. An article on
the back of the chair occupied by Colonel von
tion.
$1, at druggists.
Depot, Lothrops & Pinkham,
raise corn and potatoes to keep themselves from
Steuben and clapped her hands at Mr. WinImpressions of Shaksperian Characters,
Dover, N. H.
+
————
eile
starving thau to lay out alleys aud plant flowers
by Tommaso Salvini,
throp’s good things in imnmediate proximity to
and
box
borders
among
the
rocks
and
stamps.
the gallant German’s ear.
A corporal of foot,
“
Miscellaneous.
CATARRH
OF THE BLADDER.
The eminent Italian tragedian, will attract
rubbed shoulders with the general of the arThere is a great pathos in the fact that mm so
The Peabody fund for the benefit of the stern and hard a life there was time or place for . Stinging, smarting, irritation of the urinary wide attention. There is also a paper on Salmy;
a contented citizen in a blue suit appassages, diseased discharges, cured by Buchu- Vii, with drawings of him in Othelio and Mac‘peared nowise discomposed to find himself inLondon poor amounts to £720,000,
any gardens at all. I can picture to myself the
th,
paiba. Druggists. Depot, Lothrops & Pinkham,
corporated bodily into the brilliant staff of the
little
slips
and
cuttings
that
had
been
brought
Emperor William
and Prince Bismarck
‘Costumesin the Greek Play at Harvard,”
Governor of Maine.
Perhaps the decorum of
Dover, N. H.
over 1o the ship, and more carefully guarded than
have offered the Pope an asylum at Cologne.
the throng was equalled by its evident intelliBy Frank D. Millet, the artist who designed
any of the household goods. Ican see the womgence.
To the very
end of Mr. Winthrop’s
the costumes for the play, includes seventeen
The Franco-American clubof Paris celebraten look at tl
tearfully when they came into
THE
MARKETS.
prolonged oration all around the fringes of the
striking
illustrations by
Brennan.
An opporbloom, beca
nothing else could be a better reed the Yorktown centenary by a dinner.
andienee were to be observed people with
tunity for reproducing seven magnificent paintminder of their old home. What fears there
their bands at their ears, jealous lest a word
A dispatch from ‘Tripoli says that 2,000 must have been lest the first wmter’s cold might
ings is afforded by a paper on the artists.
Boston Produce Report.
should escape them. No point made by the Turkish troops have been sent thence to Crete.
kill them, and with what love and care they must
rted by HILTON BROS & CO., Commission
FORTUNY AND REGNAULT.
speaker was missed or failed to obtain its fullhave been tended! I know a rose-bush, anda
little Re erchants
and dealers in butter, cheese and
while ago I knew an apple-tree, that were brought
est meed of appreciation.
During Mr. Win+ Upward of 43,000 tons of produce were lost
8,
beens,
dried
apples,
&c.
Cellar
No.
8,
“
Around
Cape Ann” is a breezy ‘longshore
over by the first settlers; the rose. still blooms,
throp’s fervent and elegant peroration the in- at sea during the recent severe gales in Ency Market, Boston.
article, illustrated with nine exquisite reproand until it was cut down the old tree bore apples,
tentness of attention on the orator’s words was
ductions of etchings by Stephen Parish.
BOSTON, Saturday Morning, Oct. 22, 1881.
It is strange to think that civilized New England
gland,
so close that you might have heard a pin drop.
FLOUR.
The trade are purchasing only for im.
is no older than the little red roses that bloom in
¢“ MY ESCAPE FROM SLAVERY.”
The people had come to listen, and they lisThe next annual convention of the American
mediate wants, but holders, under instructions
June on that slope above the river in Kittery.
by Frederick Douglass,
tened with all their force.
Swiftly and inexofrom Weslern millers, are not offering stocks at
Those earliest gardens were very
pathetic in the
a01V
13
S
[IE
JUnaer-oo
1
OU
aged
pub
|contrast of theirextent and thei power of sug- |
1s a paper of historical value and interest,
W,
Portland, Me.
sions. Choice spring wheat Patents are now only
gestion and association. Every seed that came
opinion on the one man in all the throng who
J. Stillman has an intéresting article with
about 10 ¥ cent. higher than at this time last year
up
was
thanked
for
its
kindness,
and
every
flower
thought fit to miscondyct himself,
He stood
twenty-five
illustrations,
on
the
discovery
and
Secretary Windom has been nominated for that bloomed was the child of a beloved ances- but the choice wheat from which they are manuon a chair in the background, and he interjectfactured is full 20 ¢ cent. higher, and the price of origin of
the United States senatorship by the Minneed interruptions of a character at first irreleFlour has not yet caught up with the price of
‘There are few of us who can not remember
a
¢ The So-Called Venus of Melos” (Milo).
vant and presently insolent.
He was tolerated _sota Republicans.
wheat. There has been’ also no exaggeration
front-yard garden, which seemed to us a very parthe first time and the second time. The third
whatever about the crop of wheat; the ~hrinkage
adise in childhood.
It was like a miracle when
There is a capital short story by the author
Chili has virtually declared ®eru a - conguertime he got a stern warning, which he disrethe ye ilow and white ddffies came into bloom in from last year has been rather uuder estimated.
of “ The Village Convict,” which made such a
ed province, and a protest against such action
The spring wheat ¢rop particularly turns out guite hit in the August SCRIBNER; an article by a
the spring; and there was a time when the tigergarded, with the consequence that two strong
deficient compared with estimates, and consider.
lilies and the taller rose-bushes were taller than
men caught bim up and simply torew him
has been officially made by the United States
Cunard captain on ** Compulsory Lane Routes
able of the crop is still in danger.
we were, and we could not look over their heads
away outside the bounds.
minister to Peru.
in the North Atlantic”;
as
we
do
now.
There
were
always
a
good
many
SPRING WHEATS,
To speak of Eogland: on such a day was a
lady’s-delights that grew under the bushes, and
A Convention of Superintendents and teachWestern superfine. cecececcscececsesss
550 @ 600
POEMS BY
matter of no little delicacy. It was not that
came up anywhere in the chinks of the walk or
Common eXIras.ceseeceeccssnseernessss625 @ 675
ers of the free schools in the State of West
there was any danger she should be hardly
the door-step; and there was a little green sprig
James Russel Lowell, Edmund
Clarence
WISCONSIN.
ve csssnsersssssnarncenes
625 @ 750
spoken of.
That, never very likely
from
called ambrosia that was a famoas
stray-away.. Minnesota, bakers........... FRR 650 @ 800
Virginia, und a Teachers’ Institute, will be
Stedman,
Edmund
W.
Geose,
Austin
Outside the fence one was not unlikely to see a
American lips, was less likely than ever just held in the city of Wheeling Nov. 28—26.
Dobson,
Mary
Mapes
Dodge,
Richard
Minnesota
and Wisconsin, patents..... 850@ 9560
company of French pinks, which were forbidden
Watson
Glider,
and
others.
now.
But there was some fear lest in such a
WINTER WHEATS.
standing-room 1nside, as if they were tiresome
It is reported at St. Petersburg that an agreeconnection expressions of good will with Eng‘“ Topics of the Time" contains contributions
ChOICe. cast casereancss. iiss $850 @ 900
poor relations of the other flowers. I always felt Patents,
ment exists between England and Russia, by
land might bave a certain tone of gaucherie.
Patente,
common
£0 200d.
eve.vinnnann 82 @ 8560 from the pen of the late Dr. Holland, on the
a sympathy for French pinks; they have a fresh,
The man with a memory of defeats tinds it not which the former binds herself not to send
Ohi0...veueee rssver
50 @ #00
sweet 100k, as if they resigned themselves to their
change in the name of the magazine. on * The
easy to smile under the patronizing compli- agents to Merv, and the latter not to send
Michigan..eesecasas
@ 7%
lot m life and made the best of it, and rememContingency
of ‘Inability’ and
“ Public
InQiapa.caeeseeeses
@
525
ments of the man self-complacent in the memberea that they had the sunshine and rain, and
agents to Afghanistan.
Spirit.” This November number contains the
could see what was going on in the world, if Lhey TINOIS. ceeaaseesnrsareatnnnrnnnes “reves 800 4 850
ory of success. But to-day afforded a fresh
prospectus for the coming year. The
portrait
Bt. 1.oni8ssssereicenss esrausese reeksed
@ 850
were outlaws.
Geo. Scoville,
counsel
for Guiteau
the
proof that a warm heart is the truest guide to
.
@ 3825 of Dr. Holland, photographed from a life-size
I like to remember being sent on errands, and Corn Meal # bbl..ceeienennens
good taste.
It was impossible that there
assassin, has published an appeal to the public,
picture
by
Waal
Eaton,
and
issued
just
before
Rye
Flour.....
ceeseeesveeanes
Fa
660
@
675
being asked to wait while the mistress of the
should be any arriere pensee for the Englishrequesting any person who knows of facts house picked som e flowers to send back to my Oat Meal, commonto good Western...6 75 @ 7.00
is death, will possess a new interest to the
men who listened to the hearty and unaffected bearing upon the question of Guiteau’s
brands.ceceesseseesans7000 @ 7705
in- mother. They were almost always prim, flat bou- Oat Meal, fancy
readers of this magazines.
It is offered at
expressions of loving goodwill for * Old Mothquets in those days;
the larger flowers were
sanity to furnish him the information.
CORN. The sales of No 2 and high mixed have
$5.00 retail, or together with THE CENTURY
er England” as Mr. Winthrop phrased it, that
picked first, and stood at the back and looked
been at 74 @ 75¢; and steamer Corn at 73 @ 74c ¥ MAGAZINE for one year for $6.50. Subscripover the heads of those that were shorter of stem
Twenty-four Mormon missionaries passed
came warm from the lips of every speaker, to
bu. To arrive from Chicago prices are nominally
tions are taken by booksellers and news-dealbe caught up and responded to by tbe audi- through New York from Utah the other day, and stature, and the givers always sent a message 74 @® 75¢ for No 2 and-high mixed,
ers everywhere.
Regular price of the maga
that they had not stopped to arrange them. I reOars. The sales of No 1 and extra white have
ence with a fervor that was clearly genuine as
Europe.
The last Mormon
member that I haa even then a great dislike to been at 55 @ 57c; No 2 white at 53) @ 54c; No 3 zine $4.00 » year; 35 cents a number,
it was stentorian. President Artbur gave the on the way to
lemon verbena, and that I would nave waited pa- ¥h te at 62) @ 53¢; and No 2 mixed
at 49 @ 50c¥
key-note
ut
the, very commencement
of Conference appointed 100 missionaries, 60 of tiently outside a gate all the afternoon if 1 knew
THe CENIURY
CO.
a.
the singularly graceful and tactful observa- whom go to Europe and the remainder work that some one would kindly give me a. sprig of
(Formerly Scribner & Co.)
BUTTER.
Trade
has
been
decidedly
slow
apd
tions in which he inaugurated the proceedlavender
in
the
evening.
And
lilies
did
not
seem
in the United States. Thirteen have started
nosatisiactory, and for all kinds under the ft
nion Square (North) New York.
to me overdressed, hut it was easy for me to be. late made stock, prices are weak and mostly no!
ings. The French representatives spoke of for the South.
lieve that Solomon in all his
glory
was not ar- inal. .Only avery emall portion of the receipts
5
England with no less genial consideration, and
Large amounts of Confederate bonds are rayed like
a great yellow marigold, or even the comes up to the standard of fine, and shippers
GOVERNMENT CHEMISTS
REPORT ON
the Presiden t’s order commanding that the
little single oves that were yellow and brown
BAKING POWDE RS.
sould keep the fact constantly in mind that what
, British flag should be saluted at the -close of being bought up in New York at from $2.00 -dear
and blooméd until the snow came.—November_Atis jonerally called choice in the country takes
the ceremonial was not less kindly in its spirit to $2.50 per $1,000. It is said they are purDr, Edward G. Love, the present Analytical
only
a second or third rank here, For.the great
thanit was tender and beautiful in its word- chased for foreign’ brokers,
Chemist for the Government, says tne N. Y. Trib.
One
banking
bulk of fresh made dairy receipts 28c ¥ bis a to
ing. Resd by Mr. Blaine in accents that were
une
has recently made some interesting
experigelling price, and some good lots can not be move
fervent with emotion, it was ant thal the house in Richmond, Va., has bought upwards
atover25c. Summer
dairiesare quoted all the ments as to the comparative value of baking powof
a
million
dollars
of
these
bonds.
ders.
Dr.
Love's
tests
were
made
to
determine
audience with a storm of enthusiasor
that told
way from 20 @ 25¢ # 1, but the demand is very
(From the American Cultivator.)
what brands are the most economical to use. And
light, and if forced off the market might not realize
how welcome it was to their sympathies. It
Details of the tergible hurricane at Mazatlan,
thelr capacity lies in their leavening power,
is to be regretted that no official British person
Sunflower seeds are useful for giving gloss to over 18 or 23¢. In fact, in the present condition of a8
tests
were directed solely to ascertain the availaMexico,
and
vieinit;
the
29th
ultimo,
show
the marketit is difficult to give a reliable price
was present te convey to
Queen Victorias some
the feathers of poultry fed upon them.
ble gas of each powder.
for anything under the finest creameries, which
idea of the warmth evoked
by the Presideat’s that the loss of life was larger than was at first
It
is
proper to state that all the powders exam.
command 33 @ 85c ¥ Bb, and fine Franklin Couaty
There is renewed thrift and hopefulness among
graceful compliments, and especially by the reported. The
ined were from the open market, and that the
statement is made that five the farmers throughout the country.
dairy Jots,which are moving off at 30 8 32c. Every:
mention of her Majesty’s own name.
original
labels were in every case broken by Dr.
body wants these, but are indifferent about the
hundred lives were lost by the freshets which
Love himself.
~~
r
other grades.
It is claimed that poke weed is highly poiscnous
The military and naval reviews took place Prevaijed inthe neighboring towns, and at
The market has lost strength during
Comparaon Thursday, and were brilliant spectacles. ‘Rovario three hundred houses of various and destructive to apple trees within the influ- theCHEESE.
week, and for the best factory offering 13¢ is a
Available Gas,
tive
ence of its growth.
p
free selling price. Some holders still ask more
kinds were destroyed. The damuge to ship:
Cubic inches per
worth
There were nearly ten thousand troops in line,
for
their
flue
stock,
but
they
can
sell
only
in
a
A
Canadian
farmer
has
sold
$400
worth
of
cabName
of
the
each
ounce
p'wd’r
per
ping
at
various
points
was
likewise
extensive.
representing sixteen States of the Union.
small way.
5:
;
Baking Powders.
ik
pound,
_ At the close ofthe ceremonies by order of
Friday’s advices from Ireland state that the bage and raised 1,200 head of caulifiower on the v Eas. Eastern.¥ dozen p ] 200; New York and Royal, (cream tarter Jayden)
1274
50" cts
nont, 28c; Canada,
2Ic;
Western,
27c; P.
the President, the British flag was saluted hy land Jeague, while urging the people to remain | site of a tamarac swamp, which he drained at an Toone.
Batansoc alum powder)
125.2
cts
57 in ove; Limod 20 @ 21.
8
io;
expense of $150.
Lx
Rumford’s
(phosphate)
fresh
1225
42 os
. the forcesof the U. 8.army and navy—* In firm in their. opposition to the government’s
'BuANS. Sales
of choice Pea at $355 @ $305 ¥ Rumford’s (phosphate) old
327°
18
ots
recognition of the friendly relations so long coercive measure, recommends the abandon | Ninety fier cent. of all the rain which falls upo:
None Such
1218 = 4;¥%cts
y
:
w
0.
.
Yellow
Eyes Hanford’s
the land from April 1 to Oct. 1,is evaporated. Only
head’
.
'»
mili
117.0
cts
~ and se happily subsisting between Great Brit- ment of all projected meetings in aid of the
are firm at $3 10 @ $3 25 ¥bu. Nothing of congo. Charm (alum powder)
116.9
ots
ten per cent, finds its way into drains laid quence
doing in
Kidneys, which are scarce, Amazon
aud the United States, ¥ * aud especially cause for the present. As a further evidence ‘about
(hlum powder, 111.9
cts
three or four feet below the surface.
and quoted nominally $2 75 @ $2 80 ¥ bu.
Cleveland's (short weight oz) = 1108
48 ots
a mark of the protound respect entertained of the virtual collapse of the league its offices
The
farmers
of
New
Zealand
are
anxious
to
Czar
y
1068
42
cts
y
nd.
Northern and | Dr. Price’s Cream
in Dublin were finally closed on Friday. raise clover, which they can not do, because as it su,
102.6
40 cots
Central Hose commend 85 @ %0c # bu, and Lewis’s
condensed
8.2
88%cts
Effective measures are being taken by the 18 claimed, they have no bumble beesto distribute Maine
choice Aroostook run up to 9c. Sweets have
Andrew's Pearl
$8.2
86x0t8
been selling
at $2 756 @ $3 50 ¥ bbl.
throne.
4
government to suppress any
meetings that
the bloom. Orders haye been sent to Los Angeles
925
36 cts
ADTiEs, ; EARS. Apples, cho
* yr pivil 1 50 @ Klecker’s Perfect
hospitality of the Yorktown people was may be held in violation of the prohibitory for several colonies of these bees.
adi
regard
all
alum
Sader
as
very
unwhole3
es, common
od,
200;
nd “their ability 10 accommodate mandate. The county of Dublin has been
Phosphate and Tartaric Acid powders liboars, #Obl. $3 00 8 §) 00; Grapes, rol Hg vn some.
Dr. Pierce’s *‘ Golden Medical Discovery” has
a
erate their gus to freely in process of baking or
number of troups ‘+ proclaimed ” under the arms act.
become go thoroughly established mn public fayor 5 8 be. Spee, Catawbas 9 @ So.
Ruder varying climatic changes suffer deteriora:
HoNgY,
'
Demand
light,
and
206
is
a
fall
selling
of the people price for best white clover.
* Destructive freshets have occurred in Tlii- that were it not for the foy
on, .
Fad
ith
i
nois, the waters rising higher at various: in would not be necessary to call atteniion to its
HAY AND SERA, Eastern aud Northern—Choico
power to cure consumption, which is Scrofula of
WANTED
AGENTS.
Send
.
stamps
for
a
ne Lungs, and other blood diseases, as erup- Poo r sidbeln 5 vate ‘Hay
points than during the floods of last spring, A
Hireiogell; ; ByeRye Siew
Siraw Jairo elegant. steel Portraits,
Plate paper 10x12
Pi
serious break occurred in the Sny levee near tions, blutches, pimples, ulcers, and ** liver com- $20a22; a Straw 853810.
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heavy doctor’s bills. Iv 8 by the nddcions use or

THE
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knowledge of the natural la

which EoVan hy operations of d
trition, and by a careful

“ Dr. Kennedy’s Frvorite Remedy” for sale by
all druggi sts.

NOW

P

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS,

of

the trouble. Here is a sick man healed. What
better results could have been expected? What
ater benefit could medical science confer?
The end was gained; that was surely enough.

draught, and your throat will feel sore: and your
head uncomfortable.
You have taken a cold,
which you can remove as promptly as you received it by using Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral.
Pearl's White Glycerine cures Sunburn and
prickly heat, and makes the skin soft and smooth.
‘Use Pearl’s White Glycerine Toilet Soap.
:

an article

then he has had no symptoms of the

in a

on of the French troops in
worse than ever. The number of the sick is increasing, and fresh troops
are continually needed to fill the vacancies.—

with

his, was, like higgfather, afflicted with Stones
in the Bladder,
that his case was more
serious than his father’s.
On the appearance
of the disease the father advised the. son to |
write to Dr. David Kennedy, of Rondout, N.
May properly be called the * Hercules” of medi
Y., who, he said, would tell him what to do, cine, for it cleanses Nature’s augean stables, and.
Dr. Kennedy replied, suggesting ‘‘ Kennedy’s allows the recuperative powers of the system to do
Favorite Remedy,” which had worked so successfully in the father’s case. Mr. Hicks, who the work of restoration to health. No medicine
cures; Nature alone cures. This aperient opens
had been assured by the local physicians tha
the proper avenues, the functions are permitted
they could do nething more for him, trie
the Favorite Remedy” at a venture. After two
to resumé their work, and the patient gets well.
weeks’ use of it he passed a stone 3-4 of an inch

.

from

the Adriatic on the west, eastward across Asia
Minor to Persia, including a population of not
far from 20,000,000 of people, are now to) be

and bring
|

Extreme Tired Feeling.
A lady tells us “the first bottle has

by the

Notwithstanding ‘the pres-

portion of the émpire now embraced within

uniform were next in the line, General Hancock and staff following. General Hancock
had his little boy by the hand as he walked to

largely

used upon Ayrshire cows to
produce dairy ani
mals and the result 18 said to
very
encouraging.
The flow of milk is not lessened, while: the

brothers have been held without bail by Justice
Booth of New Haven, to answer for the murder of

Jennie Cramer.——The rooms of the

com-

pensation. "An intelligent Pennsylvania gentle.
man says that in the past séven years, in conse-

At a Cabinet meeting on Saturday, President
Arthur stated that it had been his desire to retain the
Cabinet unbroken until the end of
the year, or near that time, but owing to the in-

1}
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